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Foreword
Racial strife and civil commotion last summer cost the
economy of St. Augustine, Florida an estimated five million
dollar loss of business. Lost business also means lost state
taxes. Which means that all citizens of Florida indirectly
paid for Martin Luther King's visitation to America's oldest
city. In addition there is the more intangible factor of adverse publicity. Carefully edited TV camera and newsreel
shots can zero in a devastating barrage of unfavorable publicity on any community, particularly a small city heavily
dependent on tourist business. Purported "news accounts" as
most sophisticated Americans have learned, can be so slanted,
distorted, and biased as to make black come out white, and
white seem to be black.
The damage to St. Augustine cannot be undone. Some
valuable lessons, however, for other Florida communities
and their law enforcement officers can be salvaged from last
summer's riots and disorders. The Legislative Investigation
Committee therefore decided that a study-report together
which such recommendations as it might develop would perform an important service to the whole state of Florida as
well as other American communities, which might be faced
with a similar invasion in the near future.
All public officials in St. Augustine and some thirty or
more other knowledgeable individuals were interviewed over
a period of several weeks. All police and arrest records were
scrutinized. A number of transcripts of testimony in various
cases before Federal Judge Simpson in the U. S. District
Court in Jacksonville were examined. In addition books by
Martin Luther King, tape recordings of some of his press
interviews, and other pertinent material were consulted.
iii

FOREWORD

The Committee's summary of facts and recommendations
may be found at the end of this report.
Richard 0. Mitchell, Chairman
Tallahassee
George B. Stallings
Jacksonville
Leo C. Jones
Panama City
Senator C. W. Young
St. Petersburg
William E. Owens
Stuart
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Racial and Civil Disorders
in St. ·Augustine
Most Americans who have toured Florida are familiar with
the quaint and unique city of St. Augustine. America's oldest
city will celebrate its 400th anniversary this summer with
appropriate cultural presentations and festive celebrations.
That is, if the Quadricentennial of the city's founding by the
Spaniards is not marred and disrupted by a performance
similar to last summer's racial strife and commotion. In
1963 some 444,000 tourists thronged through the old Spanish
fort in the heart of St. Augustine. Last year .there were only
322,000-a sharp drop of 27 %. This decline in visitors naturally depressed those businesses catering to and largely dependent on the tourist trade. St. Augustine's economic losses
by the end of 1964 were estimated at over five million dollars.
Despite massive propaganda to the contrary, Negroes and
whites have lived together amicably in St. Augustine for centuries. Two hundred and fifty years ago the old Spanish city
was a refuge for fugitive slaves from the Georgia plantations.
There has been no residential segregation as far back as anyone can remember. White patients made up more than half of
the leading colored doctor's patients, two generations ago.
The leading dentist for many years was a highly respected
Negro. Both the city police force and sheriff's office have had
one or more Negroes on their staffs for years. The Catholic
Cathedral has been bi-racial for years. All city facilities
were desegrated.
Only the privately owned hotels, restaurants and motels
catering to tourists reserved the right to determine whom
they would serve. Their defense was that tourists from out of
state would pass them by if they catered to colored customers. Negroes comprise about 23 % of the old city's 20,000
population. City officials assert that there never had been any
serious racial disorders or even friction between the races
prior to 1962.
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Under date of February 23, 1963, the St. Augustine
Branch of the N.A.A.C.P. addressed a letter to then Vice
President Lyndon Johnson ( who was to speak in St. Augustine) protesting that neither the welcoming committee nor
the Quadricentennial planning committee had any Negro
members. The Vice President was asked to reconsider his
acceptance to speak at a dedication ceremony. Copies were
sent to a number of prominent people and national circulation magazines and newspapers.
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Appendix 4)

On May 7, 1963, the St. Augustine Record, a daily newspaper published the text of another N.A.A.C.P. letter, this
time addressed to President Kennedy. It asked the President
to withhold federal funds appropriated for the 1965 Quadricentennial unless and until the city of St. Augustine met
certain Negro demands. On June 18, 1963, the Tallahassee
Branch of CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) sent a telegram to Preside.n t Kennedy urging that he block St. Augustine's request for $350,000.00 for the Quadricentennial because this money would be used "to celebrate 400 years of
slavery and segregation in America's oldest city." Needless to
say, these communications did not serve to help already deteriorating racial relations.
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only whites were picketed or subjec
juveniles and teenagers. Some werE
Juvenile Court Judge Charles Matl
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On June 19, 1963, Dr. Robert Hayling, a Negro dentist and
St. Augustine spokesman for the N.A.A.C.P. was quoted as
having said:
"Passive resistance is no good in the face of violence. I
and others of the N.A.A.C.P. have armed ourselves and
we will shoot first and ask questions later." Appendix No. 1
Hayling later denied having made this remark but a Jacksonville newspaperman filed an affidavit attesting to its authenticity.
On June 24, 1963, the St. Augustine branch of the
N.A.A.C.P. addressed a letter to City Manager Charles Barrier asking for a meeting with the city commission in order
to discuss a number of issues and grievances. (see Appendix
2 and 3) A very short session was held but since the city
2
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. P. addressed a letter to then Vice
on ( who was to speak in St. Augusiither the welcoming committee nor
tanning committee had any Negro
isident was asked to reconsider his
a dedication ceremony. Copies were
)minent people and national circula·s papers.

commission lacked a quorum, because several members and
the mayor were out of the city, nothing was accomplished .
On August 3, 1963, the Youth Council of the St. Augustine
N.A.A.C.P. sent a long protest letter to Vice President Johnson setting forth a number of grievances and charging the
city of St. Augustine with using "police state tactics." (see
Appendix 4)

St. Augustine Record, a daily newst of another N.A.A.C.P. letter, this
!ent Kennedy. It asked the President

The summer of 1963 saw a number of trial runs for bigger
demonstrations to follow. Stores with lunch counters serving
only whites were picketed or subjected to sit-ins, mostly by
juveniles and teenagers. Some were as young as ten years.
Juvenile Court Judge Charles Mathis issued an order prohibiting picketing or demonstrations by anyone under seventeen years of age. When picketing and other forms of harrassment continued, those under seventeen were escorted
home and their parents summoned to juvenile court.
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The Widening Rift

Police and sheriff's records from June to September, 1963,
show a long list of inter-racial incidents. These ranged from
threatening or obscene telephone calls to white women to
rock-throwing between white and colored children. Strong
racial feelings began to develop. They finally reached the felony stage in August when a white woman was robbed and
raped at knifepoint by an unidentified Negro.

Enter the K.K.K.
On September 1, 1963, the Ku Klux Klan held a night
meeting in the open country on a side road some three miles
south of St. Augustine after having been refused a permit
to hold their rally in the city. Dr. Robert Hayling and_three
colored companions attempted to observe the proceedings but
were caught by Klansmen and severely beaten. Deputy
sheriffs rescued the four Negroes and arrested four Klansmen from Jacksonville. The St. Augustine Record reported
that this was "the first open meeting of its kind in this area
in recent years." Some 400 people attended this meeting
and a reputed 2,500 attended a meeting the following night.
3
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Local authorities claimed that very few of them could be
identified as citizens of St. Augustine.

The First Death
On October 25, 1963, four white youths drove a car through
the Negro neighborhood. One, William David Kinard, age 24,
carried a loaded shotgun on his lap. The car was fired on by
Negroes and Kinard died almost instantly with a bullet
through his head. There had bee~ no gunfire from the car.
Several Negroes living in houses nearby were arrested and
charged with manslaughter. A fifteen year old colored girl,
Joyce Green, was questioned as a material witness. She was
later released because of her age. She subsequently disap-,
peared and has been missing ever since. The FBI was asked
to investigate her disappearance but to date no trace of the
girl has been found.
Three nights after the Kinard slaying, unidentified whites
fired from automobiles at two Negro night clubs, a market,
and two private homes. Tension began to increase in America's oldest city.
On November 15, 1963, U. S. District Judge, William
McRae, sitting· "in Jacksonville dismissed a suit filed by
Hayling seeking an injunction against St. Augustine city officials. The N.A.A.C.P. official sought to enjoin the city from
arresting demonstrators. In a 12-page order Judge McRae
ruled that the plaintiffs had not submitted sufficient evidence
to warrant judicial overriding of a city ordinance requiring
a police permit to parade through the streets or to hold public meetings.
Judge McRae observed:
"The court is of the opinion that the plaintiff did not come
into court with clean hands. Their leadership and particularly Robert B. Hayling have displayed a lack of restraint,
common sense, and good judgment, and an irresponsibility
which have done a disservice to the advancement of the
best interests of all the plaintiffs and others in St. Augustine who are similar situated.
·
Problems which might well have been solved by intelligent
4
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action have been handled with deliberate provocation and
apparent intent to incite disorder and confusion."
On December 16, 1963, the St. Johns county grand jury
handed up a presentment to Circuit Court Judge Robert Winfield blaming two outside militant elements, the Ku Klux
Klan and Negro civil rights workers, as responsible for the
worsening racial situation and disorders in St. Augustine.
The grand jury found that Ku Klux Klan did not represent
the majority view of the white citizens of St. Johns County.
Four days later two local N.A.A.C.P. officials, Goldie Eubanks and Dr. Robert Hayling informed the United Press
International that they had resigned from the N.A.A.C.P. in
the hopes that "less militant'~ Negro . leaders would be able
to make more progress in restoring interracial harmony once
more in St. Augustine. It was assumed that Hayling's "resignnation" was not voluntary but a culmination of the Judge
McRae decision, the grand jury's presentment and other
factors leading to a decision to change leadership. It was
common knowledge that a majority of the more responsible
Negro leadership in St. Augustine were not too pleased with
Hayling's activities.
Nine weeks later four loads of buckshot were fired from an
unidentified car at 1 :25 in the morning into the home of
Dr. Hayling. Dr. Hayling's dog was killed and his house
and furnishings suffered considerable damage.
1964 Opens Stormy and Cloudy

On March 11, 1964, Dr. Hayling sent a form letter to the
Massachusetts chapter of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference. See Appendix No. 5 (This organization will be
discussed elsewhere in this report under Martin Luther
King.) In this letter college students "from all over the
nation" who normally headed for Florida's sunny beaches
during their spring vacation were invited to St. Augustine
to join a "struggle for human rights" in that city. Similar
to the Mississippi "Summer Project" this effort was entitled
"Florida Spring Project, SCM-SCLC." The initials stood for
the two sponsoring organizations : Student Christian Movement and Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
5
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Appended to the appeal was a short statement of just what
the_"Florida Spring Project" hoped to accomplish, an application form, and a set of guidance instructions on what to
wear, what to bring, anticipated expenses, and instructions
how to conduct oneself after arriving in St. Augustine. The
letter frankly admitted that a "tense situation" existed in
St. Augustine and that "our coming will increase this."
"General Qualifications" then continued:
"Many have sought to dissuade us with predictions of
violen~e. No one denies this possibility. The advocate of
non-violence does not deny violence. The existing conditions of injustice results in great violence to the lives of
people there. Non-violence direct action is a means of
speaking and acting in the midst of a violent world, in a
way that seeks to convert the world. Anyone who is not
committed to non-violence should not go to St. Augustine.
Workshops will be held for all participants when they arrive. In St. Augustine each participant must be prepared to
follow the authority of the designated leader. Each participant must be willing to go to jail." (Appendix 5)
(Emphasis ours)
City officials maintain that this statement was full of false
charges and Mayor Joseph Shelley on March 22, 1964, issued
the city's reply. (see Appendix 6)

The "Florida Spring Project"

On March 12, 1964, Mayor Shelley received a long distance telephone call from a St. Augustine student at a New
England college warning that a mass invasion of civil rights
demonstrators was being mobilized in the New England area.
About the same time a Boston radio commentator advises
Mayor Shelley by phone that Mrs. Malcolm Peabody, mother
of the governor of Massachusetts, was coming to St. Augustine and asked the mayor what he would do if she violated
any local laws? Mayor Shelley replied that he would do
nothing as long as Mrs. Peabody broke no laws. If she did,
the police would have no choice but to arrest her just like
any other lawbreaker.
6
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This simple and matter of fact statement was promptly
distorted in the headlines to read that Mayor Shelley had
threatened to arrest the mother of the Governor of Massachusetts. That same day between 150 and 175 reporters,
photographers, and TV cameramen began arriving in St.
Augustine from all over the United States. Local authorities naturally surmised that "something big" was about
to break to justify such a massive invasion of news-gathering
services.
The first contingent of the New England demonstrators,
some thirty strong, arrived by bus and plane on March 23,
1964. Several appeared to be university faculty members and
chaplains. They told newsmen that they would stage sit-ins
at segregated restaurants, picketing, and pray-ins at local
churches which barred Negroes. During the next few days a
steady stream of white "civil rights workers" continued to
arrive in St. Augustine. On March 28, 1964, 26 of these
Negro and white demonstrators, led by a Yale University
chaplain, were arrested after being warned against trespassing and conspiring to commit a misdemeanor.

Easter Sunday and Mrs. Peabody
St. Augustine's traditional Easter Sunday parade was
held without incident. The local negro high school band was
applauded by some 20,000 spectators. Mrs. Malcolm Peabody
arrived late that afternoon. City officials claim that she
made no effort to contact them or make known the purpose
of her visit. A communion service set for 10 A.M. March 31,
1964, at the Trinity Episcopal Church was hastily cancelled
when it was learned that Mrs. Peabody, the wife of a Bishop,
might try to integrate the service with some 75 colored
students from Murray High School who were marching into
the city. Mrs. Peabody entered the church about 9 :45 A.M.
and held a brief discussion with the vestrymen. She denied
any intention to demonstrate inside the church. She said she
merely wanted to "integrate" it. Bishop Hamilton West of
Jacksonville had appealed to Bishop Malcolm Peabody in
Boston to persuade his wife not to disrupt the communion
service.
7
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Mrs. Peabody was arrested the following day charged with
trespass and conspiracy to commit a misdemeanor when she
participated in a sit-in demonstration in the Ponce de Leon
Hotel. She refused to make bail and elected to remain in jail.
After spending two days in jail Mrs. Peabody posted $450
bond and departed by plane from Jacksonville. The arrest
and jailing of the wife of a Bishop and mother of a governor
naturally received tremendous nationwide newspaper, radio
and TV attention. Interviewed in jail Mrs. Peabody said, "I
am afraid it is pretty much of a lark. Everyone is so nice. My
cell is quite comfortable and clean with running water and
showers." She readily conceded that she had intentionally
broken a state law and had fully expected to be arrested.
The tactic of inducing socially prominent and elderly ladies to act as "catspaws" in order to win sympathy and wide
publicity has long been a Communist and radical technique.
When the Communists some years ago anticipated that their
daily newspaper, THE WORKER, might be seized or involved in litigation, ownership papers were quickly drawn up
listing three ladies of advanced age and social position as
sole owners. One was a lineal descendant of a Revolutionary
War hero and member of an old Philadelphia family. See
Appendix 7
With the departure of Mrs. Peabody some 128 white and
Negro demonstrators arrested during the hectic Easter Week
disorders, posted bonds and were released. Mayor Shelley
issued a public statement deploring the fact that the mother
of a governor of another state had journeyed more than a
thousand miles to Florida for the self-admitted purpose of
flouting the law. The mayor also charged that some of the
news media were deliberately misquoting him and distorting
the true picture of just what was happening in the oldest
city.
The St. Augustine City Commission considered one national network program so biased and distorted in relating
what happened in St. Augustine that they requested the
network to give Mayor Shelley equal time in order to present a true and factual picture of developments in America's
oldest city.
8
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City Manager Barrier later charged that "It was very evident that Martin Luther King and the newsmen were working together in demonstrations. Newsmen were notified of
when, what, and where everything was to happen.'' (see
Appendix 8)
By the 5th of April, 1964, the whole civil disobedience
campaign was at a low ebb. Hosea Williams, one of King's
chief lieutenants, was able to muster only ten volunteers
from an audience of 200 for a sit-down and possible arrest.
Nearly all the northern demonstrators had departed and local St. Augustine negroes, excepting juveniles, apparently
did not care to support the "negro revolution.'' Williams
warned: "If segregation barriers remain up in St. Augustine
it will be because the people here did not support the movement.'' A week later five Negroes attended services at Trinity
Episcopal Church without incident. North Florida Diocese
Bishop West had ordered all diocesan churches to admit
anyone without regard to race or color.

King Threatens a "Long, Hot Summer"

On May 18, 1964, Martin Luther King arrived in St. Augustine. He left the next day promising that he would soon
return with his "Non-violent Army.'' In a press statement he
charged that St. Augustine "was a small Birmingham.'' Two
of King's assistants, Andrew Young and Harry Boyte, arrived in St. Augustine on May 25, 1964. They conferred with
Mayor Shelley at some length but made no specific demands
or requests. Asked why St. Augustine had been selected by
King for a visitation by his "Non-violent Army" they frankly
admitted that as America's oldest city, St. Augustine was
symbolic and "we feel that we can get better publicity out of
St. Augustine." (see also first two paragraphs of statement
by the General Manager of the St. Augustine Record in
Appendix 9.)
King returned on May 26, 1964, and the following day announced that his "Non-violent Army" was being mobilized
and would soon be in St. Augustine. He promised the ancient
city "A long, hot summer" but piously added that he hoped it
9
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would be a "long hot non-violent summer." King's "Nonviolent Army" began arriving on May 28, 1964. See Appendix No. 10. Some 300 of King's demonstrators marched on
the "Old Slave Market," and a large group of young whites
gathered, armed with clubs and tire irons arrived on the
scene. City police, with trained dogs, county deputy sheriffs,
and Florida Highway patrolmen prevented contact between
the two hostile groups.
The cameramen suddenly turned on blinding floodlights
while at the same time training their lens on the crowds.
These lights in turn excited the police dogs who leaped and
barked. Angered at having cameras trained on them, some
of the young toughs attacked the cameramen, injuring one
of them. There also were reports that some cameramen had
complained of the high cost of keeping their expensive TV
equipment in St. Augustine for days without too much "action," and that they had incited both sides to "get things
going." (The Committee's observations on this development
may be found in the Summary-Conclusion of this report.)
Coincident with the Mayor's appeal to all parents, colored
and white, to keep their children away from the downtown
area at night, Chief of Police Virgil Stuart instructed Negro
demonstrators to stay away from center of the city after
dark. Stuart also called upon all white people to stay away
from the downtown area after dusk. Chief Stuart believes
that some Black Muslims had come to St. Augustine from
Jacksonville to stir things up. He also stated that most of the
white men engaged in violence were not local people and that
some were known Klansmen from nearby cities. King was in
California when the violence broke out. He wired President
Johnson asking for Federal protection for his "non-violent"
demonstrators.

Flood the Jails
On May 30, 1964, a new tactic was unveiled by King's
demonstrators. Nearly 200 defied a police order and began
another march on the center of the city. Fifteen were arrested but refused to post bond, electing to remain in jail ten
to twelve days in lieu of fines. During the following days a
10
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number of demonstrators courted arrest and accepted
sentences rather than pay small fines. "Flooding the jails
clogging the courts" was a technique devised to attract
greatest publicity to a civil disobedience show that
started to taper off and to collapse.

jail
and
the
had

On June 1, 1964, the City Commission adopted an emergency measure prohibiting minors under 18 to be on the
streets or in public places between the hours of 9 P.M. and
5 A.M. Parking also was banned on some 42 downtown
streets during the same hours. This was done to prevent large
crowds from gathering in and around the main square downtown where all the rioting and disorders tended to ignite. It
worked a hardship on the business firms and a movie house
located in the area. King's lawyers immediately petitioned
the Federal Court in Jacksonville for a restraining order
against St. Augustine's city and county officials. The City
Commission repealed the two emergency orders five days
later.

Federal Court Enters the Picture
All demonstrations were suspended for several days while
District Court Judge Bryan Simpson held extensive hearings
on the injunction petition. The Court sought to determine if
Sheriff L. 0. Davis was a member of the K.K.K. Davis denied under oath that he was. The Judge also questioned Davis
as to whether or not any of his deputies were or had been
Klansmen.
King returned to St. Augustine and denounced that city
as "the most lawless he had ever visited." He states that
President Johnson was closely watching developments in St.
Augustine.
On June 9, 1964, Federal Judge Simpson ordered the city
officials of St. Augustine to permit demonstrations "anyhow
in the nighttime" and not to restrict or restrain such marches
under pain of contempt. (There had never been any ban on
daytime marches.) Night marches were resumed within a
matter of hours. Meanwhile Martin Luther King had returned to St. Augustine threatening "massive demonstrations" unless all integration demands were promptly met. It
11
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was reported that he had boasted that he would bring the
city of St. Augustine to its knees within ten days. Racial feelings naturally tended to harden still further.
On June 10, 1964, Governor Bryant announced at Tallahassee that he would not hesitate to use every power at his
command to preserve law and order in the ancient city. At a
. news conference in St. Augustine King announced that he
would go to the well kown Monson Motor Lodge ( one of the
largest in the city) the next day and commit an "act of civil
disobedience." Busloads of King's "Non-violent Army" continued to roll into St. Augustine from the eastern seaboard.
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"Testing" the Monson Motor Lodge, on June 11, 1964, King
and two of his associates, Ralph Abernathy and Robert England, were arrested for trespassing on private property and
conspiring to commit a misdemeanor. King's attempt to integrate the motor lodge made a fine TV and newsreel show
for millions of viewers but it was overshadowed by what may
have be.e n intended to be a mere sideshow.
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Two white northern integrationists, who had secured accommodations at the motor lodge, jumped into the swimming
pool. They were immediately followed by several negro men
and women. The whole group congregated in the middle of
the pool where police officers could not reach them. The white
integrationists insisted that the Negroes were their "guests"
and hence not guilty of trespassing. An off duty city patrolman finally jumped into the pool and the whole group was
dragged out and arrested.
The manager of the motel, apparently under great stress
and excitement, poured a bottle of muriatic acid into the pool
hoping to scare the demonstrators into leaving. Muriatic acid
is commonly added to swimming pools as a disinfectant, a
fact well known to one of the white demonstrators. He
calmed the apprehension of the negroes by offering to drink
some of the water to prove it was harmless. The TV and news
cameras picked up the whole bizarre scene for millions of
viewers all over the United States. These pictures were
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flashed to Europe and the rest of the world affording unlimited propaganda opporunity for anti-American elements to
offer as another "typical example of American barbarism and
racism."
For his own protection and safety, King was removed
from the St. Johns County Jail to the Duval County Jail in
Jacksonville. Tension was mounting in St. Augustine and
some TV cameramen and reporters hired bodyguards to protect them against possible attacks. Busloads of negro and
white demonstrators continued to arrive in the ancient city .
The N. Y. Times, reporting from the scene, admitted that
"Dr. King has appealed for outside help to fill up the jails and
to put more people in the streets." The news account added

that most St. Augustine N egroes "are not taking part in
the movement." By this time Governor Bryant had ordered
some 145 State highway patrolmen and armed Conservation and Beverage Control officers to St. Augustine. In addition Tallahassee had dispatched several investigators and
assistant states' attorneys to the city as observers. See
Appendix 11
New incendiary elements had now been added to an already
highly volatile situation. Conrad Lynch and an Atlanta lawyer, J. B. Stoner, arrived on the scene. Both represented the
National States Rights Party, which has already been made
the subject of a separate report by this committee. Stoner
and Lynch held forth at nightly meetings in the main Plaza,
which had erroneously been dubbed the "Old Slave Market"
many years ago presumably for tourist publicity purposes.
Trained rabble-rousers, Lynch and Stoner, while ostensibly
defending the Constitution and Christianity, managed to
work on the latent racial prejudices held by some of their
listeners.
One of St. Augustine's leading physicians, Dr. Hardgrove
Norris, writing in a small publication entitled FOCUS under date of July 7-14, 1964, had this to say:
"A lawyer, J. B. Stoner, from Atlanta, Ga., and a California preacher, Connie Lynch, materialized to harangue the
restless crowd. These men are well schooled in agitational
techniques; and, although theoretically well educated,
13
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speak in the rhetoric of the mass. They merchandize a
doctrine of hate only. Their sole objective seemed designed
to divide the community into quarreling factions and to
agitate the more volatile elements of the Whites to overt
aggression against the Blacks. They proved to be one of
the most helpful factors in Martin Luther King's invasion.
Without their appearance it is quite probable that Martin
Luther King would have met total failure-even with the
other pressures that were brought to bear. This must be
noted. In analyzing the situation as it occurred in St. Augustine King's appearances and Stoner's appearances.
were always perfectly co-ordinated. Whenever King was in
town, Stoner was almost certainly to be. Martin Luther
King divided the negroes and whites; Lynch and Stoner
successfully divided the whites. These two, by operating
under an organization with the high sounding name, National States Rights Party, sought to gain an aura of
respectability. The literature of this party can serve but
one purpose: fragmentation of the community and discreditation of worthwhile patriotic organizations."
On June 12, 1964, an entirely new development occurred.
Whites organized a counter-demonstration, marching into
the predominately colored section of Lincolnville only a few
blocks from the center of the city. Police requests that they
refrain from further inflaming an already dangerous situation were answered with quotations from Federal Judge
Simpson's order enjoining the city officials of St. Augustine
from interfering in any way or at any time with Martin
Luther King's "civil rights" marchers. In effect, "What's.
sauce for the goose, is sauce for the gander."
These counter-demonstrations were heavily guarded on all
sides by almost as many law enforcement officers as there
were marchers. Negro leaders were able to control the colored
community so that there was no violence or provocation
to violence. A large sign at a street corner read: "WELCOME! PEACE AND BROTHERHOOD TO YOU." Several
hundred Negroes either carried signs reading "We Love
Everybody" or chanted the words. Martin Luther King was
released from jail under bond and hurried to Yale University to pick up an honorary degree.
14
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By June 14, 1964, the demonstrations and counter-demonstrations had simmered down. Andrew Young, a King lieutenant, told newsmen that nighttime marches would be resumed
as soon as new forces were mustered and brought from other
states. He had previously been quoted as saying that if the
townspeople would not come down to watch the demonstrations "then we'll take it to them." Judge Simpson's order
gave the Negro demonstrators the right to parade at will
through any part of the town. The marches now rambled
through the private residential sections of the old city shouting and singing until 11 P.M. This aroused a number of
citizens to sign a petition to Judge Simpson praying for
relief from these noisy demonstrations. (See Appendix 12)
Apprised of this situation Governor Bryant on June 15,
1964, invoked the emergency powers of Sections .021 and
.022, Chapter 14, of the Florida Statutes. Five days later,
Governor Bryant signed Executive Order No. Two banning
all demonstrations and marches between the hours of 8 :30
P.M. and sunrise. The Governor also found that the law enforcement detail at St. Augustine had been strengthened to
its maximum and that additional officers "would not in any
way alleviate the circumstances creating the danger to peace
and order." (See Appendix 13)
Law enforcement officers in St. Augustine were positive
that they could control demonstrations and protect both demonstrators and peaceful citizens if the marches were confined
to daylight hours. The reason for this insistence on daylight
hours was the peculiar nature of many. of St. Au_ID!s±ine!"----downtown streets." Laid out by the Sp~ rrle----BOOyears ago
many streets are extremely nar;::ow--arfrf bordered by low stone
walls or hedges. There are numerous alleyways and narrow
passages between- buildings. Reconstruction of old Spanish
and British buildings had left piles of rubble, bricks, and
other material ideally suited for missiles, ready at hand.
Lighting in some of the narrower streets was poor.
In short, young toughs able to leap low walls and hedges
and dodge down dark passageways had little difficulty in
evading the police after throwing brickbats at demonstrators.
In the daytime most of them would be in school or working.
15
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Daytime demonstrations would also limit participation
mainly to local people and such professionals from other
states already ensconced in the old city. Judge Simpson's
order on the other hand gave trouble-makers on both sides
ample time to drive to St. Augustine after work from a
radius of 100 miles or more.
Daily arrests for violating Florida statutes ran from 18 or
20 to as high as ninety in a single day. Many were juveniles

as young as fourteen years who gave their home addresses as
being a thousand or more miles form St. Augustine. Individuals arrested came from as far away as Maine, Seattle, and
San Diego. Local law enfocement officers were impressed by
King's remarkable ability in mobilizing his "Non-violent
Army" from the far corners of the United States.
After four days of hearings, the grand jury returned a
presentment on June 18, 1964, calling on King and all others
to demonstrate good faith by declaring a 30 day moratorium
on all sit-ins, wade-ins, demonstrations and counter-demonstrations. For over two hours, it heard over 25 witnesses
including King.
At the expiration of this thirty day cooling off period the
grand jury would reconvene and name a ten-man bi-racial
committee to work with the grand jury in trying to solve
local problems and restoring racial harmony as it had existed
in the past. It blamed "sensational news reporting" as having libelled St. Augustine as being "the most segregated
city m
·ca. This is not true." The grand jury, of which
two members were cow~
n reported :
"Unlike many cities, Negroes ------ha~
t -be~ xcluded from
jury duty. They have served on juries, both--pe.t_ty and
grand, for many years, including this Grand Jury. Unlike
many cities, no voter test is required nor has one ever
been required to the knowledge of this Grand Jury. In
fact, by looking at the registration card itself, no classification is made as to race, color or creed. Unlike many
cities, Negro homes are now and always have been interspersed throughout the mainland portion of the City, and,
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the inhabitants have lived in harmony. The 13 internationally known tourist attractions are integrated. In law enforcement, Negroes have served in the past, and are serving now in this capacity. The City has desegregated all
municipal owned facilities. The county school system is
integrated, and was integrated without incident. At the
present time, two, and perhaps, more of the modern, luxurious motels have integrated. Two downtown lunchrooms
have integrated. The City has revised its Code to eliminate
racial restrictions against the hiring of Negroes in civil
service positions." See Appendix 14
King refused the grand jury's suggestion that he remove
himself from St. Augustine for thirty days and countered
with a demand that the grand jury appoint a bi-racial committee immediately. (See Appendix 15.) The grand jury replied by issuing a statement charging that King had rejected the jury's good faith attempt to find a solution to the
current disorders and racial strife, adding:
"Further, he has apparently made efforts to embarrass
this Grand Jury by staging demonstrations within earshot of the St. Johns County Courthouse, where our deliberations were conducted. At almost the very hour we
were to issue our presentment, Dr. King fostered a demonstration which could only have been planned to divert the
attention of the public away from our good faith effort to
reach accord in these matters. On the day when it appears
a sweeping civil rights bill will pass the U.S. Senate, Dr.
Martin Luther King stands accused of bad faith and insincerity. It would appear he has no desire to actually
achieve the goals he publicly espouses. Dr. King apparently
chooses to ignore the fact that in such things as labor
troubles there are provisions available to the President of
the United States to call for a ninety day cooling off period.
In a good faith effort to be fair, we seek a thirty day
period. The plan devised by this 'Grand Jury could, if
properly implemented, provide a guide to the peaceful implementation of the civil rights bill, not only in -St. Johns
County, but in the State of Florida as a whole. This Grand
Jury will not be intimidated. We will not negotiate. We
will not alter our Presentment."
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Final Conciliation Effort Fails
The grand jury presentment reflected a marked change in
attitude on the part of many St. Augustinians. A representative group of businessmen had met and agreed to abide by
all present and future laws, including the pending Civil
Rights Act of 1964. The late marches by several hundred
singing and shouting Negroes through residential areas
merely served to harden feelings and to reduce the influence
of so-called "moderates" trying earnestly to find some mutually acceptable solution to the racial problem. King's summary rejection of the grand jury's suggestion for a thirty
day "cooling off" period merely strenghtened the position of
the more obdurate defenders of the status quo. State Senator
Verle Pope, a citizen of St. Augustine, presumably summed
up the position of most white residents and businessmen of
the city when he said: "The people of St. Augustine will
never yield to stipulations set forth by outside groups."
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With this hardening of feelings and rising tension in the
strifetorn community an already bad situation was still further bedevilled by another unfortunate development. A widening rift was developing between the local law enforcement
officers and the special task force of state highway patrolmen, conservation, and beverage control officers. Under the
governor's order this special detachment had superseded and
in effect assumed supreme law enforcement control for St.
Johns County and the city of St. Augustine.

A St. Augustine policeman, Che:
police force for seventeen years, ,
Highway patrolman and charged ~
weapon. Smith was carrying a ten ir
manager had found it on his prerr
taking it to the local police headqm
prints. Without bothering to estab
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tion officer whisked Smith off to jail.

At a conference with nine of the city's doctors, Major
Simmons, then in charge of the state's special task force,
was quoted as having stated that his orders were limited to
protecting the Negro demonstrators against violence. One of
the state highway patrolmen, not identified, was alleged to
have said: "We have the power to do anything we want.
We do not need a warrant-complete law enforcement is in
our hands." Whether authorized and correct or merely an offhand remark, the repetition of such a statement under the
flash-point tension then prevailing in St. Augustine could
have nothing but unfortunate effect.

These and other incidents moved
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The state troopers had cordoned off a number of streets in
the heart of the city. Cars were searched indiscrimately and
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all objects which could possibly be used as weapons or missiles were removed and confiscated. Even a child's popgun
apparently fell under the category of "dangerous weapons."
A respected and well-known local physician, Dr. Raymond Cafaro, returning from a house call, was searched in front of a
crowd even though he had identified himself. The doctor was
forced to leave his car in the middle of the street and taken
to jail. When some respectable citizens objected to the trooper's arbitrary action, they were told to shut-up or they, too,
would be arrested.
The wife of another doctor, Mrs. Gladys N. La Rosa delivering some medicine to a friend, was similarly stopped for
"Failure to obey a lawful command." She had mistaken a
waving flashlight as a signal to proceed with caution. Mrs.
La Rosa was arrested and removed to jail, the first jail experience in her life, and her husband had to effect her release by posting a $25.00 bond. See Appendix 16.
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A St. Augustine policeman, Chessley G. Smith, with the
police force for seventeen years, was arrested by a State
Highway patrolman and charged with carrying a concealed
weapon. Smith was carrying a ten inch length of pipe. A store
manager had found it on his premises, and the officer was
taking it to the local police headquarters for possible fingerprints. Without bothering to establish Smith's identity (he
was in plain clothes) the highway patrolman and a Conservation officer whisked Smith off to jail. (See Appendix 17)
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tunate effect.

These and other incidents moved the St. Augustine R ecord
of June 18, 1964, to publish a front page editorial criticizing
the state's special task force in St. Augustine. It states that
while St. Augustine was grateful for their presence, there
"was an increasing feeling among citizens here that the
rights of white citizens are being abridged to give Negroes
unlimited freedom of movement." (See Appendix 18)

1ad cordoned off a number of streets in
Cars were searched indiscrimately and
18

It is almost inevitable that untrained officers hastily
pressed into riot control duty are bound to make some errors
under conditions of super-charged tension and excitement. To
the local townspeople accustomed to years of tranquillity
and peace, such galling personal indignities could easily assume major if not sinister proportions.
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Maneuvering law enforcement officers into situations which
involve them in friction and antagonism with the majority
of the population, is, needless to say, always a hoped for
dividend by the planners of alleged "non-violent" civil disobedience demonstrations. "Police brutality" seldom means
much to the average citizen until he or his family feel the
bite of a policeman's club.

It should be noted that the consensus of opinion by most
of those interviewed is that the overwhelming majority of the
older and more responsible Negro . citizens not only stayed at
home but gave little indication that they supported the wild
goings-on whipped up by non-residents.
The Battle of the Beaches
The battle now shifted to the world famed St. Augustine
beaches, several miles east of the city proper. Here again
violent clashes between negroes seeking to integrate the
beaches and whites opposing them supplied "made to order"
footage for the TV and news camera. The fact that cameramen always arrived on the scene well ahead of the "nonviolent" demonstrators more or less gave away the whole
show as a planned and stage-managed propaganda production for nationwide consumption. At one point, when they
found their way into the surf barred by segretationists, the
demonstrators kneeled on the wet beach to conduct prayers.
State officers were vigorous in using their clubs on the heads
of the white counter-demonstrators. Several were severely
beaten on the head and required hospital attention.
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The State Highway Patrol now has a training film on riot
control composed of motion pictures taken during some of
the worst of the St. Augustine riots. The commentary that
accompanies this film is Appendix 19.
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spected and prominent St. Augustine Negro, Mr. Frank
Butler, who has been in the real estate business for many
years. While these "stage managed" wade-ins continued for
several more days, making good TV shows, the scene shifted
to the dignity and decorum of a Federal court in Jacksonville.

Governor Bryant Enjoined By Federal Court
Two days after Governor Bryant had signed his Executive
Order No. · Two. Federal Judge Bryan Simpson, sitting in
Jacksonville ordered Governor Bryant, Attorney General
James Kynes, Major Jourdan of the State Highway Patrol,
Mayor Joseph Shelley, Chief of Police Virgil Stuart and
Sheriff L. 0. Davis to appear before him on June 26, 1964,
to show cause why they should not obey, conform to and
abide by the court's preliminary injunction of June 9, 1964,
and a later order of June 15, 1964, or, in the alternative why
they should not be held in contempt, etc. (See Appendix 20.)
This order was signed on June 22, 1964, and the same day
that lawyers for Andrew Young of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference had filed their petition!

Patrol now has a training film on riot
notion pictures taken during some of
Augustine riots. The commentary that
g Appendix 19.

Two days later on June 24, 1964 Governor Bryant stated
that he would stand on his constitutional rights as the governor of a sovereign state and that he would ignore Judge Simpson's order. The Attorney General was delegated to represent
the governor. Instead of appearing in Judge Simpson's court,.
the governor made a hurried trip to St. Augustine on June 26,
1964, to confer with such state and local officials that were·
in the city. Most of them were in Judge Simpson's court in
Jacksonville for long-drawn out hearings on various petitions
filed by a battery of civil rights lawyers brought in from as.
far away as New York and Chicago.
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The previous night had been one of the most violent and
potentially dangerous thus far. The Governor, on returning
to the Capitol, said that he had found St. Augustine facing a
"very explosive and very tense situation." He ordered 80
more highway patrolmen and other state officers to the ancient city bringing the total there to 235.
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Lynch and Stoner had again harangued about 500 white
segregationists already angered by the severe clubbing suffered by one of their number at the beach. When another
demonstration appeared, the inflamed whites broke through
the heavy police guard and scattered the Negro demonstrators. Fifteen persons were arrested. Thirty, mostly colored, had to be given emergency first aid treatment at the
Flagler Memorial Hospital. Some were merely hysteria} and
required only sedation. Although Martin Luther King was
in town at the time he did not take part in the demonstration. In fact, there is no record that he ever actually participated in any of the marches on the central Plaza. While
he exhorted his colored listeners to be prepared to suffer and
"if we must, offer our bodies as sacrifices" there is no record
that he himself ever "offered his body" or did any suffering.
Instead, he appears to have been on the phone trying to get
the White House to send in federal marshals.
On July 1, 1964, Governor Bryant announced that he had
appointed a four man bi-racial committee of St. Augustine
citizens to try to restore communication between that community's white and colored citizens. The committee was to
serve only until the St. Johns county grand jury was able to
appoint a permanent committee as it had suggested in its
June 18, 1964, presentment. The governor declined to identify
the members of his bi-racial committee in order to spare
them embarrassment. There is no record that it ever met or
that the identities of the committee members were ever made
known to anyone.
Immediately, Martin' Luther King called a hurried press
conference to announce a 12 to 15 day "truce" on all demonstrations. The Associated Press had previously quoted him as
saying that "The purpose of our direct action was to create
a crisis." President Johnson signed the Civil Rights bill the
following day radically altering the whole legal situation as
far as the St. Augustine "crisis" was concerned. St. Augustine businessmen met and told a press conference that while
they had strong personal objections to the new law they
would comply with the public accomodations section of the
statute.
22
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Peace and quiet prevailed in the old city for a few days
but on July 4, 1964, some 200 robed Klansmen arrived to
stage a provocative parade. The racial truce was further
marred by a gang of white toughs attacking six Negroes
fishing from a bridge. The police later arrested nine of them
and charged them with assault and battery. Mayor Shelly issued another appeal to all citizens urging restraint and respect for the new law. Out of town and local Negroes began
"testing" some 29 motels and restaurants_ to ascertain whether
or not the public accommodations section of the new Civil
Rights Law was being observed.
Those public eating places and motels which complied now
found themselves picketed by white segregationists seeking to
discourage patrons from entering because they served negroes. Several St. Augustine businessmen were summoned
before Judge Simpson under the new Civil Rights Act or appeared as witnesses. They testified that they were "caught
in the middle" and feared mob violence if they complied with
the new law and served negroes. Two flaming "Molotov cocktails" were hurled through the front window of a leading
complaint motel at an early hour in the morning. Damage
was set at $3,000. Connie Lynch and J. B. Stoner returned
to the ancient city and with three others were arrested for
burning a K.K.K. cross on private property with the owner's
consent.
By this time an interminable series of injunctions and orders issued by Federal Judge Simpson had established de
facto control by the Federal court over the public order administration of St. Augustine. Duly elected city and county
officials found their Constitutional powers and duties preempted by a stream of hastily issued court orders. A tireless
corps of Southern Christian Leadership Conference lawyers,
many from New York City, ground out a torrent of petitions,
appeals, and suits against state, county, and city officials of
Florida. Many were of such a frivolous and flimsy character
that legal harrassment and not justice seemed to be their real
motivation.
With the beginning of school in September most of the
northern demonstrators and agitators had departed. The bat-
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tle of the streets was transferred to the more sedate atmosphere of the courtroom. On November 19, 1964, the Attorney
General filed a motion to dismiss Judge Simpson's injunction
against Governor Bryant. A dismissal order was signed six
days later conceding that all issues in the St. Augustine
case were now resolved. St. Augustine returned to the peaceful and quiet life its citizens had enjoyed until it was selected
as a pilot project for a new form of political warfare, so called
-"non-violent direct action." Martin Luther King's "peaceful" and "non-violent" visitation had cost the city an estimated five million dollar in lost tourist trade. Negroes naturally shared in this loss as employees of those businesses
catering to tourists.

It will probably require years to restore the amicable relations once existing between the two races in America's oldest
city. In the wake of economic catastrophe, riots, violence,
physical injury, property damage and much human suffering,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Nobel Peace prize winner and his
"Non-violent Army" departed for other pastures. The Negro
community of St. Augustine is divided and bewildered. No
effective voice speaking for the whole colored community remained since the Ministerial Alliance of many years standing
broke up over whether or not to support the King enterprise.
Unfortunately there is no civic or business association of
colored St. Augustinians, leaving the field wide open for any
small special interest group with little local support, to move
in and claim to speak for the entire Negro community.
In November the N.A.A.C.P. held its state convention in
Tallahassee. Roy Wilkins, from New York, executive secretary
of the organization, expressed the hope that "the new governor of Florida and others concerned with the image of the
state will get together and reason with St. Augustine." He
said that the nation's oldest city "has the oldest ideas on
race relations in the United States and that the "economic
screws should be tightened on St. Augustine." (UPI Nov. 16,
1964.)
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St. Augustine in Federal Court
All city and county officials of St. Augustine and St. Johns
County who were interviewed were unanimous in their opinion that the state of Florida could have handled the St.
Augustine situation decisively but for the intrusion of Federal Judge Bryan Simpson of Jacksonville. While the city of
St. Augustine is still bitter over the distorted and biased
picture which some of the news media and particularly the
TV camera crews broadcast over the United States, their
deepest resentment is directed at Judge Simpson. There is no
doubt that some bizarre and extraordinary rulings, interrogatories, observations, orders, and open coaching of S. C. L. C.
lawyers occurred in this court.

A Federal Judge Assumes Jurisdiction
Lawyers appeared as attorneys of record for scores of defendants or plaintiffs whose names they did not even know.
Municipal and county officials, already worn out by weeks of
violence and disorder, now were forced to spend a great
deal of their time in Judge Simpson's court or travelling
back and forth in connection with frivolous and trivial cases
which properly belonged in a court of the justice of the peace.
Cases involving civil rights demonstrators, regardless of how
petty or trivial, were arbitrarily ordered out of St. Augustine
by Judge Simpson to his own jurisdiction.
Without bothering to go to trial, the S.C.L.C. lawyers alleged that their clients could not receive a fair trial in any
court in St. Johns County. Judge Charles Mathis, County
Judge of St. Johns County, charged that over 490 cases had
been r emoved from his jurisdiction and transferred to the
Federal court in Jacksonville. See Appendix No. 21&22. Normal filing charges of $25 were waived so that such transfers
cost Martin Luther King's lawyers nothing. Petitions for
order s filed for the S.C.L.C. by Tobias Simon, a Miami lawyer, by mail or phone from Miami were acted on by Judge
Simpson with alacrity. Lawyers appearing for city and
25
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county officials or white plaintiffs or defendants felt they
received scant courtesy from Judge Simpson.
Judge Simpson, for example, ordered Sheriff L. 0. Davis
to bring to court a complete list of all his deputies including
special and honorary deputies. Davis was grilled for hours
over this list. Simpson ordered deputy sheriff Charles Lance
to "resign his commission, or turn in his badge, or whatever
it takes to get off the sheriff's department." This moved Senator Strom Thurmond of South Carolina to comment in Washington:
"When a federal judge can order a deputy sheriff, a local
law enforcement officer, to surrender his star, we certainly
have reached the point approaching judicial tyranny."
Judge Simpson frankly admitted he had no legal authority
for his action but did so because he considered this a "special ·
case."
On another occasion after listening to charges that Negro
demonstrators had seen "armed men" in the Plaza as they
marched past, Judge Simpson observed:
"I accept the testimony of the marchers on this point and
reject that of the police. The police testimony is negative.
-They saw no weapons! The police had made no close
inspection to see if .the whites were armed." (The Negroes
had testified that the Plaza was dark yet they saw "armed"
men.)
"It is my finding that the group on Wednesday, as well
as on the following night, Thursday, May 28, was composed
of armed thugs and hoodlums predominantly youthful but
with a sprinkling of older leaders." (Transcript Young vs.
David 64-133J)
Judge Simpson was also deeply interested in the Ancient
City Hunting Club operated by Halstead "Hoss" Manucy.
There was no evidence before the court that this club had
any connection with the K.K.K. but Judge Simpson, indicated his belief that the K.K.K., the Ancient City Hunting
Club, and Citizens Band Radio "were one and the same thing."

"Well, you know what everybody knows and what the
newspaper prints everyday for weeks, there comes a time
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when, as insulated and as cottonwrapped as Courts are,
that Courts almost get to know it. I mean, there comes a
point when general knowledge may be equated with judicial knowledge, or the other way around, and I think
there's no real secret involved as to the source of what
have been called the anti-demonstrations or counter-demonstrations, whether you call them the Klan, the Ancient
City Hunting Club, the Citizens Band Radio, or Manucy's
Raiders, or ~hatever name you give them."
The Citizens Band Radio is a radio frequency of 27 mega~ycles granted by the Federal Communications Commission
all over the United States for short wave radio communication use in cars and mobile vehicles generally. Business
houses use the C. B. Radio to communicate with delivery
trucks. It is estimated that there are at least 250,000 Citizens
Band Radio licenses in the United States.
Lawyers and lower court judges are traditionally reluctant

to criticize, at least publicly, higher courts for understandable ethical and practical reasons. Nevertheless Judge
Charles Mathis felt constrained to make the following comment on Judge Simpson's judicial conduct:
"The faith and confidence of the lawyers, laymen, and law
enforcement officers in the Federal judiciary system, has
been shaken, if not destroyed, by the action of the Federal
District Court in Jacksonville in cases entertained and considered as civil rights cases. The citizens of St. Johns
county now see this court as a threat to their freedom
rather than as a guardian of their rights."
Justice of the Peace, G. Marvin Grier, was even more direct
and blunt. He commented:
"I do not believe that recent decisions of Judge Simpson
are in keeping with the best traditions and ethics of
American jurisprudence."
On September 27, 1964, the St. Augustine Record, the daily
newspaper in St. Augustine, devoted four columns of its
front page to a general summary of Federal Judge Simpson's
rulings during the preceding "long hot summer" in St. Augustine. (See Appendix 23.)
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In St. Augustine, Florida, 1962-64
I

1962

April 6

Negro residents of St. Johns county and St.
Augustine file suit in Federal court to force
racial integration in the public school system.

The Widening Rift
1963

Feb. 23

May 7

May 10

The St. Augustine branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People addressed a letter to Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, requesting that he cancel an
appearance as principal speaker on March 11,
1963, at a local dedication ceremony. The letter charged that not a single Negro was on
the welcoming committee, and that the city
government practiced segregation.

The St. Augustine Record published the text of
a letter sent by the St. Augustine Branch of
the N. A. A. C. P. to President John F. Kennedy, asking him to block the granting of any
Federal funds for the 1965 Quadricentennial
celebration of the founding of St. Augustine
unless certain demands by the Negro community were granted by the city government.
A number of Negroes made application to
transfer their children to previously all white
schools.
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logy of Significant
.cial Incidents

June 3

Dr. Joseph A. Shelley, an M.D., elected mayor.

June 16

City Commission of St. Augustine held a special meeting with Negro leaders to discuss
"mounting racial problems."

June 18

Tallahassee Branch of the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE) sent a telegram to President Kennedy, asking that he deny a St. Augustine Quadricentennial request for $350,000,
because the money would be used to "celebrate
400 years of slavery and segregation in America's oldest city."

June 19

Dr. Robert Hayling, Negro dentist and St.
Augustine spokesman for the N.A.A.C.P., was
quoted in the St. Augustine R ecord as saying
that "passive resistance is no good in the face
of violence. I and others of the N.A.A.C.P.
have armed ourselves and we will shoot first
and answer questions later." (Dr. Hayling later
denied making the remark.)

July 3

Three Negroes and one white youth arrested
in connection with two shooting incidents on
July 1. Four Negroes were hit by shotgun
pellets fired from a car driven by white
youths.

July 7

Mayor Joseph A. Shelley issued a long statement on the racial situation in St. Augustine.
(See Appendix 6.)

July 17

County Court Judge Charles C. Mathis dismissed charges against three Negroes and one
white youth for lack of evidence in connection
with the July 1 shooting affray.

July 18

Picketing and sit-downs began in front of or
inside certain stores downtown with lunch
counters which did not serve Negroes. While
some 200 or more Negroes and whites par-

rngustine, Florida, 1962-64

'

1962

residents of St. Johns county and St.
;ine file suit in Federal court to force
integration in the public school system.

rhe Widening Rift
1963

. Augustine branch of the National Asm for the Advancement of Colored Peolressed a letter to Vice President LynJ ohnson, requesting that he cancel an
:mce as principal speaker on March 11
t a local dedication ceremony. The let-'
,rged that not a single Negro was on
!coming committee, and that the city
nent practiced segregation.

Augustine Record published the text of
· sent by the St. Augustine Branch of
A. A. C. P. to President John F. Kensking him to block the granting of any
funds for the 1965 Quadricentennial
;ion of the founding of St. Augustine
:ertain demands by the Negro commure granted by the city government.

ber of Negroes made application to
· their children to previously all white
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ticipated in these demonstrations, only sixteen
arrests were made for trespassing-six of
them being juveniles.
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August 28

Five colored children E
white schools withou1
news or TV coverage.

August 31

Twelve persons arreE
peace.

Sept. 3

Twenty-seven NegroeE
holding a meeting in
permit. Two were ch:
rest. Twelve others an
counters.

Sept. 9

City Commission en
Charles Barrier to ba1
marches, demonstratic
ings, in the interest o
fare.

Sept. 18

·Nine young colored pE
were found guilty of
fused to leave a druf
August 22, and fined $,

The Breach Widens
July 22-23

Eight more juveniles arrested for picketing or
demonstrating. When the parents of four of
these juveniles refused to sign stipulations to
restrain their children from further picketing,
the children were remanded to the Juvenile
Court. Later these four minors, two boys and
two girls, were sent to reform schools at Ocala
and Marianna. This caused considerable resentment in the Negro community.
Juvenile Court Judge Charles Mathis issued
order prohibiting picketing or demonstrating
by juveniles under seventeen years of age.
Some of the arrested demonstrators were as
young as ten years. Demonstrators and pickets
under seventeen were to be escorted home and
their parents summoned to appear in Juvenile
Court the next day.

July 24

Four more demonstrators arrested in front of
county jail when they refused to leave at the
request of Sheriff L. 0. Davis.

July 26

Two more Negro juveniles arrested for demonstrating.

The K.K.K. Ari
Sept. 18

Sept. 18-19

More Sit-Ins
August 1

August 22

Nine Negroes found guilty under the Florida
"Undesirable Guest" Act in connection with
July 18 sit-ins and lying down in public places.
Fines of $100 or 45 days in jail levied. Courtroom cleared after noisy protests.
Nine more persons arrested for trespassing on
private property.

30

Sept. 27

Dr. Robert Hayling
panions were severe!~
to observe a Ku Klu
south of St. Augustirn
the four Negroes and :
Klansmen. The St. Athis "the first open rn
area in recent year1
tended the first nigh
2,500 on the second 1
many new recruits.

Five St. Augustine
U. S. District Cour1
that the City of St.
from interfering wit
strations.
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August 28

Five colored children enrolled in previously all
white schools without incident. No national
news or TV coverage.

August 31

Twelve persons arrested for disturbing the
peace.

Sept. 3

Twenty-seven Negroes arrested on charges of
holding a meeting in a public park without a
permit. Two were charged with resisting arrest. Twelve others arrested for sit-ins at lunch
counters.

Sept. 9

City Commission empowers City Manager
Charles Barrier to ban indefinitely all parades,
marches, demonstrations, and large open meetings, in the interest of public safety and welfare.

Sept. 18

Nine young colored persons, six of them girls,
were found guilty of trespass when they refused to leave a drug store lunch counter on
August 22, and fined $50 each.

The K.K.K. Arrives
Sept. 18

Sept. 18-19

Sept. 27

Dr. Robert Hayling and three colored companions were severely beaten when they tried
to observe a Ku Klux Klan meeting 3 miles
south of St. Augustine. Deputy sheriffs rescued
the four Negroes and arrested four Jacksonville
Klansmen. The St. A ugustine R ecor d reported
this "the first open meeting of its kind in this
area in recent years." A crowd of 400 attended the first night's session and well over
2,500 on the second night. Klansmen reported
many new recruits.
Five St. Augustine Negroes filed petition in
U. S. District Court in Jacksonville, asking
that the City of St. Augustine be restrained
from interfering with peaceful racial demonstrations.
31
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October 1

RACIAL AND CIVIL DISORDERS Il

ing since November 8,
picked up and questio
F.B.I. was asked to inance of this key witness

Seven Negroes arrested under Florida Trespass Act and disturbing the peace.
The First Death

October 25

A white youth, William David Kinard, age 24,
was shot through the head while riding in a
car on Central Avenue in the Negro neighborhood with three companions. Kinard was
carrying a loaded shotgun with the barrel
pointed at the floor when he was hit. There
had been no gunfire from the car.

Grand Jury Conv
December 9

Grand Jury for St. Jo:
inquire into St. Augm
jurors are colored.

October 28

The murder of Kinard apparently touched off
retaliatory firing when two Negro night clubs,
a market, and two Negro homes were fired on
by moving automobiles.

December 16 Grand Jury hands up
Court Judge Robert ~
litant elements, the Ni
Ku Klux Klan, "whicll
majority view of thew
County."

November 5

Goldie Eubanks, Sr., and his son of the same
name arrested in connection with the fatal
shooting of William David Kinard. Eubanks
had been an active N.A.A.C.P. member. A
neighbor, Chester Hamilton, was also arrested
and charged with first degree murder.

December 20 Dr. Robert Hayling a
United Press Internat
signed from the local
that "less militant"
could make more pro1
racial harmony in St. A

November 15 U. S. District Judge William McRae, after
long hearings in Jacksonville Federal Court, dismissed with prejudice the St. Augustine
N.A.A.C.P. suit seeking to enjoin city officials
from further arrests of integration pickets and
demonstrators.
November 29 City Manager Charles Barrier announced lifting of city ban on marches and demonstrations.

The Strange Disappearance of Joyce Green
December 1

Sheriff L. 0. Davis revealed that Joyce Green,
a fifteen year old colored girl and material wit~
ness in the Kinard murder case had been miss32

1964

February 8

Four loads of bucksl
automobile into home 1
1 :25 A.M., killing a d1
able damage.

March 11

Dr. Robert Hayling, i
mer head of the St. "
N.A.A.C.P., directed i
setts Chapter of the ~
ership Conference, ur1
dents who might be c
spring vacations to s
to help "struggle for
the beginning of the i
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ri Negroes arrested under Florida TresAct and disturbing the peace.

ing since November 8, the day she had been
picked up and questioned about the slaying.
F.B.I. was asked to investigate the disappearance of this key witness.

The First Death

Lite youth, William David Kinard, age 24,
shot through the head while riding in a
m Central Avenue in the Negro neigh>od with three companions. Kinard was
ing a loaded shotgun with the barrel
ed at the floor when he was hit. There
een no gunfire from the car.

nurder of Kinard apparently touched off
atory firing when two Negro night clubs,
~ket, and two Negro homes were fired on
,ving automobiles.
~

Eubanks, Sr., and his son of the same
arrested in connection with the fatal
ng of William David Kinard. Eubanks
>een an active N.A.A.C.P. member. A
:>or, Chester Hamilton, was also arrested
1arged with first degree murder.

Grand Jury Convenes

December 9

Grand Jury for St. Johns County convened to
inquire into St. Augustine racial unrest. Two
jurors are colored.

December 16 Grand Jury hands up presentment to Circuit
Court Judge Robert Winfield blaming two militant elements, the Negro movement and the
Ku Klux Klan, "which does not represent the
majority view of the white citizens of St. Johns
County."
December 20 Dr. Robert Hayling and Goldie Eubanks told
United Press International that they had resigned from the local N.A.A.C.P. in the hopes
that "less militant" Negro leaders perhaps
could make more progress in restoring interracial harmony in St. Augustine.

District Judge William McRae, after
~arings in Jacksonville Federal Court, disl with prejudice the St. Augustine
.. C.P. suit seeking to enjoin city officials
:urther arrests of integration pickets and
strators.

February 8

Four loads of buckshot were fired from an
automobile into home of Dr. Robert Hayling at
1 :25 A.M., killing a dog and causing considerable damage.

fanager Charles Barrier announced lift, city ban on marches and demonstra-

March 11

Dr. Robert Hayling, a Negro dentist and former head of the St. Augustine branch of the
N.A.A.C.P., directed a letter to the Massachusetts Chapter of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, urging northern college students who might be coming to Florida during
spring vacations to stop off at St. Augustine
to help "struggle for human rights." This was
the beginning of the so-called "Florida Spring

Disappearance of Joyce Green

· L. 0 . Davis revealed that Joyce Green,
m year old colored girl and material wit-'
. the Kinard murder case had been miss-
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Project" similar to the Mississippi Summer
Project. Demonstrations were set for March 21
to April 4, 1964. (See Appendix 5.)
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March 30

Ninety demonstrators, in
arrested for trespass in
ous sit-ins. Mrs. Peabod:
newsmen of her intentio
A Communion service s
the Trinity Episcopal (
when it was learned she
the service. Bishop Hami
ville had appealed to Mr
Bishop Malcolm Peabody
wife not to disrupt chur,
body refused bail and elE

April 1

Eighty-four more demoi
juveniles, arrested und,
spiracy statutes. Mayor
statement alleging that
statements had been "m
by some of our natiorn
and broadcasters." He :
that the mother of a gov
state with the open int
law.

The "Spring Project" Begins

March 12

Between 150 and 175 newsmen, TV crews, and
cameramen began arriving in St. Augustine
from all over the United States presaging that
some of "big news" story would soon break.
Mayor Shelly received long distance call from
a St. Augustine student in a New England college warning of a mass invasion of civil rights
demonstrators from that area.
A Boston radio commentator phoned Mayor
Shelley that Mrs. Peabody, mother of the governor of Massachusetts, was coming to St.
Augustine, and what would he do if she violated any local laws?

March 23

March 28

First contingent of some 30 New England students, chaplains, and faculty members arrived
by bus to stage anti-segregation demonstrations. They said they would stage sit-ins, prayins, picketing, etc.
Twenty-six Negro and white demonstrators led
by a Yale University chaplain arrested after
warning for trespassing and conspiring to commit misdemeanor. Most of them white northerners.

New York Attorney J ol
in Federal Court in J acl
diction of all St. Johns
on the grounds they cot
in that county.
April 2

Federal Judge Bryan Si
of venue plea filed by
Tobias Simon and Willi
of St. Augustine mass de

April 3

Mrs. Peabody posts bon
by plane from J acksonvi
gro and white demonst
past hectic week in th
bonds and were released

April 5

Hosea Williams visibly
meeting of over 200 w:

Easter Sunday in St Augustine

March 29

Traditional Easter parade held without incident. Negro high school band loudly applauded
by some 25,000 spectators. Mrs. Malcolm Peabody arrived late in the evening from Boston.
Never contacted a single city official.
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.

:t" similar to the Mississippi Summer
:t. Demonstrations were set for March 21
'il 4, 1964. (See Appendix 5.)
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March 30

Ninety demonstrators, including Mrs. Peabody,
arrested for trespass in connection with various sit-ins. Mrs. Peabody had previously told
newsmen of her intention of getting arrested.
A Communion service set for 10 :00 A.M. at
the Trinity Episcopal Church was cancelled
when it was learned she intended to integrate
the service. Bishop Hamilton West of Jacksonville had appealed to Mrs. Peabody's husband,
Bishop Malcolm Peabody of Boston, to urge his
wife not to disrupt church services. Mrs. Peabody refused bail and elected to remain in jail.

April 1

Eighty-four more demonstrators, 20 of them
juveniles, arrested under trespass and conspiracy statutes. Mayor Shelley issued press
statement alleging that some of his previous
statements had been "misquoted and distorted
by some of our national news wire services
and broadcasters." He also deplored the fact
that the mother of a governor came to another
state with the open intention of flouting the
law.

"Spring Project" Begins

en 150 and 175 newsmen, TV crews, and
:1.men began arriving in St. Augustine
tll over the United States presaging that
f "big news" story would soon break.

Shelly received long distance call from
wgustine student in a New England colarning of a mass invasion of civil rights
strators from that area.

ton radio commentator phoned Mayor
that Mrs. Peabody, mother of the govof Massachusetts, was coming to St.
;ine, and what would he do if she viony local laws?

r

ontingent of some 30 New England stuchaplains, and faculty members arrived
: to stage anti-segregation demonstra'hey said they would stage sit-ins, prayketing, etc.

'-six Negro and white demonstrators led
·ale University chaplain arrested after
g for trespassing and conspiring to comsdemeanor. Most of them white north-

New York Attorney John Pratt filed petition
in Federal Court in Jacksonville to take j urisdiction of all St. Johns County trespass cases
on the grounds they could not get a fair trial
in that county.
April 2

Federal Judge Bryan Simpson refused change
of venue plea filed by attorneys John Pratt,
Tobias Simon and William Kunstler in behalf
of St. Augustine mass demonstrators.

April 3

Mrs. Peabody posts bond for $450 and departs
by plane from Jacksonville. Some 128 other Negro and white demonstrators arrested during
past hectic week in the Ancient City posted
bonds and were released.

April 5

Hosea Williams visibly disappointed at mass
meeting of over 200 when only 10 adults vol-

Sunday in St Augustine

onal Easter parade held without inciegro high school band loudly applauded
~ 25,000 spectators. Mrs. Malcolm Pearived late in the evening from Boston.
ontacted a single city official.
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Restoration Commission a1
minutes on NBC's "Toda
charges Mrs. Peabody had
the same show against :
mayor stated that Mrs. Pe:
to St. Augustine's racial J
"irreparable harm" and t:
disservice not only to St. l
nation as a whole.

unteered for a sit-in and probable arrest. Teenagers and even children have made up majority of the Negro demonstrators. Williams
quoted in press as warning: "If segregation
barriers remain up in St. Augustine it will be
because the people here (Negro) did not support the movement."
April 14

April 17

Five Negroes attended services at Trinity
Episcopal Church this Sunday without incident. North Florida diocese Bishop Hamilton
West had ordered all churches in the diocese
to admit anyone seeking to attend services.
City Commission requested that NBC give
Mayor Shelley equal time to appear with other
St. Augustine officials on TV in order to "present true and correct" picture of just what
happened in the city as rebuttal to biased and
"misleading statements made on the 'Today'
program of April 13, 1964."

April 23-28

Total of 38 more demonstrators arrested for
trespassing and conspiracy to commit misdemeanor in various sit-ins.

May 11

Demonstrations resumed and 43 more arrested.

May 12

Board of County Commissioners unanimously
passed a resolution to back county and city
officials seeking to block transfer of some 280
demonstration cases now pending in U. S. Federal Court from local jurisdiction.

May 18

May 20

Martin Luther King arrived in St. Augustine
and was quoted as charging that St. Augustine
"was a small Birmingham." He left the following day promising to return at a later date and
bring with him "our non-violent army" which
he described as being made up of Negro and
white "volunteers" from throughout the South
who demonstrate for integration.
Mayor Shelley and Earle W. Newton, executive director of the St. Augustine Historical

36

Robert Hayling filed suit i
Court to compel desegreg~
Memorial Hospital.
May 23

Federal District Judge BrJ
seven hour hearing, orderE
demonstrators remanded t
court.

May 25

Harry Boyte, white assista
King and Andred Youn~
Mayor Shelley.

King Promises St. Augustine A "Lo11
May 26

King returned to St. Augusi

May 27

Martin Luther King pron
"a long hot summer, but l
non-violent summer." He 1:
violent army" was being rr
the way.

May 28

All the King's men invad
city. Some 300 marched or
Slave Market," which is r1
by elderly whites to play
City police, county deput:
highway patrolmen preve1
gro demonstrators and la
armed with clubs and tir
attacked by young toughs
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,red for a sit-in and probable arrest. Teen: and even children have made up ma, of the Negro demonstrators. Williams
d in press as warning: "If segregation
ers remain up in St. Augustine it will be
.se the people here (Negro) did not suphe movement."

Restoration Commission appeared for fourteen
minutes on NBC's "Today" show to refute
charges Mrs. Peabody had previously _made on
the same show against St. Augustme. The
mayor stated that Mrs. Peabody's intrusion into St. Augustine's racial problem had caused
"irreparable harm" and that she had done a
disservice not only to St. Augustine but to the
nation as a whole.

Negroes attended services at Trinity
opal Church this Sunday without inciN orth Florida diocese Bishop Hamilton
had ordered all churches in the diocese
nit anyone seeking to attend services.

Robert Hayling filed suit in the U. S. District
Court to compel desegregation of the Flagler
Memorial Hospital.

Commission requested that NBC give

r Shelley equal time to appear with other

1gustine officials on TV in order to "pre;rue and correct" picture of just what
ned in the city as rebuttal to biased and
,a ding statements made on the 'Today'
Lm of April 13, 1964."

May 23

Federal District Judge Bryan Simpson, after a
seven hour hearing, ordered cases of 53 racial
demonstrators remanded to St. Johns County
court.

May 25

Harry Boyte, white assistant to Martin Luther
King and Andred Young, S.C.L.C. call on
Mayor Shelley.

of 38 more demonstrators arrested for
gsing and conspiracy to commit misder in various sit-ins.

lstrations resumed and 43 more arrested.

of County Commissioners unanimously
a resolution to back county and city
, seeking to block transfer of some 280
,tration cases now pending in U. S. Fedurt from local jurisdiction.

Luther King arrived in St. Augustine
s quoted as charging that St. Augustine
small Birmingham." He left the follow. promising to return at a later date and
dth him "our non-violent army" which
ribed a s being made up of Negro and
volunteers" from throughout the South
nonstrate for integration.

Shelley and Earle W. Newton, execu·ector of the St. Augustine Historical
36

King Promises St. Augustine A "Long Hot Summer"
May 26

King returned to St. Augustine.

May 27

Martin Luther King promised St. Augustine
"a long hot summer, but hopefully a l~n~ hot
non-violent summer." He added that his nonviolent army" was being mobilized and was on
the way.

May 28

All the King's men invaded America's oldest
city. Some 300 marched on the misna~ed "Old
Slave Market," which is really a pav1hon used
by elderly whites to play checkers and cards.
City police, county deputy sheriffs, and state
highway patrolmen prevent clash between Negro demonstrators and large group of whites
armed with clubs and tire irons. Cameramen
attacked by young toughs; one injured. Mayor
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Shelley issued warning against violence. (See
Appendix 10.) Fourteen demonstrators arrested for trespassing, refused to make bond, beginning the "flood the jails" tactic.
May 29

A Federal Judge Take~
June 2

Police Chief Virgil Stuart issued orders for
demonstrators and counter demonstrators to
stay away from the down town area as authorities did not have enough manpower to
cope with possible outbreak of racial violence.

Injunction suit continue,
court in Jacksonville. Si
Davis as to whether he l
and demanded productio
sheriffs. Police Chief Stu
Record general manager

Nine more demonstrator
tine Lions Club adopts 1
Florida State Legislath
duct "full investigation c
as soon as possible." Ma
ing Judge Simpson's de
junction.

King, in California, wired President Johnson,
requesting Federal protection for St. Augustine
demonstrators.

"Flood the Jails"
May 30

Nearly 200 racial demonstrators defied police
ban and began another march on the downtown area, but were turned back by helmeted
police with police dogs. Fifteen more demonstrators arrested. Some elected to serve 10 to
12 days in jail rather than pay fines.

May 31

Five more demonstrators arrested and they
also elect to stay in jail.

June 1

Nineteen more trespassers arrested; sentenced
up to 10 days in jail.
City Commission adopted emergency measures
prohibiting minors under 18 to be on the
streets or in public places from 9 :00 PM until
5 :00 AM. Parking also banned on 42 streets
downtown between the same hours in order
to prevent large crowds from gathering in the
center of the city.
County and city officials appeared in Federal
Court in Jacksonville, where integrationist lawyers sought injunction to set aside police orders
banning night marches.
38

June 3

Hearings before Judge
Two more sit-in trespass1

June 5

City Commission in spe
two ordinances setting
and prohibiting downtc
L. King returned to S
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Augustine. More "non-vi
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June 8
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Y issued warning against violence. (See
tdix 10.) Fourteen demonstrators arrest. trespassing, refused to make bond, be1g the "flood the jails" tactic.

A Federal Judge Takes Over

June 2

Chief Virgil Stuart issued orders for
.strators and counter demonstrators to
,way from the down town area as aues did not have enough manpower to
rith possible outbreak of racial violence.

Nine more demonstrators arrested. St. Augustine Lions Club adopts resolution calling upon
Florida State Legislative Committee to conduct "full investigation of Martin Luther King
as soon as possible." Marches postponed pending Judge Simpson's decision on plea for injunction.

in California, wired President Johnson
ting Federal protection for St. Augustin;
strators.

"Flood the Jails"

200 racial demonstrators defied police
td began another march on the down.rea, but were turned back by helmeted
with police dogs. Fifteen more demons arrested. Some elected to serve 10 to
: in jail rather than pay fines.

June 3

Hearings before Judge Simpson concluded.
Two more sit-in trespassers arrested.

June 5

City Commission in special meeting rescinded
two ordinances setting a curfew for minors
and prohibiting downtown parking. Rev. M.
L. King returned to St. Augustine and denounced the city as the "most lawless he has
ever visited." Also stated that President Johnson was watching racial developments in St.
Augustine. More "non-violent marches" threatened.

June 8

Negroes hurl rocks and bottles at police car.
King's cottage on the beach, which he never
occupied, was vandalized and an attempt to set
it afire apparently made .

10re demonstrators arrested and they
,ct to stay in jail.

m more trespassers arrested; sentenced
) days in jail.

mmission adopted emergency measures
ting minors under 18 to be on the
or in public places from 9 :00 PM until
M. Parking also banned on 42 streets
.vn between the same hours in order
mt large crowds from gathering in the
f the city.

1

and city officials appeared in Federal
, Jacksonville, where integrationist lawght injunction to set aside police orders
night marches.
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Injunction suit continued in Judge Simpson's
court in Jacksonville. Simpson grilled Sheriff
Davis as to whether he belonged to the K.K.K.
and demanded production of list of all deputy
sheriffs. Police Chief Stuart and St. Augustine
Record general manager Tebault also testified.

Hearings started in Judge Simpson's court on
complaint that detained demonstrators were
being subjected to "unusual and cruel punishment" and held under excessive bail.
June 9

Sheriff L. 0. Davis calls for law-abiding and
responsible men between 21 and 55 to volun-
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lice requests that they re
Over 100 police, specia:
troopers accompanied t
were no incidents. Marc.
by Jesse B. Stoner of Atla

teer as special deputy sheriffs when called in
emergencies. Three out-of-town Negroes report their car was fired on while driving
through Vilano Beach, a suburb. Windows of
a white owned store on Central Avenue smashed during the night.
Judge Simpson orders St. Augustine city officials to permit demonstrations at any time of
the day or night. Demonstrations resumed
that evening within a few hours of Simpson's
order. M. L. King returned to St. Augustine
promising "massive demonstrations" unless all
integration demands are promptly met.
June 10

Demonstration marches resumed and racial
tension mounted. King announced at news conference that he would go to the Monson Motor
Lodge the next day and commit an "act of
civil disobedience." Whole busloads of King's
"non-violent army" began to arrive from
other cities.

Fifty-six demonstrators :
to fifteen days in jail.
Busloads of Negroes fro
to arrive to reinforce Kil
June 13

New York Times admittt
pealed for outside help t
put more people in the st
St. Augustine Negroes ":
the movement."

June 14

King out of town to re<
gree at Yale University.
trespassing. Night mare]
drew Young, a King
marches would be resun
was mustered from othe
attorney J. B. Stoner t
campaign if out-of-town
]eave.

Governor Farris Bryant announced at Tallahassee that he would not hesitate to use every
power at his command to preserve law and
order in the Ancient City.
June 11

Eighteen more trespassers arrested and sentenced to jail terms up to ten days. King, Rev.
Ralph Abernathy, and Rev. Robert England of
Boston University were among the eighteen arrested. They were charged with disturbing the
peace, trespassing, and. conspiracy. Hearings
set for July 7. King removed to Jacksonville
jail next day as a safety precaution.
Harrassed news and TV cameramen hire bodyguards.

June 12

Whites begin counter-demonstrations, marching into Lincolnville or the colored neighborhood, citing Judge Simpson's order against po40

"Manucy's Raiders" sub,
ticle in the Miami Herald
June 16

Twenty-six more arrests
fering with church se
Bryant created special
with unrest and comma
Maj or John Jourdan
Grand jury continued he

June 17

Twenty-seven arrests fc
er law violations. Local
adopted resolution reqt
point out to the world t]
of law violations have l
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as special deputy sheriffs when called in
gencies. Three out-of-town Negroes retheir_ car was fired on while driving
tgh V1lano Beach, a suburb. Windows of
ite owned store on Central Avenue smash.ring the night.

e Simpson orders St. Augustine city offito permit demonstrations at any time of
:lay or night. Demonstrations resumed
evening within a few hours of Simpson's
. M. L. King returned to St. Augustine
ising "massive demonstrations" unless all
ration demands are promptly met.

nstration marches resumed and racial
m mounted. King announced at news conce that he would go to the Monson Motor
~ the next day and commit an "act of
d~sobedience." Whole busloads of King's
v10lent army" began to arrive from
cities.

lice requests that they refrain from marching.
Over 100 police, special deputies and state
troopers accompanied the marchers. There
were no incidents. March apparently inspired
by Jesse B. Stoner of Atlanta .
Fifty-six demonstrators arrested, receiving up
to fifteen days in jail.
Busloads of Negroes from other states began
to arrive to reinforce King's non-violent army.
June J3

N ew York Times admitted that "Dr. King appealed for outside help to fill up the jails and
put more people in the streets." Also that most
St. Augustine Negroes "are not taking part in
the movement."

June 14

King out of town to receive an honorary degree at Yale University. Fifty-one arrests for
trespassing. Night marches simmer down. Andrew Young, a King Lieutenant, indicated
marches would be resumed after new support
was mustered from other states. Atlanta Klan
attorney J. B. Stoner urged "Fire Negroes"
campaign if out-of-town integrationists did not
leave.

1

nor Farris Bryant announced at Talla~ that he would not hesitate to use every

· at his command to preserve law and
in the Ancient City.

~en more trespassers arrested and senI to jail terms up to ten days. King, Rev.
Abernathy, and Rev. Robert England of
1 University were among the eighteen ar. They were charged with disturbing the
trespassing, and. conspiracy. Hearings
r July 7. King removed to Jacksonville
xt day as a safety precaution.

ssed news and TV cameramen hire body-

,,.

1 begin counter-demonstrations, march;o Lincolnville or the colored neighbor:iting Judge Simpson's order against po-
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"Manucy's Raiders" subject of long by-line article in the Miami Herald.
June 16

Twenty-six more arrests for trespassing, interfering with church services, etc. Governor
Bryant created special police force to cope
with unrest and commotion in St. Augustine.
Major John Jourdan placed in command.
Grand jury continued hearings.

June 17

Twenty-seven arrests for trespassing and other law violations. Local businessmen met and
adopted resolution requesting news media to
point out to the world that "the great majority
of law violations have been committed by out-
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More TV shows. Fourteen
resisting officers, etc.

siders who have invaded this community for
selfish reasons of obtaining publicity.
June 18

Fifteen more arrests for trespassing and other
violations, some individuals from as far away
as Seattle and San Diego.

June 18

Grand jury returned presentment calling on
King and all others to demonstrate good faith
by calling off all demonstrations and "by removing their influences from this community
for a period of thirty days." Grand jury also
charged King with conducting one of his
"noisiest demonstrations to divert public attention away from our good faith effort to
reach accord in these matters."

June 22

Twenty-one more arrest~
tion with attacks by you
and white integrationists
at St. Augustine beach.
June 23

Sixteen more arrests for
other violations. More thi
ers with few white integ1
young white hoodlums l
lines. King returned to St.

June 24

More wade-ins attempted
mob standing in surf
Four arrests for disturbi1
rousing speech by Conni
tional States Right Party
march into Negro secti<
averted only because of 1
ing alongside' white cour

Two whites and four Negroes invaded Monson
Motor Lodge private pool for guests creating
famous TV show. Northern rabbis invade St.
Augustine. Tension again mounted higher.
June 19

King offers St. Augustine racial truce but
Grand Jury refused to negotiate unless King
first observed 30 day truce on all demonstrations, sit-ins, wade-in, pray-ins, etc.

June 20

State troopers hard pressed to head off packs
of young white teenagers racing through narrow, dark streets trying to harrass integrationist marchers.
Governor Bryant issued first Executive Order
prohibiting night marches in order to avoid
possible bloodshed as situation assumed ugly
proportions. Florida Attor'hey General calls
Governor's order "iron clad."

"Wade-Ins" At Beaches
June 21

The battle shifted to the beaches as integrationists attempted wade-ins at white beaches.
42

Judge Simpson, who twic
Augustine authorities thE
marches, ordered Gover
Shelley, Police Chief Stua1
and Attorney General Ky1
eral Court and show cat
not be cited for contempt.

Governor Bryant Stands
June 24

Governor Bryant indica
Federal Court order an
tional rights as governor
Would send state's attor
sent him.
Twenty-eight arrests for
as wade-ins at St. Augu
King asks White House
ator to St. Augustine.
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ers who have invaded this community for
fish reasons of obtaining publicity.
teen more arrests for trespassing and other
lations, some individuals from as far away
3eattle and San Diego.

md jury returned presentment calling on
1g and all others to demonstrate good faith
calling off all demonstrations and "by re1ing their influences from this community
a period of thirty days." Grand jury also
rged King with conducting one of his
isiest demonstrations to divert public at;ion away from our good faith effort to
:h accord in these matters."

More TV shows. Fourteen arrests for trespass,
resisting officers, etc.
June 22

Twenty-one more arrests, mainly in connection with attacks by young whites on Negro
and white integrationists continuing wade-ins
at St. Augustine beach.
June 23

Sixteen more arrests for disturbing peace and
other violations. More than 200 Negro marchers with few white integrationists attacked as
young white hoodlums break through police
lines. King returned to St. Augustine.

June 24

More wade-ins attempted, but menacing white
mob standing in surf halted this attempt.
Four arrests for disturbing the peace. Rabblerousing speech by Connie Lynch of the National States Right Party sparks another white
march into Negro section of city. Violence
averted only because of massed police marching alongside' white counter demonstrators.

>whites and four Negroes invaded Monson
or Lodge private pool for guests creating
ous TV show. Northern rabbis invade St.
ustine. Tension again mounted higher.

r offers St. Augustine racial truce but

1d Jury refused to negotiate unless King
observed 30 day truce on all demonstra1, sit-ins, wade-in, pray-ins, etc.

troopers hard pressed to head off packs
mng white teenagers racing through nardark streets trying to harrass integra,t marchers.

1

rnor Bryant issued first Executive Order
biting night marches in order to avoid
ble bloodshed as situation assumed ugly
>rtions. Florida Attor'hey General calls
rnor's order "iron clad."

Wade-Ins" At Beaches

>attle shifted to the beaches as integracs attempted wade-ins at white beaches.
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Judge Simpson, who twice before refused St.
Augustine authorities the right to ban night
marches ordered Governor Bryant, Mayor
Shelley, Police Chief Stuart, Sheriff L. 0. Davis
and Attorney General Kynes to appear in Federal Court and show cause why they should
not be cited for contempt.

Governor Bryant Stands Firm

June 24

Governor Bryant indicated he would ignore
Federal Court order and stand on constitutional rights as governor of a sovereign state.
Would send state's attorney general to represent him.
Twenty-eight arrests for disturbing the peace
as wade-ins at St. Augustine Beach continue.
King asks White House to send federal mediator to St. Augustine.
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June 26

Governor Bryant appealed for citizens' help to
quell civil riot and commotion in the Ancient
City. Five arrests for disturbing the peace.

June 28

Tampa N.A.A.C.P. Negro attorney Francisco
Rodriguez issued two and a half page statement condemning St. Augustine demonstrations as the handiwork of "one man who wants
to become a super emancipator," presumably
referring to Martin Luther King.

June 29

An integrated Miami ch
announced plans to sen
Augustine to join demon
Papandrew stated that a
go along, provided they
non-violent training co1
abide by Southern Chri
f erence orders. Lynch a
ently left St. Augustine.
July 2

President Johnson signe
Augustine peaceful and c

July 4

Some 200 robed Klansr
in the afternoon. No diso

A 72 year old white fruit peddlar was pulled
from his truck and severely beaten by a gang
of teenage Negroes. A white Miami youth was
pulled from his car and beaten by young white
toughs when he expressed opinion that Lynch
and Stoner meetings were "ridiculous."
More ocean beach wade-ins attempted under
heavy police guard. Thirty arrested, half of
them juveniles, for various law breaches, including carrying of concealed weapons.
Messrs. Frank Harrold and H. E. Wolfe, after
first accepting, later decline to serve as "Federal Mediators" in the St. Augustine situation.
Mr. Wolfe stated that he had been contacted
by Senator Smathers "acting as liaison officer
for the President of the United States."

July 1

they would comply with
Governor Bryant stated
man bi-racial committee
declined to identify t:
Luther King called hur
to announce a 12 to 15 d
strations. AP quoted Kin
pose of our direct action

Governor Bryant flies to St. Augustine to confer with city officials and Adjutant General
Henry W. McMillan. Major Jourdan of State
Highway Patrol told Judge Simpson that St.
Augustine situation was "dangerous and explosive." Twenty-one persons injured in what was
described as the "wildest and most violent melee since Negro integrationists leaders started
demonstrations over a year ago." Governor
Bryant ordered 80 more state police officers to
St. Augustine.

June 27

June 29

RACIAL AND CIVIL DISORDERS IN

King outlined rights law tests he will conduct.
St. Augustine businessmen met and stated
44

St. Augustine "Affilia·
Christian Leadership C,
Black Revolution" by '
Augustine businessmen.
July 5

Racial truce marred by
toughs who attacked s
fishing off a bridge. P
charging assault and bat

July 6

S.C.L.C. leaders await
Iiams before making fur

July 7

Mayor Joseph A. Shelli
racial relations to all c'
and respect for law and

July 9

"Testing" continued a
restaurants. Monson L
gro guests.
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irnor Bryant flies to St. Augustine to conwith city officials and Adjutant General
:y W. McMillan. Major Jourdan of State
tway Patrol told Judge Simpson that St.
1stine situation was "dangerous and explo,, Twenty-one persons injured in what was
:ibed as the "wildest and most violent meince Negro integrationists leaders started
mstrations over a year ago." Governor
nt ordered 80 more state police officers to
ugustine.

they would comply with new civil rights law.
Governor Bryant stated he had named four
man bi-racial committee for St. Augustine, but
declined to identify the members. Martin
Luther King called hurried press conference
to announce a 12 to 15 day truce on all demonstrations. AP quoted King as stating "The purpose of our direct action was to create a crisis."
An integrated Miami church, First Unitarian,
announced plans to send mixed group to St.
Augustine to join demonstrations. Pastor John
Papandrew stated that anyone was welcome to
go along, provided they first completed CORE
non-violent training course and promised to
abide by Southern Christian Leadership Conference orders. Lynch and Stoner had apparently left St. Augustine.

rnor Bryant appealed for citizens' help to
civil riot and commotion in the Ancient
Five arrests for disturbing the peace.

>a N.A.A.C.P. Negro attorney Francisco
iguez issued two and a half page statecondemning St. Augustine demonstraas the handiwork of "one man who wants
come a super emancipator," presumably
:ing to Martin Luther King.

year old white fruit peddlar was pulled
his truck and severely beaten by a gang
nage Negroes. A white Miami youth was
from his car and beaten by young white
:3 when he expressed opinion that Lynch
;oner meetings were "ridiculous."

July 2

President Johnson signed Civil Rights Bill. St.
Augustine peaceful and quiet.

July 4

Some 200 robed Klansmen arrived to parade
in the afternoon. No disorders reported.
St. Augustine "Affiliate" of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference mailed "The
Black Revolution" by Thomas Merton to St.
Augustine businessmen.

1

ocean beach wade-ins attempted under
police guard. Thirty arrested, half of
juveniles, for various law breaches, ing carrying of concealed weapons.

July 5

Racial truce marred by gang of young white
toughs who attacked six Negroes peacefully
fishing off a bridge. Police later arrested 9,
charging assault and battery.

Frank Harrold and H. E. Wolfe, after
ccepting, later decline to serve as "Fed:ediators" in the St. Augustine situation.
'olfe stated that he had been contacted
tator Smathers "acting as liaison officer
~ President of the United States."

July 6

S.C.L.C. leaders await return of Hosea Williams before making further plans.

July 7

Mayor Joseph A. Shelley issued statement on
racial relations to all citizens urging restraint
and respect for law and order.

July 9

"Testing" continued at some 29 motels and
restaurants. Monson Lodge accepted five Negro guests.

:3.

,utlined rights law tests he will conduct.
1gustine businessmen met and stated
44
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July 10

White segregationist pickets appeared before
integrated motels and restaurants.

July 12

St. Augustine Chapter S.C.L.C. sends out form
letter to local Negro ministers asking that it
be read at their church services. It urged Negroes to take their wives "out of the hot kitchen
and treat her to dinner in the restaurant of
your choice or take the kids out to the local
drugstore for a soda."

July 13

H. B. Chitty, director of St. Augustine Chamber of Commerce, stated that St. Augustine's
summer tourist trade was running $5 million
below 1963 and might reach $8 million by the
end of the year. Many motels faced bankruptcy.

July 14

New York lawyer Robert Preiskil and Harry
Twine, local integrationist leader, claimed
five men armed with iron bars had attacked
them near a motel.

July 16

Chicago lawyer, David Halperin, filed suits
against two motels, alleging violation of new
Civil Rights Act.
White citizens Council picketing continued
with restaurant owners complaining that they
were far more effective in discouraging trade
than former Negro pickets. Martin Luther
King returned to St. Augustine, threatening
more "massive demonstrations." After a two
weeks absence, King also charged that "terror
tactics" had resegregated most of the eating
places and motels which had agreed to integrate. "We are determined to see this community fully integrated and the Ku Klux Klan
driven out of positions of power," King stated.

July 18
July 23

Four Negroes beaten. Troopers returned to
St. Augustine.
.
Federal Judge Simpson ordered two St. Augustine restaurants who had refused to serve
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Some 30 other motels i
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July 24

Two flaming "Moloto
through front window o1
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pects later arrested and

July 24

J. B. Stoner, "Connie" 1
arrested and charged ,
cross on private prop•
permission.

July 28

Holstead "Hoss" Manuc
ment 33 times as a wi
Court, Jacksonville, in i
15 St. Augustine restam
charged with failure to <
Rights Act.

July 30

Civil Rights case in J
ended. St. Augustine bi
fied said they were "cau.
feared mob violence if t
and served Negroes.

July 31

Florida Legislative Invei
sued 15 page report cl
States Rights Party ha
in exacerbating racial t
St. Augustine.

Dr. Robert Hayling, loc
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UPI)
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ite segregationist pickets appeared before
grated motels and restaurants.
Augustine Chapter S.C.L.C. sends out form
~r to local Negro ministers asking that it
·ead at their church services. It urged Neis to take their wives "out of the hot kitchen
treat her to dinner in the restaurant of
r choice or take the kids out to the local
rstore for a soda."

3. Chitty, director of St. Augustine Chamof Commerce, stated that St. Augustine's
mer tourist trade was running $5 million
w 1963 and might reach $8 million by the
of the year. Many motels faced bankruptcy.

Negroes to comply with Civil Rights Act.
Some 30 other motels and restaurants faced
similar action after a week of S.C.L.C. "test'ing."
July 24

Two flaming "Molotov cocktails" hurled
through front window of Monson Motor Lodge
at 3 :00 AM. Damage set at $3,000. Two suspects later arrested and turned over to FBI.

July 24

J. B. Stoner, "Connie" Lynch and three others
arrested and charged with burning a KKK
cross on private property without owner's
permission.

July 28

Holstead "Hoss" Manucy took Fifth Amendment 33 times as a witness in U.S. Federal
Court, Jacksonville, in injunction case against
15 St. Augustine restaurant and motel owners
charged with failure to comply with 1964 Civil
Rights Act.

July 30

Civil Rights case in Judge Simpson's court
ended. St. Augustine businessmen who testified said they were "caught in the middle" and
feared mob violence if they complied with law
and served Negroes.

July 31

Florida Legislative Investigation Committee issued 15 page report charging that National
States Rights Party had played a "key role"
in exacerbating racial tension and violence in
St. Augustine.

York lawyer Robert Preiskil and Harry
local integrationist leader, claimed
men armed with iron bars had attacked
t near a motel.

ie,

:tgo lawyer, David Halperin, filed suits
1st two motels, alleging violation of new
Rights Act.

e citizens Council picketing continued
restaurant owners complaining that they
far more effective in discouraging trade
former Negro pickets. Martin Luther
~etur~ed to St. Augustine, threatening
massive demonstrations." After a two
, absence, King also charged that "terror
s" had resegregated most of the eating
, and motels which had agreed to inte"We are determined to see this com;y fully integrated and the Ku Klux Klan
1 out of positions of power," King stated.

Negroes beaten. Troopers returned to
1gustine.
·

!ll Judge Simpson ordered two St. Augus·estaurants who had refused to serve
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Dr. Robert Hayling, local head of the S.C.L.C.
rejected Negro organizations moratorium on
demonstrations until after November election.
Criticized King as having no authority to
speak for St. Augustine Negroes (AP and
UPI)
August 1

St. Johns County Grand Jury convened.

August 2

Circuit Court Judge Horace D. Reigle declared St. Augustine city ordinance requiring
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permit to hold meeting on public property to
be invalid.
August 5

August 5

August 14

Federal Judge Simpson ordered 17 St. Augustine motels and restaurants to desegrate forthwith and also enjoined a group of segregationists from further interference with such
motels and other places.
St. Johns County Grand Jury hands down its
presentment. King denounces the presentment
as "impractical and immoral." There was nothing in it which Negroes could accept, he said,
and it was "out of line with the mood of the
age."

September 3 Charles Allen Lingo and
filed civil action for $20,(
Sheriff L. 0. Davis for fa
from being beaten at St.
September 27 St. Augustine Record I
page summary on the s
titled: "Law, Justice in (
Federal Court Power." (f
October 14

Federal Judge Simpson
Manucy to produce withi
list he can find" of the A
Club. Manucy countered
list of 1476 names in hi
records.

October 23

Federal Judge Bryan Sirr
Manucy and Jerome God,
15 days respectively unle:
membership list of the Ar
After an hour in a detent
Simpson he had some nan
partment of his car and "
to court with them on Oc·

Federal Judge Simpson ordered Flagler Memorial Hospital to integrate within thirty
days.

Judge Simpson Fires Deputy Sheriff Lance
August 19

young white toughs later
police. Charles Allen Ling
for S.C.L.C. treated at
cut over eye.

Federal Judge Simpson found motel manager
William Chew and Deputy Sheriff Charles
Lance, Jr., in contempt of court for refusing
to rent a motel room to Negroes and for following them in car. Simpson also ordered
Lance to turn in his badge or resign his commission from the sheriff's force within twenty
days.
Sheriff L. 0. Davis had testified the day before
that there "was not $5 left in St. Augustine"
and that deputies could hardly be expected to
. protect integrationists with "glad hearts."

August 20

Senator Strom Thurmond in Washington,
D. C. denounces Judge Simpson's action as
"approaching judicial dictatorship."

August 26

A white integrationist and two Negroes swimming at St. Augustine Beach attacked by
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rmit to hold meeting on public property to
invalid.
!deral Judge Simpson ordered 17 St. Auguste motels and restaurants to desegrate forthth and also enjoined a group of segrega1nists from further interference with such
>tels and other places.
. Johns County Grand Jury hands down its
~sentment. King denounces the presentment
"impractical and immoral." There was nothr in it which Negroes could accept, he said,
i it was "out of line with the mood of the

~-,,

deral Judge Simpson ordered Flagler Merial Hospital to integrate within thirty
rs.

young white toughs later chased away by the
police. Charles Allen Lingo, white field worker
for S.C.L.C. treated at Flager hospital for
cut over eye.
September 3 Charles Allen Lingo and Arthur Funderberk
filed civil action for $20,000 damages against
Sheriff L. 0. Davis for failure to protect them
from being beaten at St. Augustine Beach.
September 27 St. Augustine Record published long, half
page summary on the summer's events entitled: "Law, Justice in County Feel Lash of
Federal Court Power." (See Appendix 23)
October 14

Federal Judge Simpson ordered Holstead
Manucy to produce within 15 days the "best
list he can find" of the Ancient City Hunting
Club. Manucy countered that he carried the
list of 1476 names in his head and kept no
records.

October 23

Federal Judge Bryan Simpson jailed Holstead
Manucy and Jerome Godwin for up to 90 and
15 days respectively unless they produced the
membership list of the Ancient City Gun Club.
After an hour in a detention cell, Manucy told
Simpson he had some names in the glove compartment of his car and was released to return
to court with them on October 26.

npson Fires Deputy Sheriff Lance

leral Judge Simpson found motel manager
lliam Chew and Deputy Sheriff Charles
1ce, Jr., in contempt of court for refusing
rent a motel room to Negroes and for foling them in car. Simpson also ordered
ice to turn in his badge or resign his comsion from the sheriff's force within twenty

·s.

,riff L. 0. Davis had testified the day before
c there "was not $5 left in St. Augustine"
that deputies could hardly be expected to
cect integrationists with "glad hearts."

ator Strom Thurmond in Washington,
C. denounces Judge Simpson's action as
proaching judicial dictatorship."

November 16 N.A.A.C.P. executive secretary Roy Wilkins
in concluding address at Florida state convention in Tallahassee, stated while his organization "would not mount a personal vendetta on
Florida . . . the economic screws" should be
tightened on St. Augustine because the nation's oldest city "had the oldest ideas on race
relations in the United States."

rhite integrationist and two Negroes swimg at St. Augustine Beach attacked by
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Martin Luther King
Martin Luther King has been in the headlines for so many
year s that he hardly needed the Nobel Peace Prize, St ..
Augustine, Florida, Selma, Alabama, or F.B.I. Director J.
Edgar Hoover's characterization of being the "most notorious liar in the country." While he was in jail in Atlanta on
a parole violation charge in 1960, Mrs. King was pleasantly
surprised to receive a long distance telephone call from presidential candidate John F. Kennedy asking whether there was
anything he could do to be helpful. Just how many hundred
thousand or more votes this brought the presidential aspirant
from Negroes in critical states became a subject of debate
among politicians of both parties.
In 1962 the N. Y. Tim es in a short biographic sketch of
King stated that he and A. Philip Randolph had announced
just prior to the national conventions of 1960 that they would
lead 5,000 pickets at both the Democratic and Republican
national conventions. These demonstrations would be held to
force anti-segregation planks in the platforms of both parties.
King has authored several books setting forth his views
on various questions. He has also been the subject of at least
two favorable biographies. Despite all this publicity and nationwide attention, there nevertheless remains a considerable
amount of information on King's background and activities
not generally known to the public or to his numerous admirers and supporters. As King played such a leading role
in the St. Augustine disordersl during the "long, hot summer"
of 1964 a summary of this information would seem in order
in this report.
Michael Luther King was born in Atlanta, Georgia, in
1929, the son of a colored preacher. His name was changed
to Martin Luther King some time during his childhood. He
acquired degrees at Morehouse College, Crozier Theological
Seminary, and Boston University. King also holds a number of honorary degrees. He was awarded the coveted Nobel
Peace Prize in 1964.
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According to the N ew York Times, :
King attended a four day seminar at tl
School near Monteagle, Tennessee, from A
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According to the N ew York Times, December 22, 1957,
King attended a four day seminar at the Highlander Folk
School near Monteagle, Tennessee, from August 30 to September 2 of that year. It was both the 25th anniversary of the
founding of the school and a workshop for civil rights workers in the South. The Highlander Folk School was the subject of an investigation by a joint committee of the Tenn~ssee Legislature because of its long history of subversive
activities and the disrepute it had acquired in the community
as a hotbed of radicalism .
Following extensive hearings, the special legislative committee recommended court action for the revocation of its
charter on what amounted to purely technical charges. The
committee found that:
"A great deal of circumstantial evidence, which is competent, was unfolded before the committee in this direction,
to the effect that the 'school' is a meeting place for Communists or fellow travelers."
A state circuit court subsequently ordered the Highlander

Folk School's charter revoked and on April 1, 1961, the Tennessee Supreme Court upheld the lower court and the school
was closed down later that year.
However its director Myles Horton, transferred the school
in effect to Knoxville, Tennessee under a new name, The Highlander Research and Education Center. Martin Luther King
was listed as one of its sponsors. It was again closed down
in 1963 by the sheriff of Blount County when a number of
individuals were arrested for iPegal possession of liquor, disturbing the peace, and contributing to the deliquency of a
minor. (Letter to Senator Spessard Holland of Florida from
the House Committee on Un-American Activities, August 10,
1964.)
The Georgia Commission on Education obtained a picture
of the Highlander Folk School seminar in 1957 showing King
seated next to Aubrey Williams, then president of the Southern Conference Educational Fund, and just behind Abner
Green, a high-ranking Negro Communist from New York.
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Both Green and Williams are now deceased. The Southern
Conference Educational Fund has been extensively investigated by the Louisiana Joint Legislative Committee and
made the subject of several reports by that committee. These
reports contain a number of letters exchanged between King
and known Communists or veteral Communist Party fronters.

In 1956, King became a member of t l
of the Congress of Racial Equality, he
C.O.R.E., according to a letterhead o:
was also carried on the masthead of
pacifist monthly, for December 1956. :
tion still carried his name as a "contribt

The Louisiana Committee in Part 2 of its Report No. 5,
April 13, 1964, made the following comment on Martin Luther
King:

The Communist Daily Worker, Deci
number of "notables" who had signed
that the United States cancel all hydr
was one of the signers.

"The infiltration of the Communist Party into the so-called
'Civil Rights' movement through the S.C.E.F. is shocking
and highly dangerous to this state, and the nation. We do
not suggest, nor do we believe, that everyone connected
with the civil rights movement is a Communist. There are
many sincere and well-meaning people involved in this
cause. We do suggest and the evidence before us is quite
conclusive, that the civil rights movement has been grossly
and solidly infiltrated by the Communist Party. Those persons in the civil rights movement who deny this deny
overwhelming evidence that it is so. The evidence before
us shows clearly that Martin Luther King has very closely
connected his organization, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference with the S.C.E.F. and the Communist
personalities managing the S.C.E.F. This had been going on
for some four and a half years. By thus connecting himself with the Communists, Martin Luther King has cynically betrayed his responsibilities as a Christian minister
and the political leader of a large number of people. It is
the hope of the Committee that this report will enlighten
his followers and supporters as to his true allegiance and
purposes." (page 125)
In his own autobiography King states that he accepted
his pastorate in 1955 in Montgomery, Alabama, shortly after
securing a DD at Boston University. The famous year long
Negro boycott of Montgomery buses began shortly after
King's arrival in that city. A U. S. Supreme Court decision
in December, 1956, ended the long dispute, not the King-led
boycott as some of his admirers claim today.
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Williams are now deceased. The Southern
.tional Fund has been extensively investiuisiana Joint Legislative Committee and
>f several reports by that committee. These
number of letters exchanged between King
mists or veteral Communist Party fronters.

In 1956, King became a member of the Advisory Committee
of the Congress of Racial Equality, herinafter referred to as
C.O.R.E ., according to a letterhead of that year. His name
was also carried on the masthead of Liberation, a radical
pacifist monthly, for December 1956. Six years later Lib eration still carried his name as a "contributor."

~ommittee in Part 2 of its Report No. 5,
:le the following comment on Martin Luther

The Communist Daily Worker, December 2, 1957, listed a
number of "notables" who had signed an open letter urging
that the United States cancel all hydrogen bomb tests. King
was one of the signers.
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From about 1955 to 1960, Bayard Rustin was King's secretary. "The SCLC Story in Words and Pictures" published in
1964 by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference,
traces the history of the early days and founding of this
organization in 1957. "Bayard Rustin, who all along was the
most sensitive to the situation, prepared 'working papers' for
the group, spelling out themes on a broad front."
Rustin had been a member of the Young Communist
League in 1936. He was sent to prison for draft evasion on
March 7, 1944 and was not discharged until June 11, 1946.
Rustin was arrested in 1953 by the Pasadena, California,
police together with other men and charged with sexual perversion. He pleaded guilty and served a sixty day sentence.
(See Los Angeles Times, January 22 and 23, 1953.) Ten years
later he was the chief organizer of the "March on Washington." Rustin's criminal record as recorded by the F.B.I.
may be found on pages 14030-37, Congressional Record, August 13, 1963. See also C.R. September 17, 1961, page A6444,
for a long summary of Rustin's questionable background. Rustin visited India and Ghana, then still the Gold Coast, in
1947, to study civil disobedience tactics. After his return to
the United States he became executive secretary of the War
Resisters League, a non-Communist but radical pacifist organization. It has been alleged that Rustin first introduced King
to Kwame Nkrumah, the iron-fisted dictator of Ghana. A
Senate Sub-committee later termed Ghana a Soviet satillite
and issued a report to that effect.
Rustin ostensibly departed from the S.C.L.C. and King
some time in 1960. He apparently was replaced by one Hunter
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Pitts O'Dell, sometimes known as Jack Odell. The Senate
Internal Security Subcommittee called O'Dell as a witness in
1956, but he had little to say other than using the 5th Amendment to most questions. New Orleans police who searched his
room had found documents identifying O'Dell as an important Communist Party functionary. A great deal of other
incriminating evidence was found in his room at the same
time. O'Dell was elected to the National Committee of the
Communist Party, U.S.A., in 1961, a position never given to
anyone but top-ranking Communists with at least five to ten
years of party membership. O'Dell appears to have worked
for King as recently as June, 1963, when he was in charge
of the New York office of the S.C.L.C.
In addition to Rustin and O'Dell, Martin Luther King has
been closely associated with or a supporter of Aubrey Williams, James Dombrowski, and Carl and Anne Braden, all
identified as Communists before the Senate Internal Security
Subcommittee. A complete compilation of all of King's affiliations with or activities in behalf of Communist fronts would
make tedious reading and burdensome to this report.
King has signed several open letters in full page paid ad.vertisements urging abolition of the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities. According to the Worker, May 14, 1961,
he signed a clemency petition for Carl Braden, convicted of
contempt of Congress and before that of sedition in Kentucky, a conviction which was later reversed by a higher
court. In 1962 he al~o signed a petition urging executive
clemency for convicted Communist Junius - Scales.
All of King's activities have not been as "non-violent" as
he likes to proclaim. The National Baptist Convention met
in Kansas City in September, 1961. The Rev. Dr. Joseph H.
Jackson of Chicago, was elected to his 8th consecutive term
as president. At the opening session an "invasion" of the
convention was attempted by followers of Martin Luther
King, a vice president at large. A pushing contest ensued on
the convention platform for control of the microphones and
Rev. A. G. Wright fell or was shoved off the platform.
He died the following day of head injuries and Dr. Jackson
accused King as being responsible for masterminding the in54
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vasion which led to Wright's death. (Washington Post, September 10, 1961)
King professes to "hate Communism." In a sermon he once
preached King called Communism "Christianity's most formidable rival" and said that "Communism and Christianity
are fundamentally incompatible." King demonstrates a good
fundamental grasp of the atheistic and evil nature of Communism in this sermon. Then he warns that "we must not
engage in negative anti-Communism, but rather in a positive
thrust for democracy, realizing that our greatest defense
against Communism is to take offensive action in behalf of
justice and righteousness." (Strength To Love, page 123,
Pocket Books, Inc., 1964) Yet curiously enough the Communist press has never attacked or even mildly criticized King
for any of his activities .

The Worker or Sunday Worker frequently gives King front
page, large headline coverage. The December 6, 1964, Worker
gave front page display to the story that Martin Luther King
and five other top Negro leaders had urged President Johnson to leave the Congo alone and to halt all military support
to Prime Minister Tshombe and to reverse present U. S.
policy on Africa. "Christian minister" Martin Luther King
had no Christian compassion for his fellow religionists,
whites, being massacred by Congolese savages posing as "rebels." He also apparently was not too concerned about an
estimated 5,000 Congolese blacks being butchered by the
same rebels, armed and instigated by the Communists.
Martin Luther King has been called the "American Gandhi" by some of his more ardent admirers. King and the
Hindu Mahatma never met but King did go to India about
ten years after Gandhi's assassination to study Indian nonviolence direct action methods first hand. There actually is
no similarity between the two men other than the fact t hat
the American Negro leader has attempted to improvise on
some of Gandhi's techniques and adapt them to American
conditions.
Vast racial, religious, and cultural differences separate the
Afro-American from the Hindu satyagrahis who followed
55
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Mohandas K. Gandhi. Satyagraha literally translated means
"insistence on truth." With five to six thousand years of ancient religious precepts and devotions to fortify his sufferings and sacrifices, the Hindu satyagrahis bore no relationship to the American Negro. Gandhi practiced and insisted
that his followers also fast, engage in spiritual contemplation
and exercises including self-purification. This is little evidence that Martin Luther King has ever imitated Gandhi in
that respect. Gandhi was an ascetic who had learned to reject practically all the material comforts of life. There is no
record that King ever started or even contemplated a "fast
unto death" as Gandhi did on several occasions.
Gandhi faced the problem of driving a military conqueror
out of his country with non-military means. The British,
civilians and military, formed a minute percentage of the
total Indian population. King's project is inciting an economically weak minority against the overwhelming white
majority, dividing that majority, or at least neutralizing part
of it, to win the maximum number of concessions possible
before a strong counteraction sets in among the whites.
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King outlined his general line of strategy on a number of
occasions in speeches and writing. His letter from Birmingham Jail, dated April, 1963, is probably the most candid and
succinct. Reproved by a group of eight Alabama clergy of all
faiths for "actions as to incite hatred and violence, however
technically peaceful those actions may be, have not contributed to the resolution Qf our local problems." The reverend
clergy did not believe that "extreme measures were justified."

It would seem difficult for King to
candid in openly proclaiming that the
violent direct action "is to create such
lish such a creative tension" that a con
confront the issue." King might also h~
"blood of martyrs is the seed of the
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tunately learned in the past.

Imprisoned in Birmingham, King replied at great length
in a letter later reprinted in "Why We Can't Wait."

NOTE : A similar report on Stoner a
NSRP, may be found in a separate repc

"You may well ask, 'Why Direct action? Why sit-ins,
marches, etc? Isn't negotiation a better path?' You are
exactly right in your call for negotiation. Indeed, this is
the purpose of direct action. Non-violent action seeks to
create such a crisis and establish such a creative tension
that a community which has constantly refused to negotiate is forced to confront the issue. It seeks so to dramatize
the issue that it can no longer be ignored.
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I just referred to the creation of tension as part of the
work of the non-violent resister. This may sound rather
shocking. But I must confess that I am not afraid of the
word tension. I have earnestly worked and preached
against violent tension, but there is a type of constructive
non-violent tension that is necessary for growth. Just as
Socrates felt that it was necessary to create a tension in
the mind so that individuals could rise from the bondage
of myths and half-truths to the unfettered realm of creative analysis and objective appraisal, we must see the need
of having non-violent gadflies to create the kind of tension
in society that will help men rise from the dark depths of
prejudice and racism to the majestic heights of understanding and brotherhood. So the purpose of direct action is to
create a situation so crisis-packed that it will inevitably
open the door to negotiation."
It would seem difficult for King to be more honest and
candid in openly proclaiming that the very purpose of nonviolent direct action "is to create such a crisis and to establish such a creative tension" that a community is "forced to
confront the issue." King might also have added just as the
"blood of martyrs is the seed of the Church," so a death,
particularly if that of a child or woman, is what all nonviolent direct action organizers secretly hope and pray for in
any demonstration to insure its success. It takes very little
to convert a peaceful demonstration into a bloody riot. A serious riot can always lead to a full scale racial riot extending for days with hundreds of casualties as we have unfortunately learned in the past.
NOTE : A similar report on Stoner and Lynch, leaders of
NSRP, may be found in a separate report of this committee.
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Summary and Conclusions
A review of all available evidence deemed to be reliable on
the disorders and commotion during the summers of 1963 and
1964 in St. Augustine leaves this committee with the following conclusions, not necessarily in order of importance or
significance :
That the city of St. Augustine was deliberately selected
by Martin Luther King and his associates as the most economically vulnerable target in Florida. This was borne out
by the frank admission of one of King's lieutenants, Andrew Young, to Mayor Shelley that St. Augustine was "symbolic" because it was known to most Americans and that
additionally it would be easier to get nationwide publicity in
America's oldest city.
1.

2. With a small police force of twenty-five men and an
even smaller sheriff's force it would require only a few hundred demonstrators to get things out of hand quickly and
easily. The managing editor of the St. Augustine Record
pointed out that staging a similar demonstration in a larger
city riotous enough to receive national attention would require several thousand "nonviolent direct actionists."
3. The Florida Memorial College (Negro) on the outskirts of St. Augustine assured the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference of a ready and enthusiastic supply of
pickets and demonstrators who already had gained considerable experience during the summer of 1963.
4. As Jacksonville was less than forty miles away another
large reservoir of manpower was available in the evening
after school and working hours.
5. There was also a considerable K.K.K. element in and
around Jacksonville which could be trusted to be stimulated
into counter demonstrations giving the national news and
camera crews dramatic "action" demanded by sensation seeking news media.
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6. King's tactic of "flooding the jails" and clogging the
limited judicial facilities of a small county would be relatively simple in St. Augustine.
7. Such racial problems as faced the city very probably
could have been amicably solved by the Negro and white citizens of St. Augustine had they been free from outside agitation. The intrusion of King and his trained army of provocateurs with ample financial resources destroyed inter-racial
relations.
8. That some network TV cameramen and newsreel photographers, requiring "action" shots for sensationalism, connived with demonstrators on both sides to stage it. See Appendix No. 24.
9. Well-known bias in some of our news media slanted
news reporting and editorials in certain large-circulation
newspapers both in Florida and in the nation giving their
readers an unfair and distorted picture of what was happening in St. Augustine. Factual reports reported by the
more responsible and ethical press could not entirely counteract this mass enterprise in news-poisoning.
10. The physical attacks by white segregationists on integrationists played directly into the hands of Martin Luther
King. They were inexcusable and a discredit to the good
name of America's oldest city. That some of these attacks
were provoked by imported young white girls strolling
through the Plaza arm in arm with Negroes or imported
white men escorting Negro women, in no way excused assault
and battery. (See report by Police Chief Stuart, Appendix
25.)
11. The local police department and sheriff's office did
not have the manpower to disperse and keep away from the
center of the city several hundred segregationists and integrationists who were congregated there creating an atmosphere of tension. There was the additional thorny legal
problem that under Judge Simpson's order and the First
Amendment, whites had the same right to the streets as did
the demonstrators. Nevertheless, a great deal of violence
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could have been prevented had citizens of both Negro and
white races stayed away from the demonstration area as
requested on several occasions by Mayor Shelley and other
officials.
12. The events of the summers of 1963 and 1964 in St.
Augustine also demonstrated that thorough training in riot
and mob control are now imperative for all Florida law
enforcement officers, state as well as local. Highway patrolmen, Conservation Officers, and others whose primary duties and training have little or no relation to mob handling
and provocative demonstrations, are little better than armed
civilians hastily thrown into the line against trained professionals.
The State Highway Patrol now has a training film taken at
St. Augustine and an excellent manual on crowd and riot
control which should be circulated to every law enforcement
officer in the state. As more and larger demonstrations may
reasonably be expected this year as the result of additional
so-called "civil rights" legislation, this committee is of the
opinion that special training courses with police specialists
from cities with effective riot control details should be established at an early date.
13. The Committee is of the firm belief that the laws of
our land-local, state, and national-should and do apply to
all people.
We feel that intentional violations of law to promote some
special ·interest or cause are not in consonance with our best
traditions and the American way of life, no matter how
appealing or desirable such interests or objectives may appear to some element of our population.
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greater disrespect for all laws with consequent threat to property, liberty, and eventually the very lives of our families.
Our country was built on and became great because of our
traditional respect for law and order. Those who intentionally violate our laws merely because they do not h~ppen_ to
suit their whim or caprice or for the purpose of d1sruptmg
the peaceful existence in our cities are doing just as much
damage to our social structure as the laws which they oppose. When laws are bad they should be respected but until
repealed they are the law and are worthy of the same respect and obedience as all other laws. Every man who substitutes his own judgment as to what should be the law for
that of established government endangers our democratic
heritage which is based on a government of law and not of
man.
14. Chapter 14, Florida Statutes, under which the Governor acted in dispatching special police forces to St. Augustine and by virtue of which he moved to ban night demonstrations will expire on July 1 of this year. Various meaures
for revising and/ or modifying this statute have been discussed by the Committee, with the conclusion reached that
the best course of action would be its re-enactment in its
present form. The Committee's proposals include a bill to
re-enact this statute.

This statute provides discretionary power for Constitutional actions by the Governor, which, in the face of such
situations as were manifested in St. Augustine, is desirable
and necessary for the preservation of law and order in the
state.
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THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE

Negro Leaders Here Say
They Are Arming In The
Event Of Race Trouble
By United Press International
Negro leaders in St. Augustine
yesterday said they were arming
themselves in case the battle for
equal rights becomes violent.
" We are not going to die like
Medgar Evers," said Dr. Robert
Hayling, a dentist and civil rights
leader.
"Passive resistance is no good
in the face of violence," he said,
adding that he and NAACP
leaders had been threatened since
taking their pleas to the City
Commission recently.
" I and others of the NAACP
have armed ourselves and we will
shoot first and ask questions
later," he said.
Hayling said Negroes are not
satisfied with the progress of the
civil rights movement here. He
said meetings were scheduled
with white leaders later this
week.
Earlier in the week, Negroes
urged President Kennedy to
withhold a requested $350,000
grant from St. Augustine until
the city was completely integrated.
The funds were asked for use
in the city's planned 1965 celebration of its 400th birthday.

Negro youths in St. Petersburg,
meanwhile, have announced that
they are planning to test desegregation at local theaters.
The NAACP Youth Council
said it would not be fair to plan
mass demonstrations without giving the establishments a chance
to show if they have integrated.
And in Jacksonville, Mayor
Haydon Burns said Tuesday that
city officials are willing to name
a bi-racial committee to study the
problems of Negroes after a
group of local Negroes appeared
before the City Commission to
ask for such a group.
In Gainesville a bi-racial committee recommended
Tuesday
night that local motels be integrated immediately but called for
"patience and tolerance" in cases
where they were not.
The committee also asked for a
meeting with city officials to discuss fair employment practices.
In recommending that motels
be integrated, the committee said
"because of economic and other
problems involved, the committee
further recommends that patience
and tolerance also be the course
of action in this matter."
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June 24, 1963
Mr. Charles Barrier, City Manager

City Building
St. Augustine, Florida
Dear Sir:

The St. Augustine Branch of The Nati
The Advancement of Colored People, wo
meeting with the City Commissioners o:
28th. It is our understanding that th
ranged in the aborted meeting held Thm
20th. We would like to hear the propm
Mayor and City Commissioners are will
to achieve peaceful desegregation in the
In addition, we would like to discuss
with the Commission.

1. Fair employment in city govern
service examinations for all positions
citizens regardless of race, creed or color.

2. Complete desegregation of all c
(Clarification)
3. Assurance from the City Fathers
in the code of the city will be allowed
protection.
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June 24, 1963
Mr. Charles Barrier, City Manager

City Building
St. Augustine, Florida
Dear Sir:
The St. Augustine Branch of The National Association For
The Advancement of Colored People, would like to request a
meeting with the City Commissioners on Friday night June
28th. It is our understanding that this meeting was arranged in the aborted meeting held Thursday afternoon June
20th. We wo-uld like to hear the proposals or measures the
Mayor and City Commissioners are willing to take in order
to achieve peaceful desegregation in the Nation's Oldest City.
In addition, we would like to discuss the following items
with the Commission.
1. Fair employment in city government. All city civil
service examinations for all positions will be open to all
citizens regardless of race, creed or color.

2. Complete desegregation of all city owned facilities.
( Clarification)
3. Assurance from the City Fathers that picketing within the code of the city will be allowed with adequate police
protection.
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4. A blanket statement from the Mayor and City Commission making their position known to all about desegregation.
5. The establishment of a bi-racial committee composed
of responsible citizens and representing these organizations
having an interst in the Civil Rights Struggle. The members
of this committee should meet the approval of all involved.
The findings and recommendations of the bi-racial committee should be binding on both sides.
6. We are asking the Commissioners to use their influence
to get the White and Colored Religious Leaders of the City
together so; that their Wisdom and Christian Training might
be brought to bear in attempting to achieve racial harmony
in the City of St. Augustine, Florida.
Yours for a more democratic St. Augustine,
Mrs. F. Fullerwood, President
Mrs. E. Hawthron, Secretary
CC:
John F. Kennedy, President of The United States of
America
White House
Washington, D. C.
Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson
Washington, D. C.
Mr. Roy Wilkins, Executive Secretary, National Association For The Advancement of Colored People.
20 West 40th Street
New York 18, New York
Mr. James Farmer, National Director, Congress of Racial
Equality, 38 Park Row, New York 38, New York
Mr. H. E. Wolfe, Exchange Bank Building and Mr. Frank
Harrold, St. Aug. Nat. Bank
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Appendix:
St. Augustine, Florid
August ________, 1963
Florida Advisory Committee
U. S. Commission on Civil Rights

The City of St. Augustine has previ1
tion on matters pertaining to civil righ1
ordinances prohibiting the use of any n
cility by any person regardless of race,

Picketing has been permitted as Ion
State and City laws. There are no City c
hibit any merchant from conducting his
ner which he deems necessary to contir
ness.

The City Commission of St. Augus1
group of citizens the right to appear be
provided they follow the proper proced
appearance. This is provided for by mak
City Manager not later than Wednesday
City Commission meeting, when they ,
lar place on the agenda.

The Police and Fire Departments are
ments which come under Civil Service.
take an examination for a position in e
ments may do so when such examinat
the new city budget provision was m
more police officers, one negro and two
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Appendix 3
St. Augustine, Florida
August ________, 1963
Florida Advisory Committee
U. S. Commission on Civil Rights
The City of St. Augustine has previously stated its position on matters pertaining to civil rights. There are no City
ordinances prohibiting the use of any municipally owned facility by any person regardless of race, creed or color.
Picketing has been permitted as long as it conforms to
State and City laws. There are no City ordinances which prohibit any merchant from conducting his business in the manner which he deems necessary to continue a successful business.
The City Commission of St. Augustine will permit any
group of citizens the right to appear before the Commission,
provided they follow the proper procedure for making such
appearance. This is provided for by making application to the
City Manager not later than Wednesday preceding the regular
City Commission meeting, when they will be given a regular place on the agenda.

·ndon B. Johnson

, Executive Secretary, National Associalvancement of Colored People.
et

vYork

ir, National Director, Congress of Racial
rk Row, New York 38, New York
Exchange Bank Building and Mr. Frank

s· Nat. Bank
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The Police and Fire Departments are the only City departments which come under Civil Service. Any one desiring to
take an examination for a position in either of these departments may do so when such examinations are held. Under
the new city budget provision was made to employ three
more police officers, one negro and two white. The negro selected for this position came with very high qualifications
and was in the process of training to go on the city payroll.
However, a group of colored citizens threatened this man
with dire reprisals if he took the job, forcing him to decline
this employment. This man had been employed at the East
Coast Hospital, and is now without a job. We question the
65
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sincerity of some people who demand better employment opportunities for our negro citizens when they use tactics such
as this to destroy an opportunity for one of their own race
to gain a good job in the service of his community.
The population of St. Augustine, as reported by the 1960
Federal Census, is 14,734, with an estimated 76.7 % white
and 23.3 % colored. The last City payroll showed a total of
156 employees, 127 white an · 29 negro, which percentagewise is very close to the population percentage.
The City Commission has not seen the necessity for forming a Bi-Racial Committee. These committees have not
proven successful in many communities in our state and in
some instances have forced the resignations of duly elected
City officials. No recommendation by such a committee has
any standing in law which would force a merchant to comply with its recommendations against his desires. This very
issue is being debated in Congress at this time.
The colored citizens of St. Augustine have never been
barred from registering to vote, and have even been encouraged to do so. Because of the foregoing facts, the City Commission of St. Augustine feels that racial tension in our city
has been misrepresented, and the basis for such tension has
been falsely propagandized out of proportion to its true significance. This, very briefly, summarizes what we feel is the
true state of affairs in St. Augustine, Florida.
Very truly yours,
Joseph A. Shelley,
Mayor-Commissioner

Appendix 4
Youth Council
National Association For The Advancemen
P . O . BOX 758
ST . AUGUSTINE,

FLORIDA

August 3, 1963
Lyndon B. Johnson, Vice President of the
United States of America
United States Senate Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Vice President:

At the March 11, 1963 banquet in your
tine, Florida, you asked to be kept abre
tions and developments in the N.A.A.C.P.'
gate the Nation's Oldest City. If y1
objection to your visit to St. Augusti:
when we received a letter from you da
Your letter stated, that, "no event in whit
in St. Augustine, will be segregated.
Mr. Reedy has already called you and di:
arrangements that have been made.'' T<
only twelve tickets were made available
there was an unlimited supply available 1
and the Negroes were seated at two table
only. The arrangements referred to 1
Mr. Scotty Peeks ( of Senator Smathers'
stood by our group to include a meeting
cials and the City Commission on the T
lowing your visit.

· To our dismay and disappointment,
with the City Commission we met with
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August 3, 1963
Lyndon B. Johnson, Vice President of the
United States of America
United States Senate Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Vice President:
At the March 11, 1963 banquet in your honor in St. Augustine, Florida, you asked to be kept abreast of the negotiations and developments in the N.A.A.C.P.'s efforts to desegregate the Nation's Oldest City. If you remember, our
objection to your visit to St. Augustine was withdrawn
when we received a letter from you dated March 7, 1963.
Your letter stated, that, "no event in which I will participate
in St. Augustine, will be segregated. I understand that
Mr. Reedy has already called you and discussed some of the
arrangements that have been made.'' To clear the records,
only twelve tickets were made available to Negroes (though
there was an unlimited supply available to the white public)
and the Negroes were seated at two tables reserved for them
only. The arrangements referred to by Mr. Reedy and
Mr. Scotty Peeks (of Senator Smathers' Office) were understood by our group to include a meeting of N.A.A.C.P . Officials and the City Commission on the Tuesday morning following your visit.
· To our dismay and disappointment, instea d of meeting
with the City Commission we met with the City Manager,
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his tape recorder and his secretary. Mr. Reedy had stated as
late as the night of the banquet that you would probably
leave an observer from your office to be present at this
meeting; namely Mr. Sinclair, but no one stayed from your
office nor Senator Smathers' office.

The auto in which they were appreh
license-tag number as reported by the
car from which the shooting was de
youths were set free by County JudgE
cause of insufficient evidence.

All of the requests and suggestions of the Negro Delegation were published by the City Manager's Office under the
pretence of being presented to the individual City Commissioners for study. We have not heard from the City Manager,
Mayor nor Commission. Three other meetings have been held
with the City Officials : the only thing that was accomplished
was the statement that "the City has no laws against desegregation and no control over private business plus, all public
facilities were opened to the public." Needless to say, we
encountered difficulty when we tried to use the same. After
our first closed meeting with the Commission, members received phone calls threatening their life.

The N.A.A.C.P. Youth Council begaIJ
picketing at Woolworth, McCrory's, Re
These demonstrations were begun after
allowed for replies from registered let1
to the local managers, regional offices ~
ing them to desegregate their lunch ,
persons without regard to race, creed
recei-ve a single reply. The demonstri
and orderly for about two weeks and
Mathis issued orders for arrest.

The second meeting was arranged by Vice Mayor Har:ry
Gutterman, at a time when he and several of the other Commissioners would have returned from a workshop to see how
other cities in Florida had handled their racial problems. At
this third meeting on Thursday, June 13, 1963, only two
commissioners of the four in town at the time appeared,
even though the State N.A.A.C.P. Field Secretary, Mr. Robert Saunders, and an attorney were on hand. This meeting
was gaveled to an end in about five minutes because no
quorum was present. There was a standing room only cr:owd
present with three-fourths of the crowd being Negroes. The
results of the third meeting was that Mayor Joseph Shelley
issued the statement, "there is no racial tension in St. Augustine, just some trouble being stirred-up by racial agitators.
I see no need for a bi-racial committee nor any other
negotiation group."
Since that time race relations in this city have declined
to its lowest ebb. The home of the advisor to the N.A.A.C.P.
Youth Council was fired upon, with four youths being injured. One injury included a bullet through a member's
shoe and his heel. A shot gun and rifle were found in the
auto of the four white youths when they were apprehended.
68

Sixteen were arrested one day, seve
young adults. The nine adults were er
ing. All were convicted by Justice of th
July 28, 1963 and sentenced to 45 da:
fine. The seven juveniles were found to
their parents would not sign forms, J:
Judge, which stated, "that they would
dren to participate in racial demonstra1
til the youths are at least twenty-one
St. John's County has no Juvenile Dete
roes, we have had four youths, two
fourteen to sixteen years of age, con
County Jail as any common prisoner we
additional youths were arrested for pa
the enclosed editorial. In addition the ·
or's automobile, in which they were rii

The two juveniles were released to t
but the other four were found guilty
days in jail or $100.00 fines. Dr. R. B
Council Advisor's automobile is still 1:
city.

Mr. Vice President, as you can see
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1d his secretary. Mr. Reedy had stated as
,f the banquet that you would probably
from your office to be present at this
r. Sinclair, but no one stayed from your
,mathers' office.

The auto in which they were apprehended had the same
license-tag number as reported by the Negro youths on the
car from which the shooting was done. The four white
youths were set free by County Judge Charles Mathis because of insufficient evidence.
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;y when we tried to use the same. After
iting with the Commission, members rereatening their life.

The N.A.A.C.P. Youth Council began peaceful sit-ins and
picketing at Woolworth, McCrory's, Rexall and Walgreen's .
These demonstrations were begun after a period of time was
allowed for replies from registered letters which were sent
to the local managers, regional offices and main offices, asking them to desegregate their lunch counters and employ
persons without regard to race, creed or color. We did not
recei-ve a single reply. The demonstrations were peaceful
and orderly for about two weeks and then County Judge
Mathis issued orders for arrest.
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Sixteen were arrested one day, seven juveniles and nine
young adults. The nine adults were charged with trespassing. All were convicted by Justice of the Peace Marvin Gier,
July 28, 1963 and sentenced to 45 days in jail or $100.00
fine. The seven juveniles were found to be delinquents when
their parents would not sign forms, presented to them by
Judge, which stated, "that they would not allow their children to participate in racial demonstrations or picketing until the youths are at least twenty-one years of age." Since
St. John's County has no Juvenile Detention Home for Negroes, we have had four youths, two girls and two boys,
fourteen to sixteen years of age, confined in cells at the
County Jail as any common prisoner would be. Moreover, six
additional youths were arrested for passing out reprints of
the enclosed editorial. In addition the Youth Council Advisor's automobile, in which they were riding, was impounded.
The two juveniles were released to their parents' custody,
but the other four were found guilty and sentenced to 30
days in jail or $100.00 fines. Dr. R. B. Hayling, the Youth
Council Advisor's automobile is still being retained by the
city.
Mr. Vice President, as you can see from these facts presented herein there seems to be no level to which this city
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and county government will sink in their efforts to deprive
the Negro citizen of his inherent American rights.
01'1 June 21, 1963 a union shop steward (believed to be
Mr. Barker) at Fairchild Aircraft Strato Corporation
called all Negro workers together and told them, if they
or any other member of their family participated in any of
the demonstrations or picketing in this city they would not
have a job because the union nor the company would allow
it. This is a terrible indictment for this International Machinist Union branch and the AFL-CIO and CLC with which
this union is affiliated.
Such other police-state tactics as numerous arrests and
fines of Negroes for any trivial matter or open threats to
heads-of household, and innumerable dismissals from jobs
for either picketing or being in sympathy with the movement.
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and other State, County and City OJ
practices and principles prevail in acl
in this community.
Our organization will await your a,
correcting these most evil conditions
city.
Yours for a more Democratic St.
Mr. Ger
Youth (

R. B.

B

Advisor
CC : President John F. Kennedy
Washington, D.C.

All of the white moderates, if there are any in this area,
have chosen to remain silent on all issues. The white Ministerial Alliance has even been mute. The major discouraging
factor is that this is the seat of the Northeast Florida Catholic Diocese and Archbishop Joseph Hurley has received
numerous communications from us but has chosen not to
even acknowledge a single communique.

Attorney General Robert Kennec
Washington, D.C.

Local City and County Officials have charged us with being Communist and trouble makers. We know and you know,
nothing could be further from the truth. One of the fifteen
year old youths in jail at this time is the son of a Purple
Heart Winner, in World War II: almost all of our male members have served in the Armed Forces. Dr. R. B. Hayling,
our Youth Council advisor is an Air Force Officer Candidate
School graduate and served a four year tour of duty. He
holds the rank of First Lieutenant, U. S. Air Force Reserve.

Senator Jacob Javits, United Stt
Washington, D.C.

Mr. Vice President, this is a most urgent appeal to
to use your good office and personal friendship with
Smathers, Senator Holland, Governor Bryant, Mr.
E. Wolfe, Mr. Frank Harrold, Archbishop Joseph
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Senator Spessard Holland, Unite
Washington, D.C.

Senator George Smathers, Unite,
Washington, D.C.

Senator Kenneath Keating, Unit,
Washington, D.C.

ask you
Senator
Herbert
Hurley
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~nt will sink in their efforts to deprive
his inherent American rights.

and other State, County and City Officials to let Christian
practices and principles prevail in achieving racial harmony
in this community.

: a union shop steward (believed to be
l<'airchild Aircraft Strato Corporation
)rkers together and told them, if they
ir of their family participated in any of
or picketing in this city they would not
the union nor the company would allow
e indictment for this International Ma1 and the AFL-CIO and CLC with which
ed.

Our organization will await your advice and assistance in
correcting these most evil conditions in our Nation's oldest
city.

-state tactics as numerous arrests and
r any trivial matter or open threats to
and innumerable dismissals from jobs
or being in sympathy with the move-

Yours for a more Democratic St. Augustine, Florida.
Mr. Gerald Eubanks,

Youth Council President
R. B. Hayling D.D.S.,
Advisor, Youth Council
CC: President John F. Kennedy
Washington, D.C.
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Senator Jacob Javits, United States Senate,
Washington, D.C.
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Washington, D.C.
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March 11, 1964
The Massachusetts Chapter of
The Southern Christian Leadership Conference
41 Winthrop Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
Spring Va cation is a time when college students from all
over the nation head south to the sunny beaches of Florida.
During the coming spring vacation, the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference of St. Augustine, Florida, invites the
Massachusetts Chapter of the SCLC and clergy and students from the colleges and universities of New England
to join with it in its struggle for human rights in St. Augustine.
This call is issued because of the particularly intolerable
conditions within the city of St. Augustine; it may well be
that the oldest historic city in the United States is one in
which the patterns of discrimination, hatred, and violence
are most deeply entrenched. As this city prepares to celebrate its Quadricentennial, it asks the people of the nation
for support through a congressional appropriation of $350,000. It is plainly ludicrous to use a city, as an example to the
world, of a free people in a free country, when that city
daily denies freedom to its Negro citizens.

\:JR OJ t C

C
~-Sponsored by:
STUDENT CHRISTiftN MOVEHENT and SOU'lliEP.N CHRI STHN

DEmNGTRJ.TIONS in ST. P.UGUSTINE
MARCH 21

to

FLORID/

March 28

and/or
WRCH 29

to April 4

The Southern Christian Leadership Conference of St.
Augustine hopes that clergymen and students from New
England will act with it in bringing to light the tragic conditions existing for Negro citizens of this city and help in
seeking a remedy for this moral blight which lays so heavily
on the nation as well as on this community.
Sincerely,
Dr. R. B. Hayling, for the
St. Augustine Chapter of the SCLC
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APPLICATION

FACTS : St. Augustine, Florida, has one of the tightest segregation
systems in the South, and yet is one of the most isolated and least pub•
licized. Most public facilities are segregated, including hotels, restaurants, and the local hospital. The only instance of school i ntegration
was followed two weeks later by the burning of the family' • house, No
tenure or civil service status is granted to any Negro c ity em p loyee.
In adequate police protecttoh• has contribu't ed to several shootings and
beatings. Demonstrations have been curtailed the past five monthe by
the c ity's u s e of 15 police dogs donated by the local Rotary C lub, Thu•
c onditi ons are not generally known becau s e of rigid press control in
the city.
St. Augustine , the olde st c ity in the United States, is a bout to
ce le brate the 40.Jth anniversary of its founding. For this purpose,
it i s r equesting a Federal grant of $350, GOO. Since the city is lar•
gely de p end·e nt on tourist trade, am.I will be particularly so in tho
coming year, local and regional Ne gro iet,ders feel that a ireat deal
c an be acc omplished to we aken the s~ g1 ! gation system by a ehort
period of concentrated dir -? ct action.
WHAT ACTION? In response to a reques t by the leadership of th e
l oca l chapter of the Southern Christh .1 Leadership Conference (SCLC),
the Student Christian Movement of New England and the Massachusetts
chapter of SCLC have committed thei.r support in s e nding students and
faculty from the New England area to be put at the disposal of local
leadership. A number of different approaches are under consideration
including demonstr ati ons, visits to lo..::al publi c and private officials,
spee ches and visits within the Na gro community, and training sessions,
Large numbe r s of students and faculty, of both sexes, are needed to
make this an effective protest.
WHA T IS INVOLVED?
This i s not a vacation, these are serious
demonstrati ons. Arrasts are not planned at this time, but students
mu s t be willing to accept it. Before demonstrations, participants will
be trai ned and expected to follow non - violent action techni ques, All
participants must agre e to a non - violant approach and to the rules
which have been establish ad by :the SC LC for non - violent dire c t action,
The costs involved w111 ·b a t r an t<µor tation plus $4 a day for m e al•
and accomodations. It is hopa d t:1at it will be possible to atRy with
local fam ilies in St. Augustin e . Stu de nt,; s hould previou1ly 1e u11ra I
source of bail ( up to $500) if at all possi ble.
It is hoped that par ticip ants can work out their own traneportr.don,
SCM plan s to chart e r busses whe re prac ticable and neces sary.
IN NEW HAVEN CONTACT:
FLORIDA SPRING PROJECT
404-A YALE STATION
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
624-8996
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Name (please print) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

School addrE:ss_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Home address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Age _ _ _ __

Sex_ _ _ _ __

Departure date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _From where
Re turn dat e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _To wher e?_
Do you have a car ?_ _ _ _ Number of pa sse ngers

(excluding y ourse'

c=J r

c::J

ca n se cur e $500 b a il if nec e s sary .

I c a n secure "'
$ _ _ _ _ _ bail if necessa:

Previous par t i c ipati on i n c ivil-ri ghts wor k, i f

If pos sible , give this fo rm to your a r ea r epres,
If not, mail t o Flor ida Fast er Proj ect , how. Ya:
Connectic ut.

I agree t o abide by SC I.C r ules.~,()f non-viol ent c,
of the loc a l SCI.C, and to s t ay in jail up to th:
SCLC. I r eco gni1.e an obl i ga t ion f or action i n
from this proj ect.

(Date)
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APPLICATION
Name

(please print) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

School .i.ddrE:ss_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone_ _ _ _ __

Home address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone_ _ _ _ __

Age_ _ _ __
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NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
624-8996
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Sex______

Race _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dep:irture da t o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ From where?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Return date_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _To where? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Do

you ha ve a car ?_ _ _ _Number of passen g e r s . ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - (excluding yourse

c::J I

can secure $500 bail if nec essary.

L___J I can secure

.::.
S _____

bail if necessary.

Previous participation in civil-rights work, if any1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If possible, give this form to your area r epresentative (see previous page),
If not, mail to Florida Easter Project, 4o4A Yale Station, New Haven,
Connecticut.

I agree to abide by SC I.C rules_~"l f non-viol ent conduct, to ob ey instructions
of the local scr..c, and to st ay in jail up to t hree days if asked to by
SCLC. I recognir.e an obligation f or action in the Nor th after returning
from this project.

(Date)

(Signature)
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MASSACHUSETTS UNIT OF THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Visit to St. Augustine, Florida
GENERAL INFORMATION
Dates: Clergymen and students from the North will be in
St. Augustine from March 21 through April 4. Anyone who goes should plan to spend a minimum of four
days in the city.
Transportation : If enough people plan to go and return on
the same dates, we will try to charter a bus. Otherwise,
the wisest transportation is by Greyhound or by plane.
Please coordinate all transportation plans with Bill
England.
Costs: Each participant is asked to pay $5.00 dues to the
Mass. unit of SCLC (for legal and administrative
costs). Transportation costs will be as follows: Bus;
$64.55, Plane $111.72 (from Boston). If a full bus
could be chartered the cost could be reduced to $45. If
private cars are to be used a savings might be enjoyed.
In addition each participant must be prepared to contribute to board in homes or as the St. Augustine SCLC
sees fit ($4 per day is an acceptable estimate). Legal
costs are discussed below.
Legal matters: Mr. William A. Kunstler is our counsel. He
will seek to have all cases tried in Federal District
Courts where defendants need not appear. This may
not be possible. Defendants should be prepared to return
when and if they are called. This may go on for some
years. Participants should be prepared to help raise
money for their defense. Further information on bail
procedure will be forthcoming within the next few days.
Press relations : All press coverage is handled by Mass.
Unit of SCLC. A spokesman for the group will be appointed, and other participants should not deal with
the press. This is quite important to maintain a unity
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within the group. You could send
dresses of people or paper who w
releases.

Clothing: Participants are asked to "
at all times in St. Augustine. Also tl
sleeping bags.

General qualifications: Dr. Cox's artic:
the tense situation in St. Augustii
increase this. Many have sought
predictions of violence. No one de
The advocate of non-violence doe~
The existing conditions of injust
violence to the lives of people ther
action is a means of speaking and a
a violent world, in a way that s
world. Anyone who is not commi
should not go to St. Augustine. W c
for all participants when they arri
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thority of the designated leader. E
be willing to go to jail.

Support from the North: Those who
asked to participate in supporting
(for both Williamston, N.C. and St.
be asking those who will to join
some time during Holy Week. Let
to be informed about this. Detai
from the SCM office.

Contacts: The coordinator in the N ort:
England of B.U. His number is CO 7
and KE 6-3788 (home). Informa1
from the Rev. Sam Slie. (EL 4-E
SCLC office is at 41 Winthrop St.
Augustine Dr. Hayling's office num'.

All of the above can be changed witho1
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~IT OF THE SOUTHERN CHRIS1ERSHIP CONFERENCE
St. Augustine, Florida
,AL INFORMATION
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within the group. You could send us names and addresses of people or paper who want to receive press
releases.
Clothing: Participants are asked to wear ties or clericals
at all times in St. Augustine. Also they are asked to take
sleeping bags.
General qualifications: Dr. Cox's article gives a picture of
the tense situation in St. Augustine. Our coming will
increase this. Many have sought to dissuade us with
predictions of violence. No one denies this possibility.
The advocate of non-violence does not deny violence.
The existing conditions of injustice results in great
violence to the lives of people there. Non-violent direct
action is a means of speaking and acting in the midst of
a violent world, in a way that seeks to convert the
world. Anyone who is not committed to non-violence
should not go to St. Augustine. Workshops will be held
for all participants when they arrive. In St. Augustine
each participant must be prepared to follow the authority of the designated leader. Each participant must
be willing to go to jail.
Support from the North: Those who cannot go South are
asked to participate in supporting actions in the North
(for both Williamston, N.C. and St. Augustine). We will
be asking those who will to join in a fast, beginning
some time during Holy Week. Let us know if you want
to be informed about this. Details will be available
from the SCM office.
Contacts: The coordinator in the North is the Rev. William
England of B.U. His number is CO 7-2100 (office ext. 512)
and KE 6-3788 (home). Information is also available
from the Rev. Sam Slie. (EL 4-6583). Mass. Unit of
SCLC office is at 41 Winthrop St. (GA 7-2993). In St.
Augustine Dr. Hayling's office number is 305-VA 9-3126.
All of the above can be changed without notice.
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Appendix 6
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH A. SHELLEY
MAYOR-COMMISSIONER OF THE CITY OF
SAINT AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA, MARCH 22, 1964
The following statements are in answer to accusations
contained in a folder being distributed on University Campuses of the New England States. This folder is sponsored
by the Southern Christian Movement and Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
It states that most public facilities are segregated. This
is totally false. There are no city ordinances requiring
segregation. All publicly owned facilities have been desegregated. There are privately owned facilities that are segregated the same as in Washington, New York Boston and
.
'
Chicago. Hotels, Restaurants, and the only local hospital are
privately owned. The City of St. Augustine has no authority
over any of these properties.
It states the only instance of school integration was followed two weeks later by burning of the family's house. This
is false in several respects. Three schools were desegregated
in September of 1963 without incident of any kind. On
February 7, 1964 the Robinson · family home burned down
under suspicious circumstances. This was six months after
the schools were integrated. Oddly enough, the family
bought this home in 1958 for approximately $2,200 and in
October 1963 insured it for $11,500. The State Fire Marshall was called in to investigate this fire and his report
confirmed the local fire Chief's report that the fire apparently
started around an oil heater in direct contrast to statements
issued by the family. Insurance companies are still investigating this fire. Furthermore, the Robinsons themselves issued a
statement after the fire that they had been treated well at
all school functions and P.T.A. meetings for six months prior
to the fire.
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The folder states that no tenure or civil service status is
granted to any Negro City employee. This is false. The
only departments of the City covered by civil service are the
police and fire departments. There are no restrictions as to
national origin, religion or color on who may take examinations for these two departments.
The folder states that inadequate police protection contributed to several beatings and shootings. This is false.
The only floggings occurred about three miles outside the
City of St. Augustine. The City refused to give the Ku Klux
Klan a permit to parade and hold a meeting in the City. It
was held in the country and the four Negroes who were
beaten were attempting to spy on the meeting. The Klan's
men arrested by the Sheriff's office were all from Jacksonville, Florida. The first shooting incident that occurred
would have been prevented had certain Negro citizens cooperated with the police department. Under questioning a
local leader of the N.A.A.C.P. admitted that he knew trouble was brewing but would not call the police because the
police chief had insulted him.
The folder states that demonstrations have been curtailed
for the past five months by the city's use of 15 police dogs
donated by the local Rotary Club. This is a totally false
statement. In October 1963 the N.A.A.C.P. initiated court
proceedings against the Mayor and all City Commissioners,
the Police Chief and the Sheriff of St. Johns County in
which the City of St. Augustine is located. At the conclusion
of this trial held before a Federal Judge in Jacksonville,
Florida, the Court gave the City officials a 100 % clean slate.
He stated that there was no evidence of public discrimination by the City, that only private discrimination existed.
The Court further severely criticized and rkprimanded the
leadership of the local N.A.A.C.P. for coming into Court
with unclean hands . . Demonstrations had stopped before,
during and after this trial.
Now about the dogs. First, they were not donated by the
local Rotary Club. The City Commission included in the 1964
budget funds sufficient to hire three new policemen, two
white and one Negro patrolman. They were selected from
79
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among candidates who passed their Civil Service exam and
who received security clearance. They trained with the police department and on the night before they were to go on
the force the Negro candidate came to the Chief and said
that he had been threatened and coerced by the local
N.A.A.C.P. until he felt it would be impossible to go on the
force. After a discussion the City Commission determined
that the money which would have paid his salary and clothing allowance would train, house and feed 15 police dogs.
On September 9, 1963, after demonstrations had stopped,
the dogs and their masters began an intensive course of
training. They graduated and joined the police force on
February 16, 1964. They have never been used on demonstrators or any other people to this date. They ride in patrol
cars at night and thus release one patrolman from night
duty. Prior to the use of these dogs two men patrolled at
night. Incidentally, night prowlers and peeping tom complaints have been reduced by 70 %. The record speaks for
itself.

Appendix
The three elderly and wealthy old
"dummy" owners of the Daily Worke
Anna M. W. Pennypacker of Philad,
Susan H. Woodruff
Fernandina W. Reed

The folder speaks of rigid press controls which have kept
its content from becoming generally known. Quite the contrary is true. As Mayor of St. Augustine I have never refused to talk to reporters, radio or magazine editors. The
Miami Herald, The Daytona Beach News Journal and the
St. Petersburg Times have repeatedly blasted the City of
St. Augustine and accepted as truth practically all statements issued by the N.A.A.C.P. The New York Times sent
Mrs. Phillips down here for one week and she wrote a fairly
nice article. The Times Magazine sent a reporter to St. Augustine and after a 30 minute interview he apparently chose
not to write anything about our City.

JOSEPH A. SHELLEY
MAYOR-COMMISSIONER
CITY OF ST. AUGUSTINE,
FLORIDA
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Appendix 7
The three elderly and wealthy old ladies who acted as
"dummy" owners of the Daily Worker were:
Anna M. W. Pennypacker of Philadelphia
Susan H. Woodruff
Fernandina W. Reed
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about our City.
JOSEPH A. SHELLEY
MAYOR-COMMISSIONER
CITY OF ST. AUGUSTINE,
FLORIDA
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Appendix 8

THE
CITY MANAGER

SAINT AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA
Nov e mber 19, 1964

T o Whom It M a y Conc e rn:
S a int Augustine's racial disturbances began in the summer of 196 3 . These
c onsisting primarily of sit-ins and lie - ins at restaurants and lunch counters
loc a ted in the down town area . There was also picketing of the Chamber of
Commercej City Hall and a number of business establishments with lunch
c ounter s . These demonstrations were being supervised by two full time
N . A. A. C. P. Field Directors, Willie Lude n of Savannah and James Brown
o f Tifton, Georgia. The final demonstration was held in the down town plaza
on Labor Day . This meeting was held without obtaining a permit from the
C ity, thus resulted in the arrest of approximately 30 negroes. Permits had
a lways b e en granted to any organization desir i ng to meet and requ e sting a
pe rmit. The City requires advance notice so proper police personne l could
b e o n hand to handl e tr a ffic and crowds.
A few days aft e r Labor Day the City M a nager was informed by one of th e
N. A. A. C. P, Field Directors that they were pulling out of Saint Augustine
b e cause o f the way Dr . Robert Hayling was acting. He and two other negroes
h a d delibe r a t e ly gone to a Ku Klux Klan meeting which was held several miles
outside of the City of Sain: Augustine , after being advised not to go by the
N. A. A. C . P. Fie l d Directors, To my knowledge this was the last time
the N. A. A. C. P. was directly involved in the Saint Augustine demonstrations. In November, 1963 Dr. Hayling announced that h e was r e signing his
po s iti on as Youth Director of the local N. A. A. C. P. Chapter. The local
l aw enforceme nt a g encies, Sheriff's Department and Saint Augustine Police
D e partm e nt, h a d no trouble handling the disturbances. The local people
paid v e ry little attention to the picketing a nd sit-ins, and went on about their
bus i nes5. Eve rythi n g w as very quiet until April, 1964 when we learned that
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Dr. Hayling bad invited students from No:rthern C olleges to spend their
Easter vacations in S aint Augu s tine. D r. Ha yling bad sent letters in
March, 1964 to a n u mber of these C olleges, .11:iving false and misleading
information about the con ditions in Saint Augustine. D r . Hayling ,had
made this request in behalf of the Saint Augustine C hapter of theSouthe rn
Chri s tian Leadership C onference. This was when we learned that Dr.
H a yling had joined forces with Martin Luther King ' s S . C. L. C.
It w as through the Massachusetts Chapter of the S . C . L . C. that Mrs.
Malc'im Peab ody, mother of the Governor of Massachusetts, came to
Saint Augustine. Advance publicity was given out that she was coming,
and immediately a l arge number of newsmen were sent to cover her arrival and planned arrest. P rior to her arrival a number of college s tudents
and professors had arrived and immediately attempted sit-ins and were
arrested . These arrests were made after the property owners had requested them to leave their property and they refused. There was no demonstration during the Easte r period that the local law enforcement was not a b.le to
handl e .

AINT AUGUSTINE, FLORI DA

November 19 , 196 4
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After the arrest of Mrs. Peabody , Saint Augustine was the main topic for
newsmen throughout the United States. It was very evident that M a rtin
Luthe r King and the newsmen were working together in th e d e monstrations.
Ne ws men were notified of when, what and where everything was to happen.
It was very easy for the l ocal law enforcement officers to know where th e
demonstrations were to take plac e , b ecause th e news media would set up
their equipm e nt in advance.
There was a lull in the demonstr a tion s afte r Easter until June, at which
time Martin Luther King sent his personal staff of fie l d workers to direct
the Saint Augustine project. The demonstrations were very orderly as
long as they were being h e ld in th e day time. The lo cal people and touri s t5
paid very little attention to the marching and sit-ins . Due to the lack of
local support in the d ay time, the demonstrations were changed to late at
night. Th e ni ght demonstrations gave outsiders time enou gh to come to
Saint Augustin e after getting off work.
The local law enforcement officers had complete control of the de monstra tions as ~ong as they were held in the day time , but the night marches
created a problem. This brought about an order from th e Cit y Mana ge r and
Chief of Police that the re was to be no street marching after 8:00 P . M .
Immediately , City officials a nd th e County Sheriff were taken to Federal
Court. Fede ral Judge Simpson, Jacksonville, ruled tha t the negroes could
march anytime and any place they desired. This order tied the hands of
the law enfo rc eme nt officers, and turn e d the d emonstrators l o os e to do as
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they pleased. The Court order further stated that the demonstrators were
to be protected from anyone trying to interfere with them.
The Federal Court order created additional trouble. Outside white groups,
led by H a lstead Manucy, Saint Augustine; Connie L ynch, California; and
J. B. Stoner, Atlanta began holding meetings and marches at the same time
as the negro demonstrations were being held,
Governor Bryant had sent troopers to assist the Sheriff and City Police.
When the n eg ro and white groups began demonstrating at the same time,
it was a lmost impossible to prevent minor outbreaks of disorder. These
outbreaks of disorder were v e ry quickly brought under control, and at no
time did they l ast more than a couple of minute s.
The press played up
every incident, to make outsiders beli e ve that there was just no law and
ord e r in St. Augustine.
There is no doubt in the minds of all local law enforcement officials, that
the misleading press releases were causing the great est trouble. The
Governor, bowing to outsid e pressure, issued an Executive Order on
June 15, 1964, establishing a Special Police force. This Sp ecial Police
Fo rce was to dir e ct a ll law enforcement of the County, Inste ad of s,trengthening the law enforcement, it created friction between the different agencies
which up to this tim e , had been working togethe r.
The Sp ecial Police force began searching, and questioning only the whi te
people and l eft negroes a lone to do as they pleased. There were a number
of incidents where the white people were arrested or pushed around for
no reason at all. The Specia l Polic e force would not help the Chief of
Police and Sheriff in enforcing valid State laws regarding trespassing of
private property, when requested by the property owners. It seemed to us
that this Special Police forc e had been given instructions to leave the negroes
a lone , but arrest all the w hite people they could. The loc a l people became
v er y upset abo ut the way the outside law enforceme nt officers were acting.
When the Civil Rights Bill was passed, the merchants agreed to comply with
a ll of it's requirements. This brought on anothe r problem. The r es taurants
and motele that were complying with the l aw, found their places of business
being picketed by white people . This continued until Federal Judge Simpson
issued a restraining order against thos e picketing. Since that time everything has b een very quiet and peaceful.

Charles P , Barrier,
City Manag e r
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January Seventh, 1
Florida Legislative Investigation Con
Post Office Box 1044,
Tallahassee, Florida.
Attention Mr. R. 0. Mitchell, Chairn
Dear Mr. Mitchell:

As per the request of Mr. K. Baars:
to your committee, for a statement of
tion with regards to racial strife in
the period from April 1964 to the pr
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January Seventh, 1965
Florida Legislative Investigation Committee,
Post Office Box 1044,
Tallahassee, Florida.
Attention Mr. R. 0. Mitchell, Chairman.
Dear Mr. Mitchell:
As per the request of Mr. K. Baarslag, Special Consultant
to your committee, for a statement of fact from our publication with regards to racial strife in St. Augustine during
the period from April 1964 to the present time, I make the
following statements.
During this period of time, it was our unfortunate task
to cover a series of demonstrations and public altercations
between groups of racist, both Negro and white. Using
the files of our publication and examining their contents for
a hindsight overall picture, it was quite easy to make the
following conclusions.

# 1. Racial demonstrations in St. Augustine were planned
and implemented for one single reason-"National Publicity." Within a city of 500,000 population, it would have
taken at least 10,000 demonstrators to make national headlines and in our small community, an imported group of
150, proved to be most successful.
84
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;#2. The stimulus to both sides of the racists view-point
can easily be laid at the feet of the national news media:
i.e. on several occasions I personally witnessed newsmen
urging Neiro demonstrators into action on a given date
and the next day, urging white demonstrators in the same
manner. The entire racial panorama was staged, using
the Nation's Oldest City as the theatre and world-wide
television and news media readers as the audience.
;#3. The Federal Court appeared to be the most important single detriment to local and state law enforcement
in the keeping of the peace: i.e. while racial agitators,
both Negro and white were planning to parade the streets
of St. Augustine, with full support of the Federal Court,
Federal courts in New York and New Jersey prohibited
same.
;#4. It appears that the arrival of outside agitators, such
as Mrs. Malcolm Peabody and Martin Luther King, served
no useful purpose other than to play roles in the stage
play scheduled by the Southern Leadership Conference
and t he National Council of Churches.
;#5. I have furnished for Mr. Baarslag's use, four files of
clippings with regards to numerous incidents occurring
over a two year period, all of which were witnessed either
by myself or by a staff member. I further offer to you
and your committee, my own personal testimony, and that
of any member of our staff, with the fervent hope that
no other city in Florida will be offered on the racial altar
as a publicity stunt to aid and abet the desires and plans
of organizations such as the SCLS, NAACP, CORE, and
the National Council of Churches.
With kind regards
Sincerely,

A. H. Tebault, Jr.
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Mayor Issues State
On Seriousness Of T
Part In Demonstr;
Mayor Joseph A. Shelley has
issued the following statement to
the citizens of St. Augustine al'ld
St. Johns County:
Spring is here and summer is
just around the corner. With summer will come the end of the
1963-64 school year. I believe that
this is an appropriate time to call
to the attention of all our citizens something which I consider
to be of the gravest importance.
Militant civil rights leaders in
a number of different organizations have repeatedly stated that
with the coming of summer they
intend to continue their demonstrations in St. Augustine. What
I am offering is not a warning,
but rather it is a word of ?.dvice
and a word of caution to all parents of young people of both races
in St. Augustine. Soon these
young people will be out of school.
With the coming of the summer
heat, it is a well known scientific
fact that emotions and passions
run deeper. Idle minds and idle
hands are a fertile field for bad
and evil thoughts and actions.
Parents can not fo r one moment
escape being held, to some degree,
r esponsible for the actions of
their children.
Police Department r ecords all
over the United States prflVP hPyond doubt one definite fact. A
high per centag-e of young peopl e
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Appendix 10
Mayor Issues Statement
On Seriousness Of Taking
Part In Demonstrations
who are coerced, induced or otherwise appealed to by violent, radical civil rights leaders to go out
and deliberately break civil laws
of a state or community have become later involved in crimes of
violence which place a criminal
mark against their records. Once
a young person has been induced
to violate a civil law, and has
gained some excitement from this
adventure, it is but a simple step
to become involved in criminal
acts, such as burglary, breaking
and entering, automobile stealing, assault and battery, and even
murder and rape. I can only say
that any parents who allow their
children to become involved in socalled peaceful demonstrations
which may later evolve into violation of state laws, are themselves involved in crimes against
both God and man. Keep in mind
that once a criminal act a nd conviction becomes part of the record
of your child, that he or she may
well find it impossible to gain useful employment for the rest of his
or her life. Any person convicted
of a felony can never enlist in
the military services nor can
they ever hold a Civil Service job.
These black marks, once they are
placed against a person's records,
can be very difficult to erase.
For many years, the people of
St. Augustine of both races have

Mayor Joseph A. Shelley has
issued the following statement to
the citizens of St. Augustine and
St. Johns County:
Spring is here and summer is
just around the corner: With summer will come the end of the
1963-64 school year. I believe that
this is an appropriate time to call
to the attention of all our citizens something which I consider
to be of the gravest importance.
Militant civil rights leaders in
a number of different organizations have repeatedly stated that
with the coming of summer they
intend to continue their demonstrations in St. Augustine. What
I am offering is not a warning,
but rather it is a word of P.dvice
and a word of caution to all parents of young people of both races
in St. Augustine. Soon these
young people will be out of school.
With the coming of the summer
heat, it is a well known scientific
fact that emotions and passions
run deeper. Idle minds and idle
hands are a fertile field for bad
and evil thoughts and actions.
Parents can not for one moment
escape being held, to some degree,
responsible for the actions of
their children.
Police Department records all
over the United States pr"VP hPyond doubt one definite fact. A
high percentage of young people
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lived side by side in peace and
tranquility. Many close and binding friendships have developed
because of the serenity which has
surrounded life in St. Augustine,
but because of the demonstrations
and violence which have occurred
in the past year, relationships between long standing friends have
become strained. The acts of innocent individuals in both races
now become suspect. No matter
what laws are passed in Washington, the damage which has been
done to relationships between the
races in St. Augustine and in
practically every other community in the United States, will be a
long time in healing. Do you want

to contribute to this further disintegration of relationships between our people in St. Augustine? You have a choice. You
have a full, free choice of your
activities in the coming months
ahead. If you consider yourselves
to be responsible citizens, you will
adhere to the laws which are in
effect in the state today. These
laws are designed to protect the
rights and property of all citizens, and as long as they are
valid, as long as they are not repealed by a constitutional amendment, or declared unconstitutional
by court action, these laws will be
enforced. The decision is yours.
Mayor Joseph A. Shelley
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to contribute to this further disintegration of relationships between our people in St. Augustine? You have a choice. You
have a full , free choice of your
activities in the coming months
ahead. If you consider yourselves
to be responsible citizens, you will
adhere to the laws which are in
effect in the state today. These
laws are designed to protect the
rights and property of all citizens, and as long as they are
valid, as long as they are not repealed by a constitutional amendment, or declared unconstitutional
by court action, these laws will be
enforced. The decision is yours.
Mayor Joseph A. Shelley

Appendix 11
STATE OF FLORIDA

Executive Department
Tallahassee
Executive Order Number One

Pursuant to the authority vested in me by Chapter 14,
Florida Statutes, and in implementation of my Proclamation
dated June 15, 1964, I hereby promulgate the following Order; and when the same is filed with the Secretary of State
of Florida, it shall have the force and effect as law and shall
remain in effect until revoked by my further order.
Section I.I-There is hereby created a special law enforcement detail which shall be known and designated as
"Special Police Force." The duty and purpose of the Special Police Force shall be to maintain peace and good order
and to enforce all state laws and municipal ordinances applicable in St. Johns County, Florida. In the performance
of any of the powers, duties, and functions authorized by law
or by orders promulgated pursuant to the Proclamation issued by the Governor dated June 15, 1964, the members of
the Special Police Force shall have the same protections and
immunities afforded other peace officers, which shall be
recognized by all courts having jurisdiction over offenses
against the laws of this State. All officers temporarily assigned to the Special Police Force shall continue to receive
all pay, allowances, and benefits from the appropriation of
and in accordance with the laws governing their respective
departments.
Section 1.2-The Special Police Force shall consist of
each and every officer of the Florida Highway Patrol, State
Board of Conservation, State Beverage Department, Florida
Sheriffs Bureau, Game and Freshwater Fish Commission, and
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those investigators from the Governor's and Attorney General's offices as are designated and assigned by the Governor
and the Attorney General, respectively.
Section 1.3-The number of officers temporarily assigned
for duty in St. Johns County from each of the departments
of the state government subject to this Order shall be designated by the Governor; and upon receiving from the Governor the number of men required to be temporarily assigned,
the agency or department head shall notify the Commander
of the Florida Highway Patrol of the names of the officers so
temporarily assigned, after which time these officers shall
be under the general supervision and direction of the Commander of the Florida Highway Patrol until relieved from
this assignment by the Commander.
Section 1.4-The Commander of the Florida Highway
Patrol shall designate one of its members as the Commanding Officer of the Special Police Force, and the officer so
designated shall have direct supervision and control of all
officers temporarily assigned for duty in St. Johns County.
The Commanding Officer of the Force shall designate one of
its members as Deputy Commanding Officer and shall make
such other assignments and appointments as in his discretion seem proper.
Section 1.5-The officers of the Special Police Force are
hereby declared to be police and peace officers with power to
make arrest for violations of the laws of this State committed in St. Johns County, for violations of municipal ordinances of any municipality in said county including St.
Augustine, and for violations of any rule or regulation
promulgated by the Governor pursuant to his Proclamation of June 15, 1964.
Section 1.6-The officers of the Special Police Force shall
have power and are hereby directed and ordered to investigate any violation of the law which may be reported to them
or which may come to their attention and to accumulate all
evidence necessary. The officers of this Force shall prefer
charges against all persons they have reasonable grounds to
believe have violated the law.
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Section 1.7-The headquarters of the Special Police
Force shall be the Florida National Guard Armory in St.
Augustine, Florida; and the State Adjutant General is hereby order and directed to cooperate with the Force and
to make available such space, equipment, secretarial assistance, and facilities as shall be necessary to perform the duties required.
Section 1.8-The Sheriffof St. Johns County, the Chiefs of
Police of every municipality of St. Johns County, and each
and every officer and deputy, special or regular, operating
under their authority, jurisdiction, or control are hereby ordered and directed to fully enforce the laws of Florida, municipal ordinances of St. Augustine, Florida, and to promptly
arrest and charge any person who violates the same and to
do all lawful things necessary to maintain peace and good
order.
Section 1.9-Each and every peace and police officer of
the Special Police Force, the Sheriff of St. Johns County,
the Chief of Police of St. Augustine are ordered and directed
to submit a daily report to the Commanding Officer of the
Special Police Force of all arrests made in St. Johns County
during the previous 24-hour period. Among the information
required to be submitted shall be the names, addresses, and
ages of those so arrested, the formal charge made both by
the arresting officer and by the court, the bonds set on each
case, and the disposition of any previous charges which took
place during the previous 24-hour period. To be included in
said daily report shall be a descriptive report of all weapons
seized or taken into custody, the names and addresses from
whom taken, and an identification of those weapons, including serial numbers if available. All weapons taken into custody by state, county, or municipal officers, after being
properly identified, shall be delivered to the custody of the
Commanding Officer of the Special Police Force for transmittal to the crime laboratory of the Florida Sheriffs Bureau,
Tallahassee, Florida, for such tests and identification as in
his discretion seems proper.
Section 1.10-The Sheriff of St. Johns County, and the
Chief of Police of St. Augustine as custodians of the county
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and city jails, respectively, shall also make a daily report to
the Commanding Officer of the Special Police Force of the
names of all defendants delivered to his custody and the
disposition of the charges placed against them during the
previous 24-hour period.
Section 1.11-The Commanding Officer of the Special
Police Force shall create an investigative division to make a
thorough investigation of any circumstances which, in the
Commanding Officer's discretion, shall be proper including
any arrest or failure to arrest on the part of any state,
county, or city officer. One of the duties of this investigative
division shall be to maintain proper records of incidents,
intelligence reports, arrests made in the county, the bond
set on each of the charges preferred, the disposition of such
case, a descriptive report of all weapons seized or taken into
custody by any city, county or state officer, and the names
and addresses from whom taken. These r~ports as prepared
by this division shall be forwarded daily to the Governor,
the Attorney General, and the Director of the Department
of Public Safety.
Section 1.12-Any person, firm, corporation, association,
officers or members of such firm, corporation, or association,
or public official who shall interfere with or fail to comply with the provisions of any rule, regulation or order made
pursuant to the Proclamation of the Governor dated June
15, 1964, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and be punished
as prescribed by law. Any officer failing to comply with the
provisions of the Proclamation dated June 15, 1964, or any
order promulgated pursuant thereto shall be guilty of malfeasance in office.
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Section 1.14-This Order shall be
that the greatest force and effect m:
visions for the maintenance of peac
state of emergency which presentl:
County, Florida.

SEAL

IN TESTIMC
hereunto s1
the Great
Florida to
see, the Cf
June, 1964,

ATTEST:

SECRETARY OF STATE

Section 1.13-The Attorney General of Florida or his
designee shall provide such legal advice to the Special Police Force as from time to time shall be necessary in the performance of its duties; and in his absence the State Attorney of the Seventh Judicial Circuit shall consult with and
render whatever legal assistance is necessary to the Special
Police Force to effect the goals and objectives of said Special Police Force.
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Section 1.14-This Order shall be liberally construed so
that the greatest force and effect may be given to its provisions for the maintenance of peace and order under the
state of emergency which presently exists in St. Johns
County, Florida.

SEAL

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and caused
the Great Seal of the State of
Florida to be affixed at Tallahassee, the Capital, this 15th day of
June, 1964, A.D.
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Appendix ·12
TO THE HONORABLE BRYAN SIMPSON
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA:
We, the undersigned residents of the City of St. Augustine,
Florida and residing on Central A venue, Valencia Street,
Cordova Street, Cuna Street, King Street, Markland Place
and Menendez A venue, respectfully petition Your Honor for
relief from the annoyance of nightly negro marches.
We assure Your Honor that we are law abiding and nonparticipating in any racial demonstrations; however, we have
been unduly disturbed by singing, clapping of hands and general noise of 200 to 300 marching negroes accompanied by
police officers, sheriff's deputies, highway patrolmen and dogs
and these demonstrations have continued until as late as 11
o'clock p.m., long after the average citizen has retired for the
night.
We earnestly urge Your HonQr to give us relief of your
injunction which prevents the police officers from protecting
us in our peace and quiet.
We also respectfully represent that the atmosphere occasioned by these night marches is detrimental to our children
and harmful to the entire community.
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Appendix 13
STATE OF FLORIDA
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
TALLAHASSEE
Executive Order Number Two

WHEREAS, the Governor of the State of Florida is authorized and empowered under the constitution, statutory
law, and police power of the State to take such measures and
to do all and every act and thing which he may deem necessary in order to prevent overt threats of violence or violence
to the persons or property of citizens of the State and to
maintain peace, tranquility, and good order of the State, and
WHEREAS, the Governor, under Article IV, Section 6 of
the constitution of the State of Florida, is charged with the
responsibility to take care that the laws be faithfully executed and has the dominant interest in protecting the people
against violence, and in his capacity as the Supreme Executive power of the State as chief magistrate, and as natural
guardian of the public is empowered under the general
sovereign authority of the State to prevent violence and overt
threats of violence, and
WHEREAS, because of the circumstances and conditions
now existing in St. Augustine, St. Johns County, Florida, I
make the following findings of fact :
1. On June 10, 1964, I ordered certain state law enforcement officers to St. Augustine, St. Johns County, Florida, in
an effort to assist in maintaining peace and order therein
under the circumstances created by certain demonstrations,
counter-demonstrations, and protests being carried on in said
county, and since that time violence has been prevented.

2. The government of Florida has recognized and is dedicated to the protection of the rights of its citizens to peace98
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fully express and assert their views and protest as is guaranteed by the constitutions of the United States and the
State of Florida, and I have exercised appropriate power and
authority entrusted to me to provide protection for a lawful •
assertion of such protests and views.
3. On June 15, 1964, I invoked certain emergency powers
available to me as Governor to make every reasonable effort
to insure the maintenance of law and order and the protection of the rights of individuals existing in and being asserted in St. Augustine, St. Johns County, Florida, and assigned to this area an additional 150 state law enforcement
officers, all vested with sufficient powers to effectively carry
out reasonable objectives and to provide reasonable means of
protection for those asserting their views and demonstrating
their protest in said community. Every opportunity has been
given for those so demonstrating their views and protests to
do so in a reasonable, lawful, and peaceful fashion, but certain lawlessness and utter disregard for the laws of Florida
exhibited by the demonstrators and counter-demonstrators
such as an invasion of private property, disobedience of lawful orders of the officers, and disturbances of the public
peace, have all caused the nighttime demonstrations being
carried on nightly by white and negro groups in said area
to create a danger to peace and order.

I ordered certain state law enforcestine, St. Johns County, Florida, in
iintaining peace and order therein
created by certain demonstrations,
nd protests being carried on in said
1e violence has been prevented.

4. The physical layout of the routes used by these demonstrators consists of narrow streets bordered by shrubbed and
wooded areas without sufficient lighting, and contrary to certain assurances that notice would be given and routes would
be designated in advance, the demonstrators have purposely
attempted to mislead the law enforcement officers as to their
projected routes and to times of marches; and in addition to
the predominantly negro demonstrations there have been
counter-demonstrations of white groups taking place on or
about the same time as the negroes, all causing an intolerable
situation dangerous to the persons, property, and lives of the
citizens in that area.

Florida has recognized and is dedi. the rights of its citizens to peace-

5. I find that the law enforcement has been strengthened
to its maximum since June 9 and that additional law enforce-

1f the circumstances and conditions
1stine, St. Johns County, Florida, I
rs of fact:
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ment sent into that area would not in any way alleviate the
circumstances creating the danger to peace and order.

•

6. That on this Saturday afternoon, June 20, 1964, notwithstanding my vigorous and aggressive effort to strengthen
law enforcement in St. Johns County, Florida, to the maximum, the situation has progressively worsened in spite of the
presence of state law enforcement officers sent into St. Augustine on June 10, and has worsened since state law enforcement officers were strengthened on June 15, 1964.
7. That the Grand Jury of St. Johns County after having
met and attempted to conscientiously find a solution to the
problems giving rise to the circumstances now in existence
made their presentation suggesting several possible avenues
of solution, on which occasion I called upon those to whom it
was directed to act in good faith and proceed in accordance
with the suggestions of this arm of the Circuit Court in and
for St. Johns County. There was no good faith effort on behalf of some to attempt to find a solution to the problems but
to the contrary they continued the lawless course of interferring with the rights and property of others with utter
disregard of the suggestions of the Grand Jury.

RACIAL AND CIVIL DISORDERS 1

of participating in any demonstratic
meeting or assembly between the hou
rise in St. Johns County, Florida, a
such public park, public building,
facility in St. Johns County, Florida
a person participating in an unlawfu
by Section 870.02, Florida Statutes.
2.2 The Special Police Force, est~
ecutive Order Number One dated J
ordered and directed to disperse any
in accordance with the provision of
Statutes.
2.3 Any person violating this 01
and punished in accordance with Sect
utes, providing a punishment by imp
six months or by fine not exceeding f

SEAL

8. That the demonstrations first confined to public areas
in the downtown section of St. Augustine have now, without
warning or advance notice, been carried into the residential
areas of St. Augustine, and the law-abiding citizens of that
area have been disturbed by singing, hand clapping, and general noise. These demonstrations have continued until as late
as 11 :00 p.m., long after the average citizen has retired for
the night.
WHEREAS, pursuant to my Proclamation of June 15,
1964, and the power derived therefrom, I hereby promulgate
the following rules and regulations to be designated as Executive Order Number Two as follows:
2.1 For the period of the emergency presently existing in
St. Johns County, Florida, and until my further order, it
shall be unlawful for any person to use any public park, public building, public street, or public facility for the purpose
100
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of participating in any demonstration, march, parade, mass
meeting or assembly between the hours of 8 :30 p.m. and sunrise in St. Johns County, Florida, and any person so using
such public park, public building, public street, or public
facility in St. Johns County, Florida, shall be deemed to be
a person participating in an unlawful assembly as prohibited
by Section 870.02, Florida Statutes.
2.2 The Special Police Force, established pursuant to Executive Order Number One dated June 15, 1964, is hereby
ordered and directed to disperse any such unlawful assembly
in accordance with the provision of Section 870.04, Florida
Statutes.
2.3 Any person violating this Order may be prosecuted
and punished in accordance with Section 870.02, Florida Statutes, providing a punishment by imprisonment not exceeding
six months or by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars.

SEAL
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and caused
the Great Seal of the State of
Florida to be affixed at Tallahassee, the Capital, this 20th day of
June, A.D. 1964.

ATTEST:

~O&u~
SECRETARY OF STATE
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Appendix 14
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT, SEVENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND FOR
ST. JOHNS COUNTY, FLORIDA.
IN RE:

GRAND JURY, SPRING TERM, }
1964

--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - -

The solution of how to solve the
easy one to agree upon, for the s<
witnesses or offered by the memben
almost as diverse as the number of w

In attempting to answer the que,
problem, there repeatedly arose az
and elusive question of why St. Au:
first instance by Dr. Martin Lut
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONJ
seemed unimportant, but as will be
of the history of St. Augustine, anc
nity available to any race, it has bE
tion to the solution of the problem.

PRESENTMENT OF GRAND JURY
THE HONORABLE HOWELL W. MELTON, Presiding Circuit Judge :

Because this will be recorded ami
St. Johns County, the Grand Jury :f,
some little publicized, but true, fact
tory of St. Augustine.

We, the Grand Jurors of St. Johns County, duly sworn
and empaneled for the Spring Term, 1964, have the duty to
make this further presentment of the results of our deliberations into the racial unrest in the County, of our findings
and recommendations.

Since the advent of mass transpo1
been and still remains primarily a 1
Tourism.

TO:

This Grand Jury has heretofore presented to this Court
its interim report, wherein the Grand Jury pledged itself to a
good faith effort to attempt to bring about a peaceful solution
of the racial unrest in the County and to attempt to accomplish this through local representative governmental institutions, this Grand Jury being a part thereof.
In furtherance of this pledge, the Grand Jury has spent
many hours inquiring of witnesses from a cross section of
both races in a good faith effort to find a solution to the local
racial unrest.

The local racial problem confronting the City of St. Augustine, is no greater a problem than th~t of many other
communities throughout the entire nation. No one denies that
it exists in St. Johns County; but certainly not to the extent
that has been shown to the nation by sensational news reporting.
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In reviewing the past history oj
community, and in light of this ecc
tion of why St. Augustine has beer
importance, for the Grand Jury is c
that this question must be first unde:
to the problem can be had.
·

Racial harmony has existed in the
of mutual respect has been achievec
local citizens in this community.

Unlike many cities, negroes have
jury duty. They have served on jurJ
for many years, including this Grand
Unlike many cities, no· voter test
ever been required to the knowledgE
fact, by looking at the registration
tion is made as to race, color or creed.
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IE CIRCUIT COURT, SEVENTH
JIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND FOR
OHNS COUNTY, FLORIDA.

~. SPRING TERM, }

·T OF GRAND JURY

The solution of how to solve the problem has not been an
easy one to agree upon, for _the solutions suggested by the
witnesses or offered by the members of this Grand Jury were
almost as diverse as the number of witnesses called.
In attempting to answer the question of how to solve the
problem, there repeatedly arose another equally perplexing
and elusive question of why St. Augustine was picked in the
first instance by Dr. Martin Luther King's SOUTHERN
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE. This, at first,
seemed unimportant, but as will be later shown and because
of the history of St. Augustine, and the lack of job opportunity available to any race, it has become an important question to the solution of the problem.

E HOWELL W. MELTON, Presid-

Because this will be recorded among the public records of
St. Johns County, the Grand Jury felt it necessary to restate
some little publicized, but true, facts of the modern day history of St. Augustine.

of St. Johns County, duly sworn
pring Term, 1964, have the duty to
tment of the results of our delibera:est in the County, of our findings

Since the advent of mass transportation, St. Augustine has
been and still remains primarily a one economy community:
Tourism.
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In reviewing the past history of racial relations in this
community, and in light of this economic setting, the question of why St. Augustine has been picked, takes on major
importance, for the Grand Jury is of the considered opinion
that this question must be first understood before the solution
to the problem can be had.
Racial harmony has existed in the past. A solid foundation
of mutual respect has been achieved among the majority of
local citizens in this community.
Unlike many cities, negroes have not been excluded from
jury duty. They have served on jurys, both petty and grand,
for many years, including this Grand Jury .
Unlike many cities, no- voter test is required nor has one
ever been required to the knowledge of this Grand Jury. In
fact, by looking at the registration card itself, no classification is made as to race, color or creed.
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Unlike many cities, negro homes are now and always have
been interspersed throughout the mainland portion of the
City; and, the inhabitants have lived in harmony.
The 13 internationally known tourist attractions are integrated.
In law enforcement, negroes have served in the past, and
are serving now in this capacity.
The City has desegregated all municipal owned facilities.
The county school system is integrated, and was integrated
without incident.
At the present time, two, and perhaps, more, of the modern,.
luxurious motels have integrated.
Two downtown lunchrooms have integrated.
The City has revised its Code to eliminate racial restrictions against the hiring of negroes in civil service positions.
Opportunities for jobs available to all people are extremely limited. Many of the service facilities are small
family owned and operated, with three of four full time employees.
In this economic setting, with a solid background of
harmonious race relations, with a past history of non-discrimination in governmental affairs, and of the more recent
progress made toward the integration of privately owned
facilities, St. Augustine has been libeled as "the most segregated City in America." This is not true.
Why then was it picked? Could it be that St. Augustine,
as the nation's oldest city, is merely a symbol for the Negro
civil rights movement? That those who have picked St. Augustine, are not really interested in solving the problem, but
merely desire to keep this symbol before the world. This
Grand Jury trusts that is not the case.
Only those who picked it can truly answer this question
but its answer must be had before the problem can be
solved.

RACIAL AND CIVIL DISORDERS l

CONFERENCE truly desire .the pro·
Augustine.

This Grand Jury has made a goo1
solution to the community problem:
calls upon Dr. Martin Luther King a
strate their good faith by remov1ng tl
community for a period of 30 days,
strate good faith by publicly urgini
period of time of those activities wl:
sion; upon the expiration of 30 days j
gested demonstration of good faith,
reconvene to name a recommende1
composed of ten members, five negroe:
members have tentatively agreed to se
committee the services of the Grand
needed.

This Grand Jury wishes to commen
ment officials who have carried the l
plosive and trying situation, and e,
Davis and Chief Virgil Stuart, Sr.

The Grand Jury respectfully requ
be distributed to all interested partie
nor of the State of Florida, the Attorr
of Florida, and Federal Judge Simpson

This Grand Jury desires to be in re
of the above, and respectfully request
to re-convene upon the happening of
of court.

Respectfully submitted this 18th da
Attest:

Clerk

Forer

The important question now becomes whether Dr. Martin
Luther King, and SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
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CONFERENCE truly desire .the problem solved here in St.
Augustine.
This Grand Jury has made a good faith effort to find a
solution to the community problem: This Grand Jury now
calls upon Dr. Martin Luther King and all others to demonstrate their good faith by removing their influences from this
community for a period of 30 days, and to further demonstrate good faith by publicly urging a cessation for alike
period of time of those activities which tend to create tension; upon the expiration of 30 days following the above suggested demonstration of good faith, this Grand Jury will
reconvene to name a recommended by-racial committee,
composed of ten members, five negroes and five whites, whose
members have tentatively agreed to serve, and to offer to that
committee the services of the Grand Jury as they may be
needed.
This Grand Jury wishes to commend our local law enforcement officials who have carried the burden of this very explosive and trying situation, and especially Sheriff L. 0.
Davis and Chief Virgil Stuart, Sr.
The Grand Jury respectfully requests that copies hereof
be distributed to all interested parties, including the Governor of the State of Florida, the Attorney General of the State
of Florida, and Federal Judge Simpson.
This Grand Jury desires to be in recess until the occurance
of the above, and respectfully requests your Honor for leave
to re-convene upon the happening of the same without order
of court.
Respectfully submitted this 18th day of June, A. D., 1964.
Attest:

it can truly answer this question
had before the problem can be
now becomes whether Dr. Martin
ERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
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Appendix 15
ANSWER TO PRESENTMENT OF GRAND JURY
Dated June 18, 1964
When the Grand Jury of St. John's County was convened
a few days ago, we felt that at long last the St. Augustine
community was making a positive step toward the solution
of its racial problem. When the presentment was given by
the Grand Jury yesterday, however, we discovered that we
were the victims of a blasted hope. We are, therefore, greatly
disappointed at what we consider an unwise, unfair, and unreasonable position taken by the Grand Jury. It completely
fails to grasp the deep discontent, the haunting frustration
and the seething despair in the Negro community as a result
of the continued existence of segregation and discrimination.
The presentment is based on the false assumption that St.
Augustine had genuinely peaceful race relations until the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference "picked" it as a
symbol before the world. A more honest assessment of the
situation would reveal that St. Augustine has never had
peaceful race relations: it may have had a negative peace
which was the absence of tension, but certainly not a positive
peace which is the presence of justice.
True, St. Augustine has made progress in race relations,
like numerous other cities, but one must realize that progress
whets the appetite for greater progress. Moreover, it must
be recognized that the progress made has not been nearly
great enough to compensate for the centuries of injustice
and oppression inflicted upon the Negro. One needs to catalogue the numerous unsolved shootings and bombings in
Negro homes and automobiles, the sick toleration of Ku Klux
Klan activity, the economic deprivation of the Negro, and
the exclusion of Negroes from most places of public accommodation in St. Augustine to see that the progress made has
been all too inadequate. St. Augustine can, of course, try to
temporize, negotiate small, inadequate changes and prolong
the timetable of freedom in the hope that the narcotics of
delay will dull the pain of progress. But the fact remains that
106
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there will be neither peace nor tranquility in this community
until the righteous demands of the Negro are fully met.

In the light of the foregoing, we cannot in good conscience,
accept the proposal of the Grand Jury. For the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference to be asked to leave St.
Augustine and call off all demonstrations, without any concrete steps being made to rectify the situation for thirty
days, is not only an impractical request, but an immoral one.
It is asking the Negro community to give all, and the white
community to give nothing. This is hardly a just or ethical
way to deal with such an urgent problem.
But even in spite of our disappointment we still want it
clearly known that we are deeply desirous of reaching a
settlement. We are not demonstrating for demonstration
sake. We are merely seeking to make ourselves heard so that
the community will be compelled to deal with our just demands. We would be happy to bring about a cessation of
demonstrations if we could see a good faith move to solve St.
Augustine's racial problem. We would, therefore, propose
that the Grand Jury be re-convened in the next few days and
that the bi-racial committee mentioned in the presentment be
appointed immediately. At the appointment and convening of
said committee, we would be willing to halt demonstrations
for a week in order to demonstrate good faith and allow the
committee to deliberate without undue community tension.
If, at the end of this period of good faith communication a
re_a sonable attempt is made to comply with our request, we
will gladly accept this as a settlement.
Let us say, in conclusion, that we are not seeking to disrupt the life of St. Augustine or humiliate its white citizens;
we are merely seeking to achieve a moral balance that will
make justice a reality in this community. We are not seeking
a hollow victory, we are seeking reconciliation. We are not
seeking to develop a community of fear; we are seeking to
develop the beloved community where all men will respect
the dignity and worth of human personality.
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
Dr. Robert B. Hayling
June 19, 1964. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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J. of../<-, m. ;J:,,
Doclof'S Building

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

St .A.,.,t..., ':JI...J.

April 8, 1965
Honarable Richard 0, Mitchell
Florida Legislative Investi gation Commi ttee
Tallahassee, Florida

The following is in reference to th1
Police Officer Chessley G. Smith, a
gustine Police Department for seve1
1964 in the city of St. Augustine, F
on a charge of carrying a concea
Highway patrolman Moore, Badge r
State Conservation officer R. Pierce.

Dear Mr. Mitchell:
In reference to disturbances in the community of St, Augustine, Florida
duri ng summer 1964, I wish to take this opportunity to let you know that I,
like many other citizens living in my conminity , was victimized by State Highway
Police Department,
On the evening of June 16, 1964 at approximate 11 : 00 P. M, I was driving
from Davis Sh ores, St, Augus tine over Bridge of Lions into city of St, Augustine,
when traffic light changed from red to green, I proceeded westerly on Cathedral
street where a State Hi ghway Patrolman was slowly waving a dim flashlight,
Understanding his signal to mean proceed with caution I passed him slowly, when
suddenly I heard a whistle blow, Two other patrolman immediately stopped my
vechicle, requested that I get out and then searched all seats and compartments
of my car, At this time I inquired about what I did wrong, I was informed
that I had committed a traffic violation and one patrolman wrote out a summon,
I was then placed in a State Highway Patrol car and taken to Coun ty Jail, at
that moment, I was concerned about my own vechicle, and also how to let my husband a
physican in the conminity know what was happening to me at the County Jail, I
was granted permission to notify him and h• immediately came down and posted a
bond before I was released ,
The purpose of my trip. at that hour of the evening was simply to take
some medication to a personal friend who had phoned and said thatshe had the
"Flu", I need not stress, the embarrassment caused me for the first time in
my life, being taken to the County Jail and I write this letter, with the hope that
similar eposides would not happen to anyother citizen in our community or elswhere.

:;::;;;;~?cl:~
Mrs, Gladys M. LaRosa
53 Avista Cr.
St. Augustine, Fla, 32084

.sworn to and subscribed

of April 1965
Notary Publiic, State cf r-··rida at Iara,
My Commi ssion Ex ires ,\ ril 3 I

before me th~ the 8th day

~14-'-;{,h/r"'~.r....__
<

ed
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vConnecUcut Fire lasuranct 011, .

This arrest was made during tl
demonstrations in St. Augustine whil
der Governor Farris Bryant's Special
arrest was made at approximately 7
approximately 100 feet north of Cat]
side of St. George St. At that time
Smith, was in the process of an invE
Five and Ten Cent Store and had b,
the manager, Mr. Carter. Someone hi
of pipe or steel bar approximately te
place of business on St. George St. a1
the pipe for fingerprints. I had just
the pipe and was heading south on St
pipe with two fingers by the tip end a
one, trying to avoid disturbing any fiJ
a Florida Highway Patrol car came
Florida Highway Patrolman Moore j
me from behind, threw me against
pipe away from me. I was searched
placed in the car. I was not asked at ;
fication or what I was doing with tr
to the county jail with me and as ~
Ponce de Leon Boulevard I asked Flor
Moore to take me by the Armory to SE
refused to do stating that we were g
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Bl.lilding

!1,u,7/..,J.

The following is in reference to the arrest of St. Augustine
Police Officer Chessley G. Smith, a member of the St. Augustine Police Department for seventeen years, on 17 June
1964 in the city of St. Augustine, Florida, St. Johns county,
on a charge of carrying a concealed weapon by Florida
Highway patrolman Moore, Badge number 193 and Florida
State Conservation officer R. Pierce.

April 8, 1965
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,t approximate ll:00 P. M. I was drivin~
Bridge of Lions into city of St, Augustine,
, green, I proceeded westerly on Cathedral
, was slowly waving a dim flashlight,
,ed with caution I passed him slowly, when
other patrolman immediately stopped my
1 then searched all seats and compartments
,out what I did wrong. I was informed
ion and one patrolman wrote out a summon.
;atrol car and taken to County Jail, at
own vechicle, and also how to let my husband a
I
1s happening to me at the County Jail.
md h• immediately came down and posted a
our of the evening was simply to take
who had phoned and said that.she had the
assment caused me for the first time in
il and I write this letter, with the hope that
anyother citizen in our community or elswhere,

i:;;;;~ cl:~
1

Mrs, Gladys M. LaRosa
53 Avista Cr,
St, Augustine, Fla, 32084
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This arrest was made during the height of the racial
demonstrations in St. Augustine while these officers were under Governor Farris Bryant's Special Order number one. The
arrest was made at approximately 7 P.M. on 17 June 1964
approximately 100 feet north of Cathedral Place on the east
side of St. George St. At that time, I, Officer Chessley G.
Smith, was in the process of an investigation for McCrory's
Five and Ten Cent Store and had been summoned there by
the manager, Mr. Carter. Someone had placed a short length
of pipe or steel bar approximately ten inches long beside his
place of business on St. George St. and I was called to check
the pipe for fingerprints. I had just completed recovery of
the pipe and was heading south on St. George St. holding the
pipe with two fingers by the tip end and in plain view of anyone, trying to avoid disturbing any fingerprints. At that time
a Florida Highway Patrol car came up in back of me and
Florida Highway Patrolman Moore jumped out and grabbed
me from behind, threw me against the car and jerked the
pipe away from me. I was searched and then arrested and
placed in the car. I was not asked at any time for any identification or what I was doing with the pipe. They proceeded
to the county jail with me and as we were going north on
Ponce de Leon Boulevard I asked Florida Highway Patrolman
Moore to take me by the Armory to see his superior which he
refused to do stating that we were going to the county jail.
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A Police car, driven by officer Ken Durling, pulled alongside of the Florida Highway Patrol car and I called to officer Durling and requested him to have Chief Stuart meet
me at the county jail. Upon our arrival at the county jail I
was taken inside where Deputy Tanner was on duty. He
asked, "What do you have Smitty for?" The two officers did
not answer him. I was seated at the desk and asked for
identification. I produced a 1964, valid driver's license and
officer Moore, in filling in his report, asked me if I was still
a Police officer. I replied that I was and had been for seventeen years and that this could be verified by anyone in the
room including Deputy Tanner and the others. Florida Highway Patrolman Moore proceeded to finish his report and
Summons (Summons No. 132548) charging me with carrying
a concealed weapon. I asked him how much Bond would be
and he replied that I would have to get that information
from Deputy Tanner. Deputy Tanner than asked him what the
charge was against Smitty and he replied "carrying a concealed weapon." Deputy Tanner then stated, "if that is the
charge his Bond will be $50.00." I was then taken upstairs
and locked up.
Approximately twenty minutes later Mr. James Dart and
Mr. Paul Eison were at the desk to post my Bond. Shortly
thereafter Chief of Police Virgil Stuart in the company of
Sheriff L. 0. Davis, Major Jourdan and two of his lieutenants
arrived and discussed the case. I was later released to the
custody of the Sheriff to be arraigned at a later date.
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25. Presiding Judge Charles C. 1V
Johns County, Florida.

Sworn to and subscribed before me
her, 1964.

Notary Pu
Commission expires :

Arraignment was on 19 June 1964 under a plea of not
guilty and trial date was set for 14 July 1964 at which time
I was tried in Judge Charles C. Mathis' court and represented
by Attorney Robert Turner. Judge Mathis found me not
guilty and I was discharged. During the trial officer Pierce
and Florida Highway Patrolman Moore made numerous false
statements on the witness stand as to my attempting to
conceal the pipe and as to the degree of darkness and time of
day. Mr. Carter, manager of McCrory's five and ten cent
store, appeared in my behalf. I did not take the witness stand
at any time during the trial.
Arrest Case No. was 73451 in the Sheriff's office and the
case number in Judge Mathis' office was No. 506, Docket No.
110
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25. Presiding Judge Charles C. Mathis, County Judge, St.
Johns County, Florida.
Chessley G. Smith
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 29th day of November, 1964.
Notary Public
Commission expires :
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AppendiJ
St. Augustine Di

An Editorial:

Front page St. Augustine
Record, June 18, 1964

Two Sides To The Coin
Members of the special police
force assigned to St. Johns
County by the Governor protected and allowed around 300
Negro and white integration demonstrators to hold a prayer and
singing demonstration on private
property about 11: 30 o'clock last
night.
The
demonstrators
fl rs t
marched through a peaceful
residential section of the city late
last night, before reaching the
bayfront.
There
they
were
allowed by the protecting state
police force to stop at the Monson Motor Lodge and demonstrate on private property at a
late hour of night when paid motel guests were asleep.
The state police force apparently has assumed powers here
which border on making the city
a "police" state. Surely they
had the authority to have kept
the demonstrators marching instead of invading private property at this late hour of the
night.
They have assumed the power

to clear the Plaza, a public park,
of citizens when the integrationists march and demonstrate
at night and to stop and search
automobiles and pedestrians without search warrants in order to
protect the demonstrators. Yet,
these same demonstrators were
allowed to bring their threat of
violence into a peaceful residential neighborhood and also to
demonstrate upon private property late in the nighttime after a
leader of the demonstrators had
publicly declared that they were
changing their tactics because
there were not enough people in
the downtown area-these citizens
having heeded the appeals of authorities to stay out of the area
to avoid adding to the threat of
violence.
Citizens welcomed Governor
Bryant's action in sending the
state policemen here to maintain
law and order and the community
should be grateful for the protection afforded by them. But the
rights of law abiding citizens
should not be abridged in the
process.
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to clear the Plaza, a public park,
of citizens when the integrationists mar ch and demonstrate
a t night and to stop and search
automobiles and pedestrians without search warrants in order to
protect the demonstrators. Yet,
these same demonstrators were
allowed to bring their threat of
violence into a peaceful residential neighborhood and also to
demonstrate upon private property late in the nighttime after a
leader of the demonstrators had
publicly declared that they were
changing· their tactics because
there were not enough people in
the downtown area-these citizens
having heeded the appeals of author ities to stay out of the area
to avoid adding to the threat of
violence.
Citizens welcomed Governor
Bryant's action in sending the
state policemen here to maintain
law and or der and the community
should be grateful for the prot ection afforded by them. But the
rights of law abiding citizens
should not be abridged in the
pr ocess.

The following is an account of the St. Augustine civil
rights disorder, between June 9th and July 4th, 1964.
St. Augustine is the nation's oldest city located on Florida's
Northeast coast in St. Johns County, 38 miles South of
Jacksonville. This ancient city of 15,000 population is one of
the State's leading tourist attractions. Commercial fishing is
an important industry here. Many St. Augustine families
derive their livelihood from the Florida East Coast Railroad
which has been involved in one of the longest strikes and
labor disputes in the history of our nation.
At a time when Negroes throughout the South and across
the nation have organized demonstrations and civil disorders
to call attention to their demands for more civil rights, St.
Augustine has had its share of conflicts.
In the summer of 1963, sit-in demonstrations and shooting
incidents between white and Negro youths caused considerable tension in the city. In December, 1963, a St. Johns
County grand jury deplored the racial unrest in the county
which included a fatal shooting, beatings, rock throwing, and
slashing of car tires, and blamed the violence on militant
Negro leaders and the Ku-Klux Klan. The jury said that the
difficulty centered around the desegregation of privately
owned tourist accomodations and eating establishments. It
pointed out that the conflict had adversely affected the
morals, health and general welfare of the county, but it expressed the faith that harmony could be restored.
In the early spring of 1964, local Negroes began civil
rights demonstrations with white and Negro sympathizers
from the North participating. Qity and county officials arrested more than 250 persons, including Mrs. Malcolm Peabody, mother of the governor of Massachusetts.
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By the end of May it was apparent that national Negro
organizations had selected St. Augustine as a "target" city
for racial demonstrations. A long, hot suummer was forecast
by Negro leader Martin Luther King, head of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, who came to St. Augustine
to organize integration efforts along with accompanying civil
disobedience demonstrations designed to focus national and
world attention upon the oldest city in the New World.
As a means of demonstrating, large numbers of Negroes
began marching through the downtown area at night. Reacting to this, large groups of white people gathered downtown where the situation became very tense.
Governor Bryant ordered the Florida Highway Patrol to
send troopers to assist local enforcement agencies in the
struggle. The troopers were on hand to back up the St.
Augustine Police Department and the St. Johns County
Sheriff's Office, where mobs were meeting in open conflict
and where shots were being fired into homes and automobiles.
News photographers became a target of white segregationists who attacked the photographers and smashed their equipment on several occasions.
The town's Old Slave Market became a focal point of the
demonstrations as it apparently became a symbol of Negro
efforts to integrate the nation's oldest city. Local enforcement officers used trained dogs to assist in crowd control.
The dogs were effective in halting lines of marchers who
would have otherwise been willing to press forward. It was
estimated that one well-trained police dog could do the work
equal to 10 or 12 police officers in crowd control.
On June 1st the City Commission adopted an ordinance to
prevent parking on downtown streets at night and to prevent
minors under 19 from being on the streets or in public
places between 9 :00 p.m. and 5 :00 a.m. Throughout this time
the highway patrol set up many vehicle check points in the
area and took into custody a large number and variety of
weapons including rifles, pistols, shotguns, machetes, night
sticks, blackjacks, axe handles, hatchets and chains.
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U. S. District Judge Bryan Simpson of Jacksonville,
handed down an order which prohibited police forces from
interfering with demonstrations following a petition by a
Miami attorney on behalf of the Negroes.
Following this order, more trouble developed during a
night march on June 9th, when more than 200 persons
marched downtown to the Slave Market. Violence broke out
when a small group of white men and youths began attacking
the demonstrators singling out white demonstrators in the
group of Negroes and photographers.
On June 10th, following this disorder, Florida Highway
Patrol Major J. W. Jourdan, was sent to St. Augustine with
additional troopers and officers from the Conservation Department and Beverage Department.
Martin Luther King returned to St. Augustine to lead what
he called a "massive assault" against segregation. King and
other Negro leaders organized demonstrations in attempts
to obtain service in restaurants and motels. Meetings were
held in Negro churches where integration leaders would incite their members to the task at hand. Prior to the demonstrations, these meetings would take place for at least one
hour. At the end of the marches the participants would return to the churches for another lengthy session.
At the same time, three (3) white segregationists were
taking the lead in organizing opposition to the demonstrations. These men were Halstead Richard Manucy, better
known as Hoss Manucy, who was head of the Ancient City
Hunting Club. Ku-Klux Klan Attorney J. B. Stoner of Atlanta, came to St. Augustine as an outsider. Stoner, who has
long been a segregationist, joined with Hoss Manucy in leading marches of white segregationists into the Negro heart of
town. The Reverend Connie Lynch came to St. Augustine
from California. He spoke night after night to anywhere
from 100 to 300 applauding segregationists gathered on the
plaza in the heart of town. The white people who stood and
listened to Lynch applauded and answered powers with
Sheriff L. 0. Davis and Police Chief Virgil Stuart to enforce
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the law. This was the first time that any Florida Governor
had invoked the special emergency police powers voted by a
special session of the 1956 Legislature, and it had the effect
of accomplishing with civil law officers the same thing that
could have been done by sending the National Guard into St.
Augustine.
This special police force, under the immediate command
of Highway Patrol Major J. W. Jourdan, was given an initial
strength of about 135 patrol troopers, beverage agents, state
conservation agents, game and fish officers, division of corrections officers, and investigators from the governor's office,
attorney general's office and sheriff's bureau. The special
force could now make arrests for violations of city ordinances or violation of any regulation promulgated by the
governor. The governor had said that just assigning large
numbers of state law officers to the city was not enough because they lacked the power to do what was required. The
governor made a personal appeal to the people of St. Augustine : "The thing that I want to say to the people of St.
Augustine and Florida, in particular, is that we must maintain law and order. That, regardless of our feelings for or
against certain people, for or against certain propositions,
we have a task to perform, a society to maintain, and I
anticipate that we will do it."
On June 17th, Negroes switched tactics by marching
through a white residential section in the middle of the night.
The march of 300 strong included a group of Jewish clergymen from nine other states who arrived to take part in the
demonstrations. A heavy escort was given to the marchers
but few white spectators watched as the marchers wound
into the parking lot in front of Monson Motor Lodge, the major
target in sit-in attempts. They held prayer service and returned to the church where the march began. On this same
day 35 colored people staged a two-hour wade-in at St. Augustine Beach without incident, except that the white bathers left the area. This was the beginning of a series of daily
conflicts on the beaches.
A St. Johns County grand jury recommended a 30-day
truce in demonstrations so a bi-racial committee could be
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formed to study racial problems, but the recommendations
were immediately rejected by Martin Luther King. A group
of St. Augustine businessmen also issued a statement pledging to abide by present a·n d future laws, including any Civil
Rights Bill which would give Negroes the rights they are
seeking and they expressed a willingness to sit down and
discuss racial problems with a representative group of local
citizens which would include Negroes. This was to no avail.
On June 20th, Governor Bryant issued an emergency order
banning nighttime demonstrations. The special police force
of troopers and other officers was directed to enforce the
order to disperse any unlawful assembly. The executive order
followed a night march in which bricks and bottles were
thrown as whites attempted to break up an integrationist
march. Previously, city authorities had banned night demonstrations on May 28th, but the curfew was knocked down by
U. S. Judge Bryan Simpson. Governor Bryant's order could
not be directly attacked in Federal or State courts. An attack would have to come in the form of a challenge of the
constitutionality of the statute under which the powers are
given to the state chief executive.
White and Negro demonstrations were carried on separately in marches through St. Augustine on June 21st and a
group of whites attacked a racially mixed group of demonstrators at Atlantic Ocean Beach. It is often necessary for
several officers to pursue and subdue a single attacker bent
upon striking blows and escaping. Extreme care had to be
used in the handling of the baton during these incidents. It
was difficult to grasp the wet, bare arms of the attackers
and these people often used grease on their bodies to give
them an additional advantage in this regards. A Danish
cameraman taking motion pictures of the violence was
beaten by a shirtless white youth who fled down the beach.
He was run down and apprehended several hundred yards
away. The singing integrationists waded into the water and
stayed for about 10 minutes. It was necessary for troopers
to wade into the surf between the integrationists and whites
on shore, and two Conservation boats were used to help keep
the groups apart. Four members of the white group were
arrested.
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On June 23rd, Patrol Commander H. N. Kirkman sent
Inspector H. Lee Simmons to relieve Major Jourdan and relief was given to other troopers who had been on the scene
for some time.
On June 24th, whites turned away a group of about 30
Negroes who attempted a wade-in for the fourth straight
day. The special police force escorted the Negroes from cars
to the water's edge where the white group met them. The
Negroes knelt on the sand and prayed for about 10 minutes
before leaving. There were no arrests. Later, after hearing a
fiery speech by segregationist Connie Lynch at the Old
Slave Market, nearly 300 whites marched into the Negro
area. The marchers were confronted by a large group of
sign-carrying Negroes on Washington Street, but there were
no overt incidents here. This situation became tense when
the white marchers returned to the down town plaza to find
Negroes marching on Cathedral Street. Officers and police
dogs prevented the two groups from clashing. Several whites
were arrested.
On Thursday, June 25th, the most serious rioting of the
whole St. Augustine disorder occurred. In the afternoon
violence erupted at St. Augustine Beach as a group of whites
attacked about 75 integrationists during a wade-in demonstration. It is most important to act quickly to arrest those
who engage in these fights. For the first time, State officers
had to use their police batons. They broke up the action in
less than a minute. About a dozen persons were injured and
ten integrationists and ten segregationists were arrested.
Those arrested were removed from the scene immediately.
Usually two or more officers would control those arrested to
minimize the force needed to place them in patrol cars for
removal to jail.
In the evening, rioting broke out in downtown St. Augustine as about 500 angry whites crashed through police lines
and attacked Negro demonstrators who marched through the
area at the same time whites were holding a meeting. As the
200 Negro demonstrators marched into the downtown area
shortly before 8 :00 p.m., the whites smashed through the line
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of officers and disrupted the march. The Negroes were attacked for perhaps half a minute before the officers could
halt the violence. The march continued around the plaza and
the whites broke again through the lines on Cathedral Street
in front of the Catholic church. As the officers tried to stop
the attacking whites, the Negroes broke and ran. Some of
them were overtaken and mauled before they could reach the
safety of the Negro area. It is important to note that once
this kind of action begins it quickly spreads to others. Some
20 persons were injured including a trooper shot by a pellet
gun, a conservation officer's shoulder was broken and a beverage agent was severely beaten with fists and kicked. Other
officers received several less severe injuries. About 15 persons were arrested, and a schedule of bonds for various offenses was considerably increased.
Following this outbreak on Thursday, Governor Bryant
authorized a full strength of 235 state officers be made available.
After a relatively quiet weekend, on Monday, June 29th,
troopers formed a wedge and a protective box around demonstrators to lead them into the water at St. Augustine Beach.
This maneuver, while very hard on uniforms and equipment,
':as successful in preventing conflict by keeping opposing
sides apart. The segregationists ran around the ring of officers, pointing and jeering, and they were joined by about a
hundred spectators on the beach. Again the next day the
demonstrators were permitted to swim in this way. After
about 30 minutes in the surf, the integrationists left under
protective guard. There were no incidents and no arrests on
Monday and only one arrest on Tuesday.
. 0~ Tuesday night, June 30th, integrationist and segregat10mst groups called off further demonstrations after Governor Bryant appointed a biracial committee to study local
racial problems. St. Augustine businessmen issued an announcement saying they would fully comply with the new
pending Civil Rights Law which was expected to take effect
later in the week.

As the truce was announced, most of the 235-man special
police force was sent back to handle normal enforcement as119
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signments around the State with the exception of about 25
troopers for a skeleton force. Since June 15th, 306 persons
were arrested and this, along with an increase in bonds, were
major reasons why whites agreed to the truce, it was reported.
To quote one segregation leader, "We just couldn't stand
those bonds, particularly when they got as high as $1,500."
Governor Bryant made this statement:
"Several St. Augustine citizens have been named by me to
serve their community in the re-establishment of communication between the races. They have been asked to serve until the Grand Jury names a permanent committee, as it
moves to do in its presentment of June the 18th. During
this period, it is my understanding that demonstrations will
cease. The State will continue to assure law enforcement as
necessary, but I anticipate that little assurance if any will be
needed. Whether we agree with the Civil Rights Bill or not,
and I of course do not, it is time to draw back from this
problem and take a look down the long road at the end of
which somehow we must find harborage. Upon one thing all
mean can agree-we cannot solve this problem through violence. Violence is anarchy, and anarchy is the enemy of freedom."
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Martin Luther King had this to say:
"In order to demonstrate our good faith, and reveal that
we are not seeking to wreck St. Augustine, as some have
mistakenly believed, we have further agreed to call off
demonstrations, while the committee seeks to work out a
settlement. This does not mean that the staff of S.C.L.C. will
leave St. Augustine, nor does it mean that I or the President
of S.C.L.C. will disassociate myself from this community. We
have committed ourselves to staying here until there is a
meaningful resolution of the problems facing this community.
That is another warning signal. This move is not to be construed as a settlement. As the saying goes, every thousand
mile journey begins with the first step. This development is
merely the first step in a long journey toward freedom and
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justice in St. Augustine, but it is a creative and important
first step, for it at least opens the channels of communication,
something that St. Augustine has needed so long."
On July 4th, about 150 white people marched in a Ku-Klux
Klan parade with about 75 of these wearing robes. There
were few spectators and no incidents. The Klansmen had announced that they would have 5,000 members in the march.
Scattered incidents continued in St. Augustine, usually involving tests in . restaurants of the new Civil Rights Law.
Martin Luther King returned to the city again and declared
"the Ku-Klux Klan is not going to take over St. Augustine
even if we must offer our bodies as sacrifices."

It is apparent that the Florida Highway Patrol and other
law enforcement agencies must be trained and prepared to
cope with these disorders in the future.
H. LEE SIMMONS, Major
Inspector, FHP

JOHNIE W. JOURDAN, Major
Deputy Inspector, FHP
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Appendix 20
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE DIVISION
ANDREW YOUNG,
Plaintiff,
No. 64-133-Civ-J

vs.
L. 0. DAVIS, as Sheriff of
St. Johns County, Florida;
VIRGIL STUART, Chief of Police
of St. Augustine, a Municipal
corporation of St. Johns County,
Florida; and JOSEPH A. SHELLEY,
as Mayor of St. Augustine,
Florida, and STATE OF FLORIDA,
Defendants.
Order to Show Cause

In consideration of the matters set forth in the petition
for rule to show cause filed herein this June 22, 1964, by the
plaintiff, Andrew Young, it is
ORDERED:
1. That L. 0. Davis, Sheriff of St. Johns County, Florida; Virgil Stuart, as Chief of Police of the City of St. Augustine, a municipal corporation of the State of Florida;
Joseph A. Shelley, as Mayor of the City of St. Augustine, a
municipal corporation of the State of Florida; Farris Bryant,
as Governor of the State of Florida; James W. Kynes, as
Attorney General of the State of Flor ida and Johnny W.
Jourdan, Major, Florida Highway Patrol, and all persons acting under their direction, authority or control in connection
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with the entry, the promulgation an1
ment (up to the hour of hearing fix
proclamation of the Respondent Fa1
of the State of Florida of June 15, 1
Number One of said Respondent B
and the Executive Order Number '
Bryant of June 20, 1964, are direct
Court on Friday, June 26, 1964, at
then and there show cause if any th1
not be required to obey, conform to :
preliminary injunction entered in t
and order entered June 15, 1964, d~
State of Florida (filed June 13, 1964
preliminary injunction or, in the al
each of them should not be held in
for failure to obey the lawful orders
liminary injunction and said order
State of Florida to modify same).
2. The United States Marshall
rected to serve this order to show ca
of the petition for same upon eac
named.

3. The Clerk of this Court is d:
counsel-Bedell, Andreu, Kynes, Jaco

DONE and ORDERED in Jackso:
day of June, 1964.

/ s/ Bi
Chief
U.S.I
Middl
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~ndix 20

!JD STATES DISTRICT COURT
[,E DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
ACKSONVILLE DIVISION

'laintiff,
No. 64-133-Civ-J

f

1f Police
pal
ounty,
SHELLEY,

with the entry, the promulgation and any attempted enforcement (up to the hour of hearing fixed by this order) of the
proclamation of the Respondent Farris Bryant, as Governor
of the State of Florida of June 15, 1964, the Executive Order
Number One of said Respondent Bryant of June 15, 1964,
and the Executive Order Number Two of said Respondent
Bryant of June 20, 1964, are directed to appear before this
Court on Friday, June 26, 1964, at 9 :30 O'clock A. M. and
then and there show cause if any they have, why they should
not be required to obey, conform to and abide by this Court's
preliminary injunction entered in this cause June 9, 1964,
and order entered June 15, 1964, denying the motion of the
State of Florida (filed June 13, 1964) for modification of said
preliminary injunction or, in the alternative, why they and
each of them should not be held in contempt of this Court
for failure to obey the lawful orders of this Court (said preliminary injunction and said order denying a motion of the
State of Florida to modify same).

efendants.

2. The United States Marshall for this district is directed to serve this order to show cause together with a copy
of the petition for same upon each of respondents above
named.

> Show Cause

3. The Clerk of this Court is directed to mail copies to
counsel-Bedell, Andreu, Kynes, Jacobs.

'LORIDA,

natters set forth in the petition
herein this June 22, 1964, by the
s

1eriff of St. Johns County, Florof Police of the City of St. Aug·ation of the State of Florida;
r of the City of St. Augustine, a
i State of Florida; Farris Bryant,
>f Florida; James W. Kynes, as
fate of Florida and Johnny W.
~hway Patrol, and all persons actuthority or control in connection
122

DONE and ORDERED in Jacksonville, Florida, this 22nd
day of June, 1964.
/ s/ Bryan Simpson
Chief Judge
U.S. District Court
Middle District of Florida
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Appendix 21
IN THE COURT OF THE COUNTY JUDGE
IN AND FOR ST. JOHNS COUNTY
ST. AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA
November 20, 1964
Statement

To the end that a record is made of the events that transpired in St. Augustine in the past couple of years, the
following statement is made concerning the action by the
County Judge of St. Johns County as Juvenile Judge and as
Judge of the County Judge's Court.
This statement is to be confined as nearly as possible to the
events having to do with the cases handled in the Court.
Juvenile Cases

One of the first events to occur that should have put the
Court on Notice of an attack, was a planned and calculated
effort to discredit the office and had to do with a group of
children who had been turned over to the Juvenile Counselor.
They were taken into custody, in company with some adults,
on a charge of violating criminal laws of the State of Florida. The matter was investigated by the Juvenile Counselor,
a petition was filed in the Juvenile Court, Notice was given
the parents and other interested persons, and in due course, a
hearing was held. A number of witnesses were examined;
there was no doubt but that the children came within the
statutory definition of delinquent children and were so adjudged by the Court. In as much as this was the first time
that any of these children had been before the Juvenile Court
and they had good school records, there was no thought but
that the children be placed on probation and the first parent
examined as to their willingness to accept the responsibility
of probation agreed so to do. The next parent flatly refused
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to accept her child on probation and attempted an argument
with the Juvenile Court in the presence of the children on the
merits of the case; thereafter, the other parents, including
the one who had first agreed to accept her child on probation
refused so to accept the children and informed the Court that
we could keep them. Under these circumstances, there being
no other facility to take custody, we committed the children
to the State Training Schools. There was no doubt but that
these people had planned in advance to take such a united
stand in the event the children were found delinquent in order that an attack might be made upon the procedures of the
Juvenile Court. On the night following the hearing, an attorney called at the home of the County Judge to discuss the
cases and the County Judge agreed to reconsider the commitment after he was assured by the attorney that the parents
would accept the children on probation, but the following
day when the parents called upon the County Judge four out
of six parents refused to accept the children on probation
and of the two that did accept, another attorney then present, made an obvious attempt to consult with such parents to
dissuade them, but the parents refused to talk to the attorney. The children were held for several weeks awaiting acceptance by the Training School and when they were accepted, the parents descended upon the County Judge,
accompanied by a number of other people, stating that they
were going to "sit in this office until their children were
released". Within a short while, a number of picketers apheared outside of the office and the halls of the Court House
were filled with a number of colored people singing and
otherwise creating a disturbance. The case · was appealed to
the District Court of Appeals. The first notice that the Juvenile Court had of a hearing on this Appeal was when an
Order was issued out of the District Court of Appeals in
which it appeared that the Attorney Generals office had entered into a Stipulation with the attorney by the appellants
based upon a number of false statements. In its opinion, the
District Court of Appeals while recognizing that the Juvenile
Court after commitment to the State Training Schools lost
jurisdiction over the Juvenile until it was discharged, yet
suggested that the Juvenile Court request the Board of Commissioners of State Institutions to release said children.
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Even though it was impossible to comply with the suggestion by the District Court of Appeals, it was obvious to the
Juvenile Judge that the attorneys for the children did not
desire the Juvenile Court to release said children; they
wanted to bypass the Juvenile Court. After the decision of
the District Court of Appeals, the attorneys for the children
went to the Governor and the Board of State Institutions
with a request that the children be released from the school.
At the same time that this attorney had been arguing before
the District Court of Appeals that the parents were now
ready to accept the children on probation, the parents were
giving an interview to a newspaper reporter which stated
that they would not accept such children on probation, that
they considered that the children were in school for a good
cause. The Board of Commissioners for State Institutions
eventually released the children to their parents and during
succeeding weeks at least two of these children were again
taken into custody for law violations.
In spite of the fact that these children have been released,
that so far as his Appeal was concerned, the Attorney for the
children was out of Court, the District Court of Appeals has
re-opened the Appeal, . has allowed the attorney additional
time to file certain pleadings and has directed the Juvenile
Court to resubmit the case, together with certain pleadings
which said Court is directed to accept from said attorney.
The publicity in this case was handled in a masterful manner by an organized group then seeking the enactment of certain legislation in the Congress of the United States. By the
use of half truths and outright false4oods, much sympathy
for the position of the children was generated, and we understand that large amounts of money were donated to the
organized groups. The Juvenile Court, before these children
were released, had control over the actions of the children
of this community so far as their attendance in school, association of persons of ill repute and viqlations of the law
were concerned. We had no problems with our colored children and we found them to be very truthful and cooperative
when called upon by the Court, but after the children were
released, we found the situation to be just the opposite. We
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had little or no control over the children who decided to violate the law and the parents of the teenagers could exercise
-little control over them, and very few colored children had
any respect for the Juvenile Court.
We are satisfied that the continued effort for the Appeal
in the case of the four juveniles, that received so much publicity, is made with the hope of the attorney and the group
that they can by "hook or crook" have this matter remanded
to the Juvenile Court and by Motion there will have the cases
transferred to the proper criminal court, and will file a Motion in the Federal Court to remove the case to the Federal
District Court. The operation of this organized group in
St. Augustine and St. Johns County impressed upon me
that the Courts of a small county or of any one county with
limited funds and personnel to handle only routine cases, is
not equipped to combat a well planned and well financed attack by a force determined to obstruct, discredit or immobilize said Court willing to use any means possible to gain their
end. As long as the State allows attacks to be made on any
of its separate courts, one at a time, they could each be discredited starting with the lower courts and progressing from
Court to Court to and through the Supreme Court.
In reporting on the Juvenile Cases I should mention that
at the outset, after juveniles were being used in law violations with great frequency the attorneys for the group would
demand of the Juvenile Court that they be furnished with
the names of all juveniles taken in custody. The attorneys
claimed to represent the children when they did not even
know their names and were indignant when they were not
furnished the information but instead were required to submit written authorization to represent children.
When the attorneys were successful in staying proceedings
in the State Courts by filing motions to transfer to Federal
Courts, the children and/ or parents began to appear with a
written designation of attorney which included a request
that the case be transferred to the Criminal Court. At the
hearing many of the parents repudiated the authorization,
saying they did not know what they were signing.
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COUNTY JUDGE'S COURT
The first persons arrested and tried in the County Judge's
Court were charged with "Trespass after Warning", "Obstructing an Officer in the Performance of a Lawful Duty",
etc., and the operation of the attorney fo:r the defendants
was revealing.
In one case the defendant did not appear for trial. His
attorney informed the Judge that he did not know the whereabouts of the defendant who had been told to be present. The
attorney made no objection when the Appearance Bond was
Ordered Estreated. Within 30 days the Bondsman surrendered the defendant to the Sheriff and within the hour
posted another Bond for the appearance of said defendant
at the next term of Court. The Bondsman then came to the
Court and demanded that the Estreature of the Bond be set
aside because he had surrendered the defendant. If such procedures were allowed a defendant would never be tried as
long as he could get a bondsman and a bondsman would
never have to pay a bond as long as he could surrender the
defendant within 30 days just long enough to write another
bond.
The pattern in the cases tried was that the defendants
made little or no defense but upon conviction they filed "Notice of Appeal" and posted a Supersedeas Bond. In many instances the appeals were not perfected according to the Rules
of Practice and when the Appeals were dismissed on Motion, the defendant appealed the dismissal on technical
grounds. In one case even though the Appeal had been dismissed, the Appeals Court reopened the case and ordered a
new trial. The defendant then filed a Motion with the Federal
District Court for removal and thus the lower Court has not
been able to carry out the directions of the State Appeals
Court. The Court cannot even take any action on the Supersedeas Bonds. It is interesting to note that the Federal Court
will enjoin any effort to collect on any bonds posted and no
such bonds have been paid, yet when the State Court shows
some reluctance to accept surety bonds when the surety is in
default or raises the amount of the bond, the Federal
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Judge has defeated such action by very critical orders, the
legality of which is doubtful.
It is a matter of common knowledge that the defendants in
the criminal cases are really not the real party in interest.
The real party in interest is the NAACP or the SCLC.
These are the organizations that planned the operation, procured the persons to perform the acts for which the arrests
were made, paid the premium on the bail bonds and secured
the writing of the bonds. They retain counsel and through
the paid trained organizers and field personnel keep the
Movement going. After a number of arrests had been made
in St. Johns County, upon complaint of property owners
and other persons involved, the attorney for the defendants
apparently secured permission from the Federal Court to
file a Motion transferring a number of cases to the Federal Court in wholesale lots. The cases were not identified by
date, charge or other specific information, only by the name
of the defendant, and in many instances the name was incorrect. When the first case was filed, and incidentally, we
are informed that costs of filing was waived, before any
hearing could be had on the Motion, additional cases were
transferred simply by furnishing the Clerk of the Federal
Court with the names of defendants who had been taken
into custody in the mean time. In all, four or five hundred cases have thus been held in suspense by the County
Judge's Court. The Federal Judge initially remanded the
first group, but his remand was stayed by a Federal Judge of
the Appeals Court; thereafter, when the Motions were filed
the Federal Judge has simply held up his ruling and although these cases are supposed to receive preference in the
Federal Court, no ruling has been forth-coming for several
months. The Federal Judge has been active in issuing injunctions in regard to the enforcement of municipal ordinances,
in regard to acceptance of and amounts of bail bonds, and in
other matters. In the hearings had before the Federal Judge,
the 'attorneys for the organized groups were allowed great
liberties, but the attorneys for the Court and County officials
were barely heard. A number of suits have been filed
against the County Judge, the County prosecuting attorney,
Juvenile Counselor and Law Enforcement officers. In these
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suits the Court and its personnel have been on trial. The suit
is the first time, so far as I know, that a group of defendants
in a number of criminal cases pending in a State Court
have succeeded in putting the State Court on trial. The attorneys for the organized group called. their motions up for
arguments early in the week, serving Notice upon the
County officials, and others, of from one hour to barely three
days. The attorneys, of course, have had days to draft their
pleadings, even to the point of having them mimeographed,
but they are usually filed on the week end and the notice
sets the matter down for hearing on the following Monday.
Just recently the attorney for the organized group served notice of t_aking of deposition of the County Judge, County
Prosecutmg Attorney and Sheriff and the Chief of Police
on Monday morning at 10AM without making any effort
to see whether or not the Court had any matters scheduled at
said time on said date, and on one occasion the County Judge
and personnel of his Court were required to be in the Federal District Court on the first Tuesday in the month. The
groups attorneys knew it to be the term day of said County
Judge's Court for which a jury is summoned at least 10 days
prior to said term. This all points up to the fact that these
attorneys and the organized group have plann~d extensively
and well to disrupt the local Court and keep it so bogged
down in these cases as to render it ineffective.
The attacks upon the local Court, the Judge and officials
!hereof, were calculated to discredit them and at every hearmg the Courtroom in the Post Office Building in Jacksonville
was packed by negroes, many of them were defendants in
cases pending before the County Judge's Court. Others were
from out of the county, but were brought to Jacksonville in
rental cars, some of which were from as far away as Dade
County.
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We believe that _the organized group has been using ~St.
Johns County, Marion County and Leon County in order to
work out and try a method and procedure of attack upon the
State Courts. They have been successful in establishing precedents that will make it very difficult for the State to defend
other courts in other counties. The cases that have been
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I Court, the Judge and officials
iscredit them and at every hear,t Office Building in Jacksonville
riy of them were defendants in
mty Judge's Court. Others were
were brought to Jacksonville in
vere from as far away as Dade
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transferred by Motion under the rule of the Federal Court
.
'
mclude such offences as "Aggravated Assault", "Parking on
the Highway", "Possession of Concealed Weapons", etc. Just
recently a case has been transferred out of the Circuit Court
on such a Motion on a charge of "Murder". This case had
been pending before the Circuit Court for about one year,
and on the day scheduled for a hearing, one of the attorneys
representing the organized group called the Clerk of the Circuit Court on the telephone and notified him that a Motion
had just been filed in the Federal Court for transfer of the
case. The Circuit Judge called the Clerk of the Federal Court
and when told by the Clerk that such a motion had been filed
he continued the case. During the recent months of the agi~
tation over the Civil Rights Issue, both before and after the
enactment of the law a number of attorneys from out of
State have been in St. Augustine advising the negroes engaged by the group. They have appeared in Court from time
to time with these people but have insisted that they are not
practicing law. They admit that they are not members of
the Bar of the State of Florida. This matter was called to
the attention of the Bar Association but nothing was done.
People in Florida from the Governor down who have not
been directly affected by the activities of these organized
groups have apparently wanted to "stay out of the mess"
and this has been exactly what this group, or any subversiv~
group, would desire. In this manner they can attack what
ever portion of the populace they may select or think themselves capable of conquering and taking one group after another, gain such control that they may desire.

~

. c...

riized group has been using St.
;y and Leon County in order to
nd procedure of attack upon the
1 successful in establishing prec. difficult for the State to defend
;ies. The cases that have been
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE DIVISION
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.,
et al.,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

No. 64-186-Civ-J

CHARLES C. MATHIS, et al.,
Defendants.

ORDER SETTING ASIDE CERTAIN ESTREATURES AND
REINSTATING BONDS, AND FOR PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION
Upon Plaintiffs' application for a preliminary injunction
and an Order setting aside certain estreatures of bonds and
reinstating said bonds heard by and submitted to the Court,
after notice, on August 6, 1964, upon the testimony and
other proofs adduced by the Plaintiffs at the hearing, upon
the argument and submission by counsel for the Plaintiffs,
in the absence of Defendants Charles C. Mathis and Donald
E. Buck, or their counsel, and in accordance with the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law this day filed by the
Court herein, it is now by the Court

reinstated and rendered of the san
to the estreatures heretofore ord
Mathis.

3. That, effective immediately
or filing of an injunctive bond
Charles C. Mathis and Donald E. :
to whose notice or knowledge the c
come, are restrained from taking
quirement of appearance, setting
ment, notice of trial, notice of arr
bonds, or any other proceedings of

nal proceedings pending in the Co
for St. Johns County, Florida, ,

may hereafter be removed to this
an effective Order of remand.

4. Since the Defendants Charle:
Buck are both members of the l
officials, service of this injunctive C
is not deemed necessary. Service
Clerk of this Court mailing certi
with the attached schedule, to said
directed to make similar service c
Defendant L. 0. Davis, Jr., She1
Florida, St. Augustine, Florida.

DONE AND ORDERED at Jae
said District, this 7th day of August,

BRY

CHI

ORDERED:

DIS~

1. That the estreature of the bonds of the Plaintiffs as
set forth in the attached schedule, which is made a part of
this Order, heretofore estreated by Judge Charles C. Mathis,
be and the same are hereby set aside and rendered of no
effect.

2. That, effective immediately, the bonds of the Plaintiffs,
as set forth in the attached schedule, be and they are hereby
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D STATES DISTRICT COURT
,E DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
lCKSONVILLE DIVISION

i.,

No. 64-186-Civ-J

ERTAIN ESTREATURES AND
AND FOR PRELIMINARY
NCTION
n for a preliminary injunction
ertain estreatures of bonds and
by and submitted to the Court,
1964, upon the testimony and
Plaintiffs at the hearing, upon
1 by counsel for the Plaintiffs,
Charles C. Mathis and Donald
d in accorµance with the Find~ of Law this day filed by the
Jourt

reinstated and rendered of the same force and effect as prior
to the estr eatures heretofore ordered by Judge Charles C.
Mathis.
3. That, effective immediately and without the posting
or filing of an injunctive bond by Plaintiffs, Defendants
Charles C. Mathis and Donald E. Buck and all other persons
to whose notice or knowledge the contents of this Order may
come, are r estrained from taking any action, including requirement of appearance, setting for trial, trial, arraignment, notice of trial, notice of arraignment, or estreature of
bonds, or any other proceedings of any kind, as to any criminal proceedings pending in the County Judge's Court in and
for St. Johns County, Florida, which have heretofore or
may hereafter be removed to this Court and not subject to
an effective Order of remand.
4. Since the Defendants Charles C. Mathis and Donald E.
Buck are both members of the bar and responsible State
officials, service of this injunctive Order by the U. S. Marshal
is not deemed necessary. Service may be effected by the
Clerk of this Court mailing certified copies of this Order,
with the attached schedule, to said Defendants. The Clerk is
directed to make similar service of certified copy upon the
Defendant L. 0. Davis, Jr., Sheriff of St. Johns County,
Florida, St. Augustine, Florida.
DONE AND ORDERED at Jacksonville, Florida, within
said District, this 7th day of August, 1964.
BRYAN SIMPSON
CHIEF JUDGE, U.S.
DISTRICT COURT

the bonds of the Plaintiffs as
edule, which is made a part of
ed by Judge Charles C. Mathis,
set aside and rendered of no
tely, the bonds of the Plaintiffs,
~hedule, be and they are hereby
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BONDS WRITTEN BY FLOYD BOATRIGHT
Plaintiff's Name

Bond Number

Baines, Geraldine B.
Bancroft, Peter
Fentress, Kathryn
Fleming, Harry Jr.
Harper, Elnora
Johnson, John T.
Riley, Beatrice
Thomas, Audrey L.
Thomas, Edna B.
Clay, Joanne
Sanders, Dorothy M.
Brown, James C.
Lingo, Charles Allen Jr.
Thomas, Julia Lee
Vivian, C. T.
Young, Andrew J.

70820-21-22 K
70809-10-11 K
72244-45-46 K
72235-39
K
72309-10-11 K
70812-13-14 K
70841-42-43 K
72312-13-14 K
72306-07 -08 K
72315-16-17 K
70823-24-25 K .
70337 K 72230 K
72304 K
70816-17-18 K
72303 K
72301 K

BONDS WRITTEN BY WILLIAM C. LEWIS
70725-26-27 K
Boyle, Sarah Patton
70719-20-21 K
Chalmers, David
Clarke, Benjamin Van
70722-23-24 K
75108-09-10 K
Edwards, Audry Nell
Fentress, Kathryn
70713-14-15 K
Halyard, James J.
70731 K
Jackson, Marva
70735-36-37 K
McNab, Brian
70728-29-30 K
Simpson, Robert
70732-33-34 K
Swan, Richard Dana
70738-39-40 K
Daniels, Carolyn
72601-02-03 K
Harris, William
72479-80-81 K
Jackson, Tyrone
72516-17-18 K
Taylor, Lavert
72879 K
Abney, Roland
70798-99-70800
Alexander, Barbara J.
72615-16-17
Brand, Francis C.
72461-62-63
Brown, Eddie
72844-45-46
Butler, Katherine
72581-83-84
Coley, Raymond
72930-31-32
Daniels, James
72857-58-59
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BONDS WRITTEN BY W
Plaintiff's Name

B

Darten, Brenda
"l
Dorsey, Elouise
7
Ford, Mamie N.
7
Grant, Gertrude
7
Hodges, Vina
7
Johnson, John T.
7
Jones, Danella
7,
Lingo, Charles Allen Jr.
7:
Kendrick, Thelma
7:
Mathis, Johnnie D.
7:
McKenstrey, Frenetta
7:
Middleton, James C.
7!
Miller, Katherine Ann
7:
Mitchell, Joanne
7~
Mosley, Willie
7~
Phoenix, Harriet S.
7~
Reddick, William E.
72
Sanders, Deborah
72
Sanders, Dorothy
72
· Shider, Jerome I.
72
Shiras, G. Peter
72
Tukes, John
72
Utley, Sherman
72
72
Victory, Solomon
Vivian, C. T.
72
Wallace, Barry J.
70
Wells, Samuel B.
72
Wiles, Nancy
72
72
Woods, Eugene E.
Zellers, Isiah
72
I certify the foregoing to be a true
and correct copy of the original.
Julian A. Blake, Clerk
United States District Court
Middle District of Florida
By:~

#

A-~

Chief Deputy Clerk
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Y FLOYD BOATRIGHT

Bond Number
70820-21-22 K
70809-10-11 K
72244-45-46 K
72235-39
K
72309-10-11 K
70812-13-14 K
70841-42-43 K
72312-13-14 K
72306-07-08 K
72315-16-17 K
70823-24-25 K .
70337 K 72230 K
72304 K
70816-17-18 K
72303 K
72301 K

~y WILLIAM C. LEWIS
70725-26-27 K
70719-20-21 K
70722-23-24 K
75108-09-10 K
70713-14-15 K
70731 K
70735-36-37 K
70728-29-30 K
70732-33-34 K
70738-39-40 K
72601-02-03 K
72479-80-81 K
72516-17-18 K
72879 K
70798-99-70800
72615-16-17
72461-62-63
72844-45-46
72581-83-84
72930-31-32
72857-58-59
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BONDS WRITTEN BY WILLIAM C. LEWIS

Plaintiff's Name

Bond Number

Darten, Brenda
'72683-85-86
Dorsey, Elouise
72860-61-62
Ford, Mamie N.
72488-89-90
Grant, Gertrude
72744-45-46
Hodges, Vina
72530-31-32
Johnson, John T.
72491-92-93
Jones, Danella
70792-93-94
Lingo, Charles Allen Jr.
724 73-724 72
Kendrick, Thelma
72863-64-65
Mathis, Johnnie D.
72838-39-40
McKenstrey, Frenetta
72738-39-40
Middleton, James C.
72452-53-54
Miller, Katherine Ann
72794-95-96
Mitchell, Joanne
72892-93-94
Mosley, Willie
72937-38-39
Phoenix, Harriet S.
72883-84-85
Reddick, William E.
72623-24-72639
Sanders, Deborah
72741-42-43
Sanders, Dorothy
72482-83-84
· Shider, Jerome I.
72497-98-99
Shiras, G. Peter
72464-65
Tukes, John
72455-56-57
Utley, Sherman
72922-24-25
Victory, Solomon
72841-42-43
Vivian, C. T.
72450-51-52
Wallace, Barry J.
70795-96-97
72940-41-42
Wells, Samuel B.
Wiles, Nancy
72474-72458-59-60
Woods, Eugene E.
72853-54-55
Zellers, Isiah
72934-35-36
I certify the foregoing to be a true
and correct copy of the original.
Julian A. Blake, Clerk
United States District Court
Middle District of Florida
By:

td~A-~
#

Chief Deputy Clerk
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Utbe ~t. ~ugustfne l\ecorb
The St. Augustine Record, Sunday Morning, Sept. 27, 1964

Law, Justice In County Feel
Lash Of Federal Court Power
the "law" in St. Johns County
when the so-called question of
civil rights is concerned.
Other judges, lawyers and persons familiar with the personal
as well as property rights of individuals and judicial proceedings
have expressed alarm over some
of the court actions of Judge
Simpson. These persons, for obvious reasons, prefer that their
names not be mentioned.
During the past year over 500
cases involving misdemeanors by
Negro and white civil rights advocates have been moved from
our municipal, county and state
courts to the federal district
courts by the "snap of the finger," so to speak. These some
500 cases involve breaking of the
laws of the municipality of St.
Augustine, St. Johns County and
the State of Florida.
In most incidents, the defendants publicly broke the lawsome giving notice to the press
ahead of time of their intention
to do so.
Cases have been taken directly
before Judge Simpson, or appealed directly to the federal
court from the municipal, justice
of the peace and circuit courts

St. Augustine has felt, perhaps,
more than any other city, the lash
of federal judicial infringement
on the rights of citizens and the
constitutional powers of local and
state courts.
"We the jury find the defendent guilty or not guilty" .. are
words that have meant the very
foundation upon which justice for
individuals and our judicial system has been built. Under our
constitution every man has the
right of trial by jury, if he so desires.
But, in these times when state's
rights are looked upon as sort of
a crack-pot belief by the federal
government, the words of "We
the jury .. ." as applied to justice in St. Johns County has been
changed it seems, by the federal
court judge to read: "I, Federal
District Judge Bryan Simpson
find ... "
Proceedings in the federal district court for the past year show
that the aging district judge sits
indivisibly as judge, jury and
prosecuting attorney whenever
white citizens of the county are
brought before him on petitions
filed by integrationists.
He has established himself as
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without following the proper judicial course of law. Our state
courts have been sidetracked.
There seems to have been a
"hot line" between civil rights
attorneys and Judge Simpson. Petitions by Negroes are granted
quickly, and white defendants
have been ordered to appear in
the district court on short notice.
In all cases against white defendants, rulings have been made.
But, over 500 cases against integrationists, some of them a
year old, sit in the federal district court and the federal court
of appeals. Some observors are
inclined to believe that they will
be there for a long time.
There have been so many petitions, appeals and counter-appeals that it is confusing as to
the exact number of cases pending. But, Judge Chas. C. Mathis,
Jr., has over 490 cases which
have been transferred from his
court to the federal court during
the past year. There are over 150
more cases being held up by the
County Judge's Court, pending
federal court rulings of similar
cases.
Usually there is a $25 fee to
file cases in the federal court. It
is understood that this fee in the
some 500 cases has been waived,
so it is not costing the integrationists anything. The legal staff,
headed by Tobias Simon of Miami, is furnished the plaintiffs,
and the bonds set in the cases
have not been paid.
The grounds for petitioning
that cases be transferred to the
federal court is that the plaintiffs claim that they cannot obtain a fair trial in St. Johns
County. This, of course, is an insult to the integrity of our city,
county and state courts, and the
people of St. Johns County.
As one observor said: "How do
they know they can't get a fair
trial? They never go to trial."
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;unday Morning, Sept. 27, 1964

County Feel
tl Court Power
the "law" in St. Johns County
when the so-called question of
civil rights is concerned.
Other judges, lawyers and persons familiar with the personal
as well as property rights of individuals and judicial proceedings
have expressed alarm over some
of the court actions of Judge
Simpson. These persons, for obvious reasons, prefer that their
names not be mentioned.
During the past year over 500
cases involving misdemeanors by
Negro and white civil rights advocates have been moved from
our municipal, county and state
courts to the federal district
courts by the "snap of the finger," so to speak. These some
500 cases involve breaking of the
laws of the municipality of St.
Augustine, St. Johns County and
the State of Florida.
In most incidents, the defendants publicly broke the lawsome giving notice to the press
ahead of time of their intention
to do so.
Cases have been taken directly
before Judge Simpson, or appealed directly to the federal
court from the municipal, justice
of the peace and circuit courts

L36

without following the proper judicial course of law. Our state
courts have been sidetracked.
There seems to have been a
"hot line" between civil rights
attorneys and Judge Simpson. Petitions by Negroes are granted
quickly, and white defendants
have been ordered to appear in
the district court on short notice.
In all cases against white defendants, rulings have been made.
But, over 500 cases against integrationists, some of them a
year old, sit in the federal district court and the federal court
of appeals. Some observors are
inclined to believe that they will
be there for a long time.
There have been so many petitions, appeals and counter-appeals that it is confusing as to
the exact number of cases pending. But, Judge Chas. C. Mathis,
Jr., has over 490 cases which
have been transferred from his
court to the federal court during
the past year. There are over 150
more cases being held up by the
County Judge's Court, pending
federal court rulings of similar
cases.
Usually there is a $25 fee to
file cases in the federal court. It
is understood that this fee in the
some 500 cases has been waived,
so it is not costing the integrationists anything. The legal staff,
headed by Tobias Simon of Miami, is furnished the plaintiffs,
and the bonds set in the cases
have not been paid.
The grounds for petitioning
that cases be transferred to the
federal court is that the plaintiffs claim that they cannot obtain a fair trial in St. Johns
County. This, of course, is an insult to the integrity of our city,
county and state courts, and the
people of St. Johns County.
As one observor said: "How do
they know they can't get a fair
trial? They never go to trial."

Judge Mathis, who has gained
a reputation during his many
years on the bench, as a fair
judge without playing favorites,
had this to say:
"The faith and confidence of
the lawyers, laymen and law enforcement officers in the Federal
Judiciary system has been shaken, if not destroyed, by the action of the Federal District Court
in Jacksonville in cases entertained and considered as Civil
Rights cases. The citizens of St.
Johns County now see this court
as a threat to their freedom rather than as a guardian of their
rights."
Justice of the Peace G. Marvin
Grier, from whose court some
cases have been petitioned to the
federal court commented: "I do
not believe that recent decisions
of Judge Simpson are in keeping
with the best traditions and ethics of American jurisprudence.
"I do believe that failure to
render prompt decisions on petitions to transfer local cases to
the United States court is rendering impotent the municipal,
county and state courts and is
gradually breaking down all concepts of law and order."
When racial strife was at its
height here, Judge Simpson made
conditions worse by ruling that
police could not place a ban on
night demonstrations, and even
issued an order requiring the governor of Florida to show cause
why he should not be held in contempt of court when he ordered
such a ban on night demonstrations to preserve law and order.
Such bans were granted and
put into effect in many northern cities where Negro rioters
ran amuck.
Chief of Police Virgil Stuart,
in reviewing racial trouble which
existed here, stresses that it is
essential to law and order that
demonstrations, mass meetings,
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defense attorneys to properly
represent their clients. His actions indicated that he may have
prejudiced a hearing before all
the facts were presented."
City
Commissioner
James
Lindsley said he felt that "Judge
Simpson has greatly over-stepped
his bounds as a federal magistrate, and has done St. Augustine
a terrible disservice, both to the
white and colored citizens."
Commissioner Harry Gutterman stated: That the federal
court by failing to render prompt
decisions on the many petitions
before it is "rendering impotence
to the municipal, county and state
courts," and is contributing to
breaking down law and order in
the city and county.
Willard Howatt, attorney for
the board of county commissioners, commented: "This continual
infringement upon the states
rights is slowly and surely depriving the people of this county
of all their constitutional rights
and leading to a dictatorship."
Chairman Dan Mickler and
other members of the board of
county commissioners have openly condemned rulings by Judge
Simpson in regard to law enforcement and court actions in the
county.
Sheriff L. 0. Davis, who has
been a constant visitor before the
federal court in Jacksonville, is
now being sued by a white and a
Negro integrationist for $20,000
for allegedly not providing them
with protection while they were
swimming with a group of Negroes at St. Augustine Beach.
Sheriff Davis said he was attempting to "get the trial of the
suits in another court for there
is no way for a white person
from St. Johns County to get a
fair trial before Judge Simpson."
Those attending the numerous
federal court sessions say that
white witnesses and defendants

parades, public gathering, chanting, singing, etc. be regulated by
city ordinance.
"By using this permit method
the police department has heretofore always been able to regulate
meetings, public gatherings and
parades so that they would not
conflict with other similar activities," the chief said.
But the federal courts issued a
restraining order which in effect
nullified the right of the police
department and the City of St.
Augustine to control the movements of large groups of people
over the public streets and public parks.
"The results of the court order
created mass confusion whereby
large groups of people marched
in the public streets at any time
of the day and night. In our efforts to control and stop riots as
provided under the city ordinance
governing disorderly crowds we
ordered the leaders to discontinue
these mass demonstrations, parades, public meetings etc. upon
public property. Again the court
ruled against the City of St. Augustine and the police department
stating that it had no right to issue such an order not withstanding the fact that many violations
of laws occurred, including numerous juveniles and minors violating our curfew laws." Chief
Stuart added.
Stressing that most of the trouble occurred at night, Chief of
Police Stuart added that "the federal courts through their orders
restraining the law enforcement
agencies have caused police to
almost completely lose control of
the law enforcement in the city.
Mayor Joseph A. Shelley said:
"Although I was personally
treated with courtesy by Judge
Simpson, it is my opinion that
the judge deviated from normal
court room procedure to such a
degree as to make it difficult for
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were often brow-beaten by civil
rights attorneys, and their statements under oath often questioned by Judge Simpson.
Attorneys for plaintiff had the
"run of the court," while attorneys for the defense were often
muffed from the bench.
Next to challenging the authority of the governor and the
State of Florida, and ruling that
demonstrators could demonstrate
at any time at night they choose,
the next most controversial decision was Judge Simpson's ruling holding Deputy Sheriff
Charles Lance Jr. in contempt of
court for allegedly harrassing
Negro
integrationists,
whom
Lance swore under oath he was
protecting instead,
and the
judge's ruling that Lance must
resign as a deputy sheriff.
Lance was ordered to pay $200
toward the fee of attorneys for
the Negroes. Tobias Simon, the
principal attorney for the plaintiffs, announced to newsmen that
the money would be contributed
to the NAACP legal defense
fund.
In ordering the bonded deputy
sheriff to resign, Judge Simpson
was quoted by the Associated
Press as admitting that "I have
no authority to do that, but this
is a special case, since he is a
non-paid special deputy."
However, Lance is not a special deputy but a bonded deputy
with all of the powers of a deputy
sheriff.
The judge's ruling is under appeal to the United States (circuit) court of appeals, 5th circuit.
Judge Simpson has held one
motel operator in contempt of
court and ordered 17 other business places to conform to the
civil rights law. In Judge Simpson's behalf, it must be said that
he refused a petition by attorneys for the Negro plaintiffs that
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defense attorneys to properly
represent their clients. His actions indicated that he may have
prejudiced a hearing before all
the facts were presented."
City
Commissioner
James
Lindsley said he felt that "Judge
Simpson has greatly over-stepped
his bounds as a federal magistrate, and has done St. Augustine
a terrible disservice, both to the
white and colored citizens."
Commissioner Harry Gutterman stated: That the federal
court by failing to render prompt
decisions on the many petitions
before it is "rendering impotence
to the municipal, county and state
courts," and is contributing to
breaking down law and order in
the city and county.
Willard Howatt, attorney for
the board of county commissioners, commented: "This continual
infringement upon the states
rights is slowly and surely depriving the people of this county
of all their constitutional rights
and leading to a dictatorship."
Chairman Dan Mickler and
other members of the board of
county commissioners have openly condemned rulings by Judge
Simpson in regard to law enforcement and court actions in the
county.
Sheriff L. 0. Davis, who has
been a constant visitor before the
federal court in Jacksonville, is
now being sued by a white and a
Negro integrationist for $20,000
for allegedly not providing them
with protection while they were
swimming with a group of Negroes at St. Augustine Beach.
Sheriff Davis said he was attempting to "get the trial of the
suits in another court for there
is no way for a white person
from St. Johns County to get a
fair trial before Judge Simpson."
Those attending the numerous
federal court sessions say that
white witnesses and defendants
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were often brow-beaten by civil
rights attorneys, and their statements under oath often questioned by Judge Simpson.
Attorneys for plaintiff had the
"run of the court," while attorneys for the defense were often
muffed from the bench.
Next to challenging the authority of the governor and the
State of Florida, and ruling that
demonstrators could demonstrate
at any time at night they choose,
the next most controversial decision was Judge Simpson's ruling holding Deputy Sheriff
Charles Lance Jr. in contempt of
court for allegedly harrassing
Neg ro
integrationists,
whom
Lance swore under oath he was
protecting instead,
and the
judge's ruling that Lance must
resign a s a deputy sheriff.
Lance was ordered to pay $200
toward the fee of attorneys for
the Negroes. Tobias Simon, the
principal attorney for the plaintiffs, announced to newsmen that
the money would be contributed
to the NAACP legal defense
fund.
In ordering the bonded deputy
sheriff to resign, Judge Simpson
was quoted by the Associated
Press a s admitting that "I have
no authority to do that, but this
is a special case, since he is a
non-paid special deputy."
However, Lance is not a special deputy but a bonded deputy
with all of the powers of a deputy
sheriff.
The judge's ruling is under appeal to the United States (circuit) court of appeals, 5th circuit.
Judge Simpson has held one
motel operator in contempt of
court and ordered 17 other business places to conform to the
civil rights law. In Judge Simpson's behalf, it must be said that
he refused a petition by attorneys for the Negro plaintiffs that

the operators of these 17 places
of business be ordered to pay
$1 ,000 each toward their attorney's fees.
Donald E. Buck, county prosecuting attorney, had this to say
about the actions of the federal
court:
"The United States F ederal
Court Judges are appointed by
the President, confirmed by the
Senate and serve for life. The
appointments to the Federal
bench are usually political payments doled out by the party in
office. The people have no voice
in selection of the Judges and the
people have no power to remove
them. Under the present court
structure it is virtually impossible to remove a Federal Court
Judge for any reason, including
incompetency, senility, indolence,
etc."
"Aristotle, famous Greek, once
wrote "That Judges of important
causes should hold office for life
is not a good thing for the mind
grows old as well as the body.''
"Senator Sam J. Ervin Jr. of
North Carolina said in August
1964: 'It is a tragic hour in our
history when Federal laws and
Federal Court rulings are designed to give demonstrators an
immunity from prosecution for
their offenses.''
"Insofar as State Courts of the
United States are concerned today the Federal Judge sits invisibly in the State Trial Court
behind the State Judge, State
Prosecutor and State Jury with
an absolute despotic power at any
time to stop the trial of a criminal defendant with the threat of
a jail term to everyone involved
in the State trial EXCEPT the
criminal defendant.''
CONCLUSION: The purpose
and intent of the above report
on recent activities of the federal
judiciary has been compiled in an
endeavor to enlighten others con-
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eerning recent rulings by Judge
Bryan Simpson concerning civil
rights cases in St. Augustine.
The report in no way is meant
to bring personal ridicule to any
man, but rather to point out
what is felt to be the injustice
-of a particular system. We have
,discussed at length recent actions
of the federal court with many
lawyers and judges. Not one
lawyer could inform us on what
legal basis cases in local courts
had been granted appeals to the
Federal Courts. Not one lawyer
could explain under what laws
the Federal Court had the power

to usurp the constituted responsibilities of county and state
courts.
We must conclude that if
Judge Simpson is acting under
the law of the land . . . then
the "Law of the Land" has ceased
to be the "Law of the People."
We suggest that every citizen
who feels that the power of the
federal judiciary is infringing
the rights of state courts, write
their senator and congressman
and request that they take immediate steps to correct any laws
that grant such power to the federal courts.
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Appendix 24
Investigators of the Committee on several occasions witnessed representatives of the major television news organizations make public contributions of funds to Conrad Lynch
and J. B. Stoner. Reports furnished the Committee by representatives of the Special Police Forces assigned to St. Augustine reflect that similar contributions were made by the
same individuals to representatives of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference during public meetings held
by that organization in St. Augustine.
Reports submitted by the Committee's staff reflect that on
at least one occasion during the week of June 21, J. B.
Stoner, Conrad Lynch and Halstead Manucey left the Slave
Market after receiving a contribution of cash from a · TV
network representative and went with that representative to
his motel where they participated in a filmed interview
which was later shown nationally and which presented a distorted view of conditions then prevalent in St. Augustine ..
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Appendix 25
Date:

17 March 1965

From:

Virgil Stuart, Chief of Police, City of St. Augustine, St. Augustine, Fla.

To:

Florida Legislative Committee

Subject:

Brief Comments On The Racial Agitation in St.
Augustine, Florida For The Past Two (2) Years.

Records in the St. Augustine Police Department record
the beginning of the Racial disturbance in the City of
St. Augustine, Florida, as of 23 February 1963. In the beginning the demands were received mostly from the National
Association For The Advancement of Colored People, Local
Chapter, making demands that the Quadracentennial Commission be denied federal funds for this project. Strong
protests were received when President Lyndon Johnson, who
at that time was Vice President of the United States, was
scheduled to make a n address in St. Augustine, Florida to
dedicate one of the older buildings.
The local r epresentative of the National Association For
The Advancement of Colored People began to make demands
upon the City to fire or discha rge city employees and replace
them with negro employees. Some of the demands were for
the de-segregation of all public facilities such as rest rooms,
ball parks, golf links, etc. During the next several weeks all
of these demands for total de-segregation of public facilities
were met. The St. Augustine Police Department was one of
the first cities in the State of Florida to start using negro
police officers. We have been using them continuously for
some thirty (30) years. We had a vacancy in the police department for a negro officer at the time of this racial disturbance. One was selected and cleared with the Civil Service
Board, passed his physical examination and was given his
appointment, but, did not show up for work. Later on being
questioned the applicant stated that he was told by the
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leaders of the local National Association For The Advancement of Colored People that if he took the job that they
would kill him, as they had another man picked for the job.
The police department did not hire the other man. He had
not passed Civil Service Requirements.
Numerous negroes began to picket local places of business
such as lunch counters during the months of May, June, July
and August, 1963. Most of the picketing was done in the day
time without any major incidents, however, violence did
break out at times on the street especially at night time between bands of white and negro teen-agers. There were
other incidents that occurred within the city and outside the
city such as Dr. Robert Hayling, who headed a group of
young negro trouble makers, who laid seige to the St. Johns
County Jail on one (1) or two (2) occasions, and, groups of
pickets also made an attempt to invade the City Police
Headquarters with a large group of so-called pickets. Many
juvenile and adult arrests were made for so-called sit-ins lieins and trespassing on private property. After se;eral
months of this racial agitation things quieted down after
leading citizens more or less disowned Dr. Hayling and some
ten (10) to fifteen (15) of his young hoodlum followers.
In the Spring of 1964, starting in late March, the City was
invaded by numerous so-called ministers, chaplains, white
students, etc., sponsored by the National Council of Churches,.
mostly from the New England States. This group came at
the invitation of DR. ROBERT HAYLING, an admitted
"ATHEIST," and local head of the Southern "CHRISTIAN"
Leadership Conference. This group was sponsored by the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference headed by Rev.
Martin Luther King. A large group of young teen-agers,
white girls and a few white male college students, came to
the city enmasse and to live with negro families throughout
the city. The young teen-age white girls began to show up
dating and mixing socially with negro male students from
the local negro college, (Florida Memorial College). The fact
that the young college students mixed socially, white girls
going with negro boys and white male students going with
negro female students on a social basis, created resentment
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on the part of the local young white population and this resulted in extreme bitterness between the two (2) groups.
One of the better known participants in this invasion was
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Peabody, (Mrs. Malcolm Peabody)
mother of the Governor of the State of Massachusetts. Just
prior to her arrival, which had been well publicized by the
news media, some one hundred fifty (150) or more newspaper reporters, still cameramen, TV cameramen and other
press men necessary to cover a so-called "Hollywood Production" came in to the City. This group was large enough to
fill up some two (2) or three (3) large local motels, some
of whom established direct telephone and wire services from
their motel rooms back to large Northern cities. Local law
enforcement officers could tell each morning where the
"Show" was going to be staged that day by watching where
the TV cameramen set up their props, lights, etc. Shortly
after these props were set up the "Show" would start. The
participants who appeared in the "Show" were well trained
and rehearsed. Mrs. Peabody had in her party a mixed group
of whites and negroes who would deliberately go into local
hotel dining rooms, motel dining rooms and restaurants demanding to be served knowing full well in advance that it
was not the policy or practice of these places of business to
serve food and/ or drinks to these people. After several days
of this agitation Mrs. Peabody and several other people
forced an arrest by the local officers and were confined in the
St. Johns County Jail. There never was any question in the
minds of the St. Augustine Police Department that these
demonstrators, agitators and other mixed groups were working hand in glove with members of the press, cameramen
and other news coverage.
After the so-called Easter invasion, which ended about
the middle of April 1964, things quieted down until about the
middle of June 1964, when a plot was uncovered that Martin
Luther King had instigated a plan to bring thousands of
participants from other states by busses to force the local
officers to arrest them therefore flooding the jails with thousands of people which would result in severely crowded conditions and that there would be a break-down in Law and
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Order in the City of St. Augustine, Fla. We uncovered this
plot through informants and gave advance publicity of the
plan, which, we think resulted in only hundreds coming here
instead of thousands. The project did result in hundreds being placed in the county jail, which was many times the
capacity of the jail, and resulted in an extremely heavy
burden being placed on the local community to feed so many
outside agitators.
These demonstrators threw up large pickets in front of
lunch counters, dining rooms, tourist information headquarters at the Chamber of Commerce building carrying signs
asking tourists not to visit St. Augustine, Fla. No one appeared to pay any attention to these pickets during the day
light hours. The local police had no trouble at any time controlling these pickets and maintaining law and order. In
addition to this picketing and demonstrating St. Augustine
is headquarters for the Florida East Coast Railroad, who
had numerous pickets on duty at their buildings without any
major incidents. In addition some seventy-five (75) of the
so-called Peace Marchers from Quebec, Canada to Guantanamo, Cuba arrived in the city to spend from ten (10) days
to two (2) weeks picketing, demonstrating, marching etc.
without any major incidents. At all times the local police
were able to control the demonstrations which were held in
the day time.
The Southern Christian Leadership Conference leaders did
not appear to be satisfied with this type of picketing so they
started so-called night marches into the downtown area.
These marches were conducted by several hundred participants without any permit or advance notice to the police on
routes to be used, destination or any other information.
These marchers were mixed groups of people; young teenage white girls marched holding hands with negro males.
White males marched in the group holding hands with negro
females. Cat calls and obscene remarks were passed back and
forth from marchers to spectators and from spectators to
marchers. Bottles, bricks, sticks were tossed back and forth.
Potash and battery acid were used, mostly by participants in
the marchers against police officers, with hypodermic syringes and plastic containers, such as cleaning fluid, liquid
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sun tan lotion, etc. come in. Some officers were hit in the
face with this acid. When the marches resulted in injury to
participants and spectators alike, including police officers,
orders were issued by the Police Department that they would
not permit any more night marches or demonstrations. This
order was issued about the end of May 1964 or the first part
of June 1964.
Lawyers who the press stated were paid for by the National Cou~cil of Churches, started legal proceedings in the
Federal Court in Jacksonville, Florida against the law enforcement agencies in St. Augustine, Florida, which resulted
in a Federal Court Order permitting the demonstrations to
continue using any streets at any time of the day or night.
This resulted in riots which necessitated the Governor of
the State of Florida sending in several hundred additional
law enforcement officers. Generally speaking the officers
worked very well together until the Governor issue~ a~ executive order about the middle of June 1964 estabhshmg a
Special Police Force, which resulted in the 1:'ocal. Police
Department and the Sheriff's Department bemg isolated
as law enforcement agencies. The Special Police Force was
placed in charge of all law enforcement age~ci~s, which
resulted in Semi-Official Martial Law. Several mcidents occured causing friction between law enforcement agencies
involved including the actual arrest of a City Police Officer
for no good reason and placing him in the County Jail.
INVASION OF THE BEACHES:
The bathing beaches in St. Johns County and in front of
St. Augustine are outside the city limits of St. Augustine
and therefore beyond the jurisdiction of the Municipal Police ,Departme~t, and, is over FORTY MILES long. A "Hollywood Production" was staged at the St. Augustine Beach.
This was reported to be a knock-out blow from a publi~it!
standpoint, just before the passage of the Federal ?ivil
Rights Bill in Washington, D. C. The stage was set up m a
space less than a quar t er of a mile wide, which, for gene~ations had been used as a public bathing beach by the white
people. On each side of this space was miles of open beaches
that could have been used by any person, white or colored.
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In fact a short distance south of this area is a section of the
beach known as Butler's Beach, (Florida State Park), for
the exclusive use of negro citizens. This section had been
used for generations for bathing by negro citizens without
incident.
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BUT Martin Luther King's Southern Christian Leadership
Conference selected the small space, used by the white
bathers for many generations, to use for wading and socalled bathing by negroes and other mixed groups. As usual
TV cameramen, Newspaper reporters, etc., which at times
outnumbered the participants, set up props to cover this
"Hollywood Production" for publicity purposes. The officers
in charge of the Special Police Force, consisting of Highway Patrolmen, Conservation Agents and other State Officers, formed a flying wedge, in full uniform wading into the
water, forcing the white bathers aside so that the negroes
could wade in for their so-called demonstrations. This, naturally, caused strong feelings against the negro group, as
well as against the State Officers, for this unnecessary use of
force in chasing the white people out of their bathing beach
area. This was especially true in view of the fact that a short
distance down the beach the negroes could have bathed
and waded unmolested. The Florida State Park (Butler's
Beach) has been in use by negroes for over one hundred
years (100) without any molestation by local persons or outsiders. These so-called demonstrations went on for days and,
of course, resulted in some violence.
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Outside invaders and race agitators left St. Augustine
about the first of August 1964 and local officers have been
able to control law enforcement again.
There are approximately seven hundred (700) cases
against negro people, both adult and juveniles, pending in
local courts. However, the attorneys representing the negroes arrested have appealed to the Federal Court to take
jurisdiction. All of these cases are now in the hands of the
Federal Court which includes sit-ins, lie-ins, trespassing,
disorderly conduct, assault and even some charged with first
degree murder. Needless to say this tends to demoralize the
local law enforcement officers.
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